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1 Introduction

If you search on the internet on the topic of being a ‘second mover’ you can
find countless articles explaining that, despite the highly praised traditional view
that first movers are meritorious winners, second movers are not just awarded with
demerits. In fact, various examples show that not being the first mover can have a
critical advantage: Amazon on the market for eBooks, Google on the market of search
engines, Boeing on the market of modern jets, Southwest on the US airline market,
Google Chrome on the market of internet browsers, and not to forget the famous
examples of Facebook, Apple, and BigMac created by McDonald’s as a follow-up on
Burger King’s Whopper. They invest or innovate when the market is no longer a
niche: investment is undertaken when the market has been well established and they
are, in many cases, the ones that make the market sizable. In numerous cases they
become market leader.

This dissertation dedicates most of its chapters to the study concerning compe-
tition on established markets. Among other important insights, it shows in various
models that being a second mover is not always the poorest outcome of a game. It
starts off with a duopoly setting where an incumbent firm faces threat of market entry
by a competitor. To protect its business the incumbent has the option to expand,
before the other firm enters the market. This strategy proves to be fortunate. By
expanding, the market becomes saturated so that there is currently no room for an-
other firm on the market. In line with, e.g., Spence (1979) and Fudenberg and Tirole
(1983), the entrant will have to wait until the demand has grown again. As a result,
the incumbent successfully delays the entrant’s investment, and it is therefore able to
protect the revenues resulting from its existing production capacity. Notwithstand-
ing the benefits of being a monopolist for a longer period, this comes at a cost. In a
growing market, the incumbent firm finds expanding beneficial in the face of growing
demand. However, the threat of entry makes that the firm invests much earlier than
it would have hoped, in line with Fudenberg and Tirole (1985). In other words, if
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there had been no threat of entry, the incumbent would have waited with expansion
until the demand on the market has grown even further. However, if the incumbent
would choose to wait, the other firm will undertake investment first. Therefore, to
delay entry, the incumbent is forced to expand when the increase in demand is only
relatively small. As a result, it only expands with a small amount. The main reason
it chooses to do this is to secure its position as a single firm on the market for a
longer period of time: Short term higher profits are dominant over a longer term
prospect of higher profits through large expansion. After all, the incumbent could
also have chosen to let the entrant undertake investment first and then expand itself
much later.

In essence, the firm underinvests to prevent competition on the short term which
leads to the conclusion that entry deterrence is done by timing rather than over-
investment. This is in great contrast to the general literature on entry deterrence
strategies where firms are believed to even overinvest (see, e.g., Spence (1977) and
Dixit (1980)). At the same time, this gives the opportunity for the entrant, when
it eventually undertakes investment, to enter with a much larger expansion of the
supply on this market. Chapter 2 studies this set-up in greater detail.

Another (potential) cost arises as the result of the cannibalization effect. Since the
expansion is undertaken when the demand on the market is yet to grow to higher
levels, expansion is costly. Nevertheless, the firm still prefers to ‘eat its own demand’,
rather than to allow a competitor on the market. The cannibalization effect is even
more notably present in the second model of this dissertation where two incumbent
firms have the option to innovate. As in the first model, firms are free to choose
their investment moment, depending on the growth in demand. The firms have to
consider a similar trade-off. When it undertakes investment first it will have to invest
when the market has relatively not grown much yet, so that it can only set a small
capacity. However, if it invests later it can set a larger capacity, but then the firm
will have to wait. In Chapter 3 it is shown that larger firms have more incentives to
innovate (first) than smaller firms. In the model, innovation takes place when a new
product is put on the market that is a differentiation from the established product.
Since the new product yields an improvement, the demand for the old product is
heavily reduced once innovation has been undertaken. One could expect that the
smaller firm has more to win and would therefore have more incentives to invest in
the new product. However, it is the larger firm that has more to lose. The latter
proves to be more important. The larger firm rather sees its current production hit
hard as a result of its own innovation than by the competitor’s innovation. The
intuition is simple. By innovating first it immediately receives profits from the new
product, whereas innovation by the competitor makes that it loses profits resulting
from current production while being temporarily deterred from the new submarket.
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The latter happens since the first mover’s investment is in such a way that the market
becomes saturated. This means that the other firm needs to wait until demand
has grown to a sufficient level. Therefore, cannibalization seems to be the better
evil: It expands sufficiently to delay the entrant but not too much to mitigate the
cannibalization effect. As a result, the smaller firm innovates later, but has now the
advantage that it is able to set a large capacity.

Nevertheless, this does not mean that the smaller firm always becomes the larger
firm for the new product. In fact, when the demand on the market is very volatile,
which means that there is more uncertainty, the market leader can be able to maintain
its position. When there is more uncertainty, firms prefer to delay their investments
and wait for a higher level of demand on the market before undertaking investment
becomes optimal. It is an established result in the literature that waiting for higher
levels of demand results into higher capacities (see, e.g., Manne (1961), Bar-Ilan
and Strange (1999), and Dangl (1999)). As a result, the first mover sets a larger
capacity when market uncertainty is higher. Then, for a sufficiently high level of
market volatility the first mover, i.e. the larger firm, can be able to also become the
larger firm for the new product. This only happens when products are sufficiently
differentiated. In the other cases, the second mover becomes the larger producer of
the new product.

Chapter 4 also focusses on innovation, but rather from the perspective of tech-
nology adoption. Here, when undertaking adoption, the firm improves the current
production line and transforms the established product into its successor. It is shown,
in a competitive framework, that a second-mover advantage can arise. Traditionally,
a second-mover advantage only arises when there is uncertainty involved with the
profitability of the new project, when there is asymmetry among firms, or in the
presence of imperfect information. Nevertheless, it is shown in this dissertation that
it can be a strategic move to be a late adopter. So far, this was only known for
leapfrogging, where waiting for a second generation of innovation seems to be more
attractive. As a matter of fact, it can even be optimal to abstain from investment in
general. Table 1.1 shows the outcomes of the game, distinguished by the degree of
differentiation for ex-ante symmetric firms. Horizontal differentiation expresses the
degree of substitutability. A highly differentiated product is a product that only has
a small impact on the popularity of the rivaling product. When the new technology
is highly innovative and a close substitute, we find that both firms want to adopt and
they both want to do it first. This is also found when the initial market conditions
are in such a way that the current level of demand is low.

The exact opposite emerges when products are poor substitutes and when the
innovation is only incremental. It is optimal when exactly one firm adopts the new
technology, since in that case competition is heavily reduced. That happens as a result
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In
no

va
ti
on Radical

First-mover advantage First/Second-MA
2 Adopters 2 Adopters

Incremental
First/Second-MA Second-mover advantage

1 Adopter 1 Adopter

Small High

Differentiation (horiz.)

Table 1.1: Technology adoption: outcome of the game.

of poor substitutability and the outcome that both firms have their own products
each. However, neither of the firms wants to be the one that innovates. After all,
when one firm leaves has to bear the adoption costs. Since both firms prefer to not
be a first mover, they naturally have a second-mover advantage. A similar intuition
applies to the lower left cell. There, for the same reasons, it is optimal when only
one firm invests. It will then depend on the level of demand volatility whether the
firms have first-mover or a second-mover advantage. Similar to the first models,
more volatility leads to a delay in investment, which leads to higher capacities. For a
sufficiently high level of volatility the capacity set by the first mover is large enough
for both firms to have a first-mover advantage: the gain by setting a large capacity
weighs out the adoptions costs.

A different type of second-mover advantage can typically arise for the case depicted
in the upper right cell. Both firms want to adopt the new technology, but firms can
have a late mover advantage for the very same reason this introduction started off
with: they want to set a larger capacity. This only happens when the level of demand
volatility is not large enough. Indeed, in these settings the first mover can only set a
relatively small capacity so that they both prefer to be the second adopter in pursuit
to become market leader.

For all of these results we are to thank one crucial aspect of these models: firms are
free to choose their capacity sizes. Neither of the result described above could have
been found if it was not for relaxing the assumption, widely used in the literature,
that the size of the installment is fixed. Remarkably, as we show in our studies, it
even holds that the very opposite is true when fixing the capacity sizes. For the
incumbent-entrant framework we find that the entrant invests before the incumbent
expands and in the setting where two incumbent have the option to innovate it is
the smaller firm that innovates first. Moreover, the outcome where only one firm
undertakes technology adoption is not even feasible under the assumption of fixed
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sizes, let alone optimal. When talking about literature, our research specifically
applies to the real options literature, or more generally, the literature on dynamic
frameworks for investment under uncertainty problems. Here, the term ‘dynamic’
plays an important role. Under static games capacity choice has been intensively
studied. However, the interplay between capacity choice and a set-up where the firm
can also optimally choose the investment moment turns out to be very interesting
and only since recently these problems have been studied in the literature. Since the
research described above brings some new and very interesting insights in this field,
this dissertation mostly contributes to this particular field.

Real Options Theory
Real options are concerned with the investment problem of an agent, generally

a firm. An investment is defined as any type of action that results in immediate
costs while expecting future rewards (Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). In this dissertation
investment is mostly considered to be undertaken by firms that, e.g., build a plant
after which (future) production results in a stream of profits or offer an (online)
product and/or platform that generates rewards through, for instance, advertisement
and/or subscription fees. In principle, the applications are endless. Such an invest-
ment problem is interesting when future pay-offs are uncertain. Uncertainty could
involve imperfect information about whether or not a product will appeal to the con-
sumer, but would, in these models, mostly be concerned with the future evolution
of consumer demand. Traditionally, or if you like, in the orthodox approach, such a
project is evaluated by calculating the net present value (NPV) that simply looks at
the expected discounted accumulated (future) income stream and costs. If it turns
out that the expected rewards exceed the (expected) costs and investment outlay,
one invests and otherwise one does not. In their seminal book, Dixit and Pindyck
(1994) show that in a set-up where the investment is irreversible and one has the pos-
sibility to delay the investment moment, the NPV rule is often incorrect for projects
involving (ongoing) uncertainty. Instead, the investment project can be seen as being
analogous to a financial option. In a call option the investor has the right, but not
the obligation, to buy an agreed quantity of the underlying derivative as, e.g., a par-
ticular commodity. Despite some differences in the set-up of the problem, for a real
investment problem, the intuition is the same: the firm has the right, but not the
obligation, to undertake investment at any moment in time. McDonald and Siegel
(1986) first explored this analogy and derived an explicit expression for the option
value of waiting in a basic continuous time real options model. The investment rule
derived through the use of real options is intuitively simple: at any moment in time
one compares the resulting profits from investment, calculated in the net present
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value, with the value of waiting, that is, the value gained by waiting one period of
time and again evaluating the option. Once the value of waiting no longer yields a
higher value than immediate investment, a firm undertakes investment.

Especially after the publication of Dixit and Pindyck (1994) the literature on real
options theory really took off and nowadays we know various applications and ex-
tensions of the basic monopoly model. In the standard model a set-up is considered
where ongoing market uncertainty is modeled through the use of a geometric Brow-
nian motion. A firm is then able to receive a stream of profits, based on the values
of this underlying process, after it has undertaken investment associated with some
investment costs.

The first part of this dissertation builds upon the intersection of two particular
streams, initiated by Huisman and Kort (2015): capacity choice and competition in
oligopoly models. The background on these threads is described in little detail below.
Also see the survey by Huberts et al. (2015), that summarizes this intersection as
well. The main difference between Huisman and Kort (2015) and the models in this
dissertation is that in their model firms have the option to undertake investment in a
new market, whereas this dissertation looks at established markets and in particular,
it looks at innovation on established markets. Innovation is carried out by offering a
new product on an established market, where the new product yields an improvement
compared to the existing product.

Competition and Innovation In these models two or more firms compete on
the same market. Using non-cooperative game theory one can study the resulting
equilibria describing for each firm the strategy entailing at what moment they choose
to undertake investment1. Oligopoly models know a long history. The studies on
static models by Spence (1977) and Dixit (1980) inspired a rich literature examining
the entry deterrence strategies.

Papers studying strategic interactions in a framework with uncertainty includes
the work by Perrakis and Waskett (1983), Smets (1991), Maskin (1999), Grenadier
(1996), and later on and Besanko et al. (2010). One of the first and important in-
sights was presented by Fudenberg and Tirole (1985). They show that investment is
accelerated, i.e. takes place earlier, when going from a monopoly framework to an
oligopolistic framework. This happens since firms try to preempt the competitor’s in-
vestment. Game outcomes where such behavior takes place are more generally known
as preemptive equilibria. The significance of the value of waiting, and the therefore in-
teresting tradeoff between waiting and accelerated investment for a framework with
competition, was first shown by Smets (1991) (also see Dixit and Pindyck (1994),

1This can include mixed equilibria as well.
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Chapter 9). Notably Maskin (1999) and Swinney et al. (2011) show that also the
strategy where the first mover accommodates the competitor has its merits when
looking at uncertain environments. This contributes to the early work by Spence
(1979) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1983) where it is shown that in equilibrium first
movers are successfully able to deter potential entrants, in a model where capacity
can be increased over time. However, they consider static market conditions where
the incumbent is a Stackelberg leader. More recently, we learned from Boyer et al.
(2004) and Boyer et al. (2012) that the incentives for preemption are smaller for the
incumbent than for the challenger with lower capacity, that competition induces too
early first investment relative to the social optimum, and that the smaller firm invests
first. This is in contrast to what we find in the work presented in this dissertation2.
Other novel work is done by Huisman (2001) and Mason and Weeds (2010). The lat-
ter shows that the standard and well established result that more uncertainty makes
that firms delay investment (see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck (1994)) does not always ap-
ply. In their setting a certain degree of complementarities between the firms’ actions
is required. For further literature we refer to the book on strategic real options by
Chevalier-Roignant and Trigeorgis (2011), that provides a good overview of the work
in this area. Also see the survey by Grenadier (2000), the survey on identical firms
by Huisman et al. (2004), and the survey on game-theoretic aspects by Azevedo and
Paxson (2014) for more work in this field.

In particular, this dissertation focusses partly on innovation. Innovation and there-
with investment on established markets has been modeled by, e.g., Dawid et al.
(2010a,b), Reinganum (1989), Doraszelski (2003), Breton et al. (2004), and Cellini
and Lambertini (2009). Some early seminal contributions have been made by Arrow
(1962), being a base for a number of papers in the intermediate years. Other funda-
mental work is done by Huisman (2001) and Dawid et al. (2013). The latter paper
is comparable, but it considers a static framework, instead of a dynamic framework.

In general, there is only a small amount of research on multiproduct firms, and in
particular their strategies in a dynamic settings. The existing literature focusses on

(i) optimal product line design in the context of multi-stage games, ignoring the
strategic interactions (see, e.g., Dawid et al. (2010a,b) and Barazoni et al.
(2003)),

(ii) single firm problems, passing strategic interaction in general (see, e.g., Lamber-
tini and Mantovani (2009)), and

(iii) in a dynamic framework with (mainly) single-product firms: patent races (see,
e.g., Reinganum (1989), Doraszelski (2003)) and the interaction between types

2The respective chapters discuss the differences in set-ups.
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of product/process innovation (e.g., Breton et al. (2004) and Cellini and Lam-
bertini (2009, 2011)).

Unfortunately, innovation strategies of firms that are producing established products
that are, to a certain degree, substitutes to the innovative new product, have not
been a topic on the research agenda of many. The work in this thesis is therefore a
contribution to that field.

In this field also lies the work on technology adoption where firms decide to inno-
vate their technology. Chapter 4 serves a overview of the literature in this specific
subfield and also discusses the literature on first-mover and second-mover advantages
in an oligopolistic setting.

Capacity Choice Another stream of literature that plays an important role in
the first part of this dissertation is the one that incorporates capital investment.
Here, firms are not only choosing their investment moment, but along with that they
choose the size of their investment. As shown in Huisman and Kort (2015), this
brings in a new strategic component: the capacity the first mover sets influences the
investment strategy of the second mover. In a oligopolistic framework this leads to
the interesting question how this influences the outcomes of the game. Their work
extends the literature on capacity choice in real options models, where early work
on the investment strategy of monopolies by Dixit (1993) was followed up by, e.g.,
Dangl (1999), Bar-Ilan and Strange (1999), and Hagspiel et al. (2016).

Huberts et al. (2015) summarizes this thread in literature. The main insight is
that the influence of uncertainty is no longer a black and white story. Before, the
conclusion has repeatedly been drawn that more uncertainty leads to a delay in
the investment moment. Or if you like, less colloquially, the investment trigger is
increasing in the level of uncertainty. Therefore, in models where the investment size
is fixed, uncertainty is bad for growth. However, at the same time, when investment is
delayed, also a larger capacity is set (Manne (1961), Bar-Ilan and Strange (1999), and
Dangl (1999)) since investment is now undertaken when the demand on the market
has grown to a more considerable level. Therefore, “where from the traditional real
options literature one can conclude that uncertainty is bad for growth, this is not
so clear anymore when also the size of the investment needs to be determined”. In
short, Dangl (1999) is the first to analyze a dynamic model where a monopolist
decides upon both the investment timing and the investment size. This work was
extended by Hagspiel et al. (2016) where production is no longer assumed to be
inflexible. Here, as in the duopoly extension by Wen (2017), we learn that flexible
firms invest in larger capacities. Introducing a learning curve, as in Della Seta et al.
(2012) leads to an interesting trade off. “One option is to invest relatively late and
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set a large capacity. The main advantage is that the firm learns at a faster pace, but
it lowers its current value as a result of discounting. The other option is to invest
relatively early, [when the demand on the market is small,] leading to an immediate
revenue flow. However, investing early means undertaking a small investment, which
makes the firm move slowly along the learning curve.” Another extension that finds
that capacity sizes are put under pressure, is the one by Chronopoulos et al. (2013)
where risk aversion is incorporated. At the same time, the general result that more
uncertainty delays investment and increases the investment size remains unaltered.

As stated before, in the dynamic duopoly literature, Huisman and Kort (2015)
were the first to study the effects of capacity choice. They find that the strategic
interactions are two-fold. A larger capacity by the first mover not only delays the
investment of the second mover but also induces that the second mover sets a smaller
capacity level. This incentivizes the first mover to set a large capacity. Be that as
it may, the problem is not as simple as that. Under competition, the preemption
mechanism makes that firms want to invest early. This reduces the investment size
set by the first mover. Huisman and Kort (2015) show how these conflicting incentives
are balanced out in a game-theoretic framework. In particular, in a scenario with a
low level of demand volatility, short term profits outweigh delaying the competitor’s
entry so that it sets a relatively small capacity. This changes in a scenario with a
high level of demand volatility, where the first mover even ends up as market leader.
Apart from the work in this dissertation, other follow-ups include Boonman and
Hagspiel (2014) and Lavrutich (2016). Related work includes Yang and Zhou (2007)
analyzing the effect of the incumbent’s capacity level on the entry decision, where
the incumbent’s decision is given. It is shown that the incumbent can only deter
the entry of the entrant temporarily. Eventually, the entrant invests and a duopoly
framework results.

Our result that second movers have a strategic advantage when allowing for ca-
pacity choice is endorsed by Lv et al. (2014), who look at linear demand structures.
Linear demand structures have the typical feature that it allows the market to grow
indefinitely large. This is different from the work in this thesis, which brings up the
question whether this result is a general one. This is also related to the results by
Kamoto and Okawa (2014), who look at differentiated firms. Here, compared to the
endogenous firm roles case, the exogenous leader invests in a larger capacity. Con-
sequently, the follower will differentiate its product more from the leader’s. In the
endogenous firm roles case, the follower’s capacity level is larger than the one of the
leader.
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Mean Reverting Birth-Death Processes
One of the common characteristics of a geometric Brownian motion is that the

market is assumed to keep growing (shrinking) over time, i.e. the process has a
positive (negative) trend. However, are markets always expected to either always
grow or shrink? One of the main assumptions made in the first part of this dis-
sertation, and in by far the majority of the studies in the real options literature, is
that market uncertainty follows the path of a geometric Brownian motion. Expected
growth fuels the incentives for firms to delay their investments, broadly discussed
above. The question then arises what would happen in cases where other types of
underlying processes are assumed. A common, and probably, natural alternative is a
process that is mean-reverting, first more intensively studied in a dynamic oligopolis-
tic framework by Metcalf and Hassett (1995). The great downside of such a process
is that it generally leads to a set-up that does not have tractable solutions. Only in
some specific cases it can lead to model outcomes that are somewhat tractable. This
includes a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process in Ewald and Wang (2010) and the geometric
mean reversion studied in Metcalf and Hassett (1995). A more general summary
of this literature can be found in Chapter 5. The approach in the second part of
this dissertation uses a continuous time Markov chain, in particular a Birth-Death
process, with state dependent transition rates. Since the transition rates are not
determined for the general model, this chapter proposes a solution concept that is
able to deal with any type of underlying process, including a mean-reverting process.
In an application a mean-reverting process is studied. The contribution of this work
is that one is able to determine a rule for the investment moment for any choice of
transition rates. The work in this dissertation considers the investment option of a
single firm, opening up the possibility to study more advanced set-ups for not just a
framework with a geometric Brownian motion. For an overview of other results we
refer to the introduction of Chapter 5.

Organization
This dissertation consists of two parts. The first part studies the investment tim-

ing in an oligopoly setting where firms additionally decide upon the size of their
installment. It starts off with the case of an incumbent and an entrant in Chapter 2.
This framework is extended in Chapter 3, where two incumbents have the option
to start producing a new product. This product brings innovation to the market.
Part I is closed by Chapter 4 where two incumbents have the option to adopt a new
technology which yields a new generation of innovation. The second part of this dis-
sertation considers a single firm problem on a market where the underlying process
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is considered to be continuous time Markov chain, studied in Chapter 5.
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Strategic Capital Investment on
Established Markets
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2 The Incumbent-Entrant Game

Summary
This chapter examines a dynamic incumbent-entrant framework with stochas-

tic evolution of the (inverse) demand, in which both the optimal timing of the
investments and the capacity choices are explicitly considered. We find that the
incumbent invests earlier than the entrant and that entry deterrence is achieved
through timing rather than through overinvestment. This is because the incum-
bent invests earlier and in a smaller amount compared to a scenario without
potential entry. If, on the other hand, the capacity size is exogenously given, the
investment order changes and the entrant invests before the incumbent does.
This chapter is based on Huberts et al. (2016).

2.1 Introduction
Starting with the seminal paper by Spence (1977) the choice of production capacity

as an instrument for entry deterrence has been extensively studied in the literature.
In a standard two-stage set-up, where the incumbent chooses its capacity before
the potential competitor decides about entry, entry deterrence is achieved by the
incumbent through overinvestment and leads to eternal absence of the competitor
from the market. After installing a sufficiently large capacity by the incumbent, the
potential entrant finds the market not profitable enough to undertake an investment.
In a dynamic setting, where the demand evolves over time (with a positive trend),
however, it cannot be expected that potential entrants are perpetually deterred from
the market. Hence, the question arises how the investment behavior of the incumbent
is affected by the threat of entry in such a setting.

This chapter considers a dynamic model where both an incumbent and an entrant
have the option to acquire once some (additional) production capacity. Both firms
are free to choose the size of their installment, which is assumed to be irreversible

15
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and is fully used in the market competition. As a first result, we find that under
general conditions the incumbent is most eager to undertake the investment first. In
this way the incumbent accomplishes that it delays the investment of the entrant and
it extends its monopoly period. The entrant reacts by waiting with investment until
demand has become sufficiently large.

A second important result is that entry deterrence is not achieved via overinvest-
ment, but via timing. The threat of entry makes the incumbent invest sooner in or-
der to precede investment of the entrant. Since the incumbent’s investment increases
the quantity on the market, the output price is reduced, which in turn reduces the
profitability of entering this market, and thus delays entry. Furthermore, where large
parts of the literature find that a monopolist sets a smaller capacity than a (potential)
duopolist facing a threat of entry, we find the opposite result. Since the incumbent
invests early, i.e. in a market with a still relatively small demand, it pursues a small
capacity expansion. In the absence of an entry threat the monopolist would wait for
a market with a higher demand and invest in a larger capacity. In other words, when
deterring entry, timing is of greater importance than overinvesting.

A crucial aspect of these results is that the size of the investment is flexible.
Considering a variant of our model in which investment sizes are fixed, the incumbent
no longer has the possibility to undertake a small investment in a small market
in order to preempt the entrant. Interestingly, we find that in such a setting the
investment order is reversed; the entrant undertakes an investment first. The reason
is that in this situation, where the investment size and thus investment costs are
equal, the entrant, which does not suffer from cannibalization, has a larger incentive
to invest. Being able to choose the investment size is thus of key importance for
making preemption optimal for the incumbent.

In our duopoly set-up, the total net welfare as a result of investment is smaller
than in a set-up where a social welfare optimizer chooses the investment moment
and investment size. Our study implies that policies, aiming to close the welfare
gap between these two settings, include the intention to delay investment. The in-
troduction of, e.g., a license requiring the firm to pay a public fee when it invests,
would contribute to such a policy. The incurred lump-sum cost induces firms to delay
investment. Resultingly, a larger capacity is installed, which, in turn, contributes to
an increase in total welfare.

The results sketched above contribute to two main streams of literature, namely
to the analysis of entry deterrence strategies and to strategic real options theory.
Based on early contributions by Spence (1977) and Dixit (1980), a rich literature has
explored the rationale behind entry deterrence in two-stage games under a variety
of assumptions about the mode of post-entry competition between firms. Whereas
most of this literature is based on deterministic models, Perrakis and Waskett (1983)
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show that key insights about optimality of deterrence respectively accommodation
might change qualitatively if it is assumed that demand is stochastic and uncertain
for the firms at the time of investment. In more recent contributions to this stream
of literature Maskin (1999) and Swinney et al. (2011) highlight that high demand un-
certainty makes entry deterrence less attractive and fosters the use of accommodation
strategies by incumbents. Robles (2011) develops a two-period game where demand
is deterministic and increasing between the two periods. He characterizes conditions
under which incumbents build capacities, which are partly idle in the first period, in
order to deter other firms from the market. Our main contribution relative to these
papers is not only that we address the role of investment timing for potential entry
deterrence, but also that we consider a stochastically evolving market environment.

Early dynamic models of entry deterrence, like Spence (1979) or Fudenberg et al.
(1983), focus on the dynamics of (irreversible) capacity build-up in static market
environments, if investment is bounded from above. A key insight in this literature
is that, in addition to equilibria which essentially correspond to a Stackelberg equi-
librium with the incumbent as leader, there exist Markov-perfect equilibria in which
the incumbent can strategically deter the follower from investing, thereby weakening
competition. This is due to the initial asymmetry and the dynamic build-up of capac-
ity. More recently, Boyer et al. (2004) studied entry deterrence in a dynamic setting
with price competition and a stochastically evolving willingness to pay of consumers.
They assume that firms can invest repeatedly, where the size of each investment is
fixed, and point out that in such a setting an important effect of investment is the de-
lay of the competitor’s investment. It is shown that different types of equilibria might
arise in such a setting. In spite of the usual logic associated with preemption under
price competition, in some of these equilibria, firms acquire positive rents. Concern-
ing the timing of investment, Boyer et al. (2004) show that in their setting (under
certain conditions) the incentives for preemption are smaller for the incumbent than
for the challenger with lower capacity. A similar setting with Cournot competition
is studied in Boyer et al. (2012). It is shown that competition induces too early
first investment relative to the social optimum and that the smaller firm invests first.
The market environment considered in Boyer et al. (2004, 2012) is closely related to
our setup. However, the assumption of fixed investment units crucially distinguishes
these studies from our approach, where both timing and investment size are chosen
by the firms. We find that the endogeneity of investment size is crucial and leads to
qualitatively different insights compared to settings with fixed investment size. Also,
due to the consideration of Cournot competition, investment in Boyer et al. (2012)
has considerably less commitment power compared to the setup we consider. A main
focus of Boyer et al. (2004, 2012), as well as of recent studies by Besanko et al. (2004)
and Besanko et al. (2010) dealing with (partly) reversible capacity investments in
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oligopolistic markets with stochastically evolving demand, is the long run industry
structure that emerges. Considering only one investment option for each firm, our
chapter does not address this issue, but rather focuses on entry deterrence in the
early phase of an industry with evolving demand.

The main insight of our analysis that the incumbent invests prior to the entrant
can be seen to follow the logic to "eat your own lunch before someone else does"
(Deutschman (1994)). This logic has been, among others, explored in Nault and
Vandenbosch (1996) in the framework of a model, where firms endogenously choose
the time to launch a new product generation. Apart from the fact that their paper
does not explicitly deal with capacity investment, the key difference to our approach
is that the type of expansion as such is fixed and the size of the expansion cannot be
chosen by the firms.

This chapter extends, in the second place, the literature on strategic real option
models, where firms have to decide about investing in a stochastic oligopolistic en-
vironment. Early work includes Smets (1991) and Grenadier (1996). Mason and
Weeds (2010) investigate the relationship between investment and uncertainty and
find that, contrary to the standard real options result, under greater uncertainty the
first investing firm may invest earlier provided there are complementarities between
the firms’ actions. Billette de Villemeur et al. (2014) extend this framework by in-
troducing a supplier of an input necessary to produce the final output by a down-
stream firm. Ruiz-Aliseda (2016) considers a setting with an initially growing market
that starts to decline at a future unknown time. Firms’ investment costs can par-
tially be recovered where one firm can recover more of these costs than the other. In
this setting Ruiz-Aliseda (2016) studies firm incentives to exit and re-enter. The just
mentioned contributions have in common that the investment decision only involves
the timing of investment. However, we study a problem where firms are free to choose
their capacity levels as well. Within a strategic real options framework, investment
decisions involving both capacity choice and timing have first been considered by
Huisman and Kort (2015). They study this problem for two symmetric entrants on
a new market. This chapter differs from their analysis by considering an incumbent-
entrant framework, in which one of the players has an initial capacity.

This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 2.2 explains the model and
discusses its assumptions. Section 2.3.1 looks at the case of exogenous firms roles, i.e.
an individual firm knows beforehand whether it will be the first or second investor.
Then the other firm can choose to invest at the same time or later. This is followed
by Section 2.3.2 studying the game when endogenizing investment roles, i.e. both
firms are allowed to become the first investor. Section 2.3.3 then studies the case of
a fixed investment size. Section 2.4 focuses on the size of the incumbent’s investment
relative to that of the entrant and to an incumbent’s investment without entry threat.
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Robustness checks are performed in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 considers the problem
from the point of view of the social planner. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.7.
Four appendices provide all proofs as well as numerical robustness checks and analyses
of model extensions.

2.2 The Model
Consider an industry setting with two firms. One firm is actively producing and

the other firm is a potential entrant. The first firm is the incumbent and is denoted
as firm I. The potential entrant is denoted as firm E. Both firms have a one-off
investment opportunity. For firm I this means an expansion of its current capacity
and for the entrant an investment means starting up production and entering this
market. Both firms are assumed to be rational, risk neutral and value maximizing.
The inverse demand function on this market is multiplicative1 and equals

p(t) = x(t)(1− ηQ(t)),

where p(t) is the output price, Q(t) equals the total aggregate quantity made available
at time t ≥ 0 and η > 0 is a fixed price sensitivity parameter. The incumbent’s initial
capacity is denoted by q1I . This means that before investment of both firms it holds
that Q(t) = q1I and after the investment of both firms we obtain Q(t) = q1I+q2I+qE.
In the intermediate periode, we get Q(t) = q1I + q2I if the incumbent expands before
the entrant invests and Q(t) = q1I+qE if the entrant is the first mover. The exogenous
shock process (x(t))t≥0 follows a geometric Brownian motion, i.e.

dx(t) = αx(t)dt+ σxdz(t).

Here α and σ > 0 are the trend and volatility parameters and z(t) is a Wiener
process.2 Although from an economic perspective the consideration of a positive α
seems most relevant in our framework, formally no assumption about the sign of α
is required to carry out our analysis. Discounting takes place under a fixed positive
rate r > α. The investment costs are linearly related to the investment size, where
the marginal cost parameter equals δ. The inverse demand function is chosen to be
in line with e.g. Pindyck (1988), He and Pindyck (1992), Aguerrevere (2003), Wu
(2007) and Huisman and Kort (2015). In this model firms are committed to produce
the amount their capacity allows. This assumption is widely used in the literature
on capacity constrained oligopolies (e.g. Deneckere et al. (1997), Chod and Rudi

1In Section 2.5.2 the robustness of our results will be tested by analyzing a different demand
function.

2Throughout the chapter we will refer to the current value of the process x(t) as X.
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overview
q1L Capacity of the first mover (leader), before investment
q1F Capacity of the second mover (follower), before invest-

ment
q2L (Additional) capacity set by first mover (leader) at in-

vestment
q2F (Additional) capacity set by second mover (follower) at

investment
q1I Incumbent’s capacity before investment
q2I Incumbent’s expansion size of capacity at investment
qE Entrant’s capacity after investment
qmyop1I Incumbent’s initial capacity size under myopic invest-

ment

X∗F (q2L) Investment trigger of the follower
qopt2F (X, q2L) Optimal capacity set by the follower
q∗2F (q2L) Optimal capacity set by the follower when investment is

undertaken at the threshold X∗F (q2L)

q̂2L(X) Value of first mover’s capacity above which the second
mover’s investment is delayed and below which the sec-
ond mover’s investment takes place at the same time as
the first mover’s

Xdet
L Investment trigger of the leader while delaying the fol-

lower’s investment
Xdet
LI Xdet

L when the incumbent is the leader
Xdet
LE Xdet

L when the entrant is the leader
Xacc
L Investment trigger of the leader while inducing imme-

date follower investment
Xacc
LI Xacc

L when the incumbent is the leader
Xacc
LE Xacc

L when the entrant is the leader
qdetL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader while delaying the

follower’s investment
qdet∗L Optimal capacity set by the leader while delaying the

follower’s investment when investment is undertaken at
the threshold Xdet

L
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overview (continued)
qaccL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader while inducing im-

medate follower investment
qacc∗L Optimal capacity set by the leader while inducing imme-

date follower investment when investment is undertaken
at the threshold Xacc

L

Xdet
1 Value of X below which qdetL (X) = 0

Xdet
2 Value of X above which the delaying the follower strat-

egy is not feasible
Xacc

1 Value ofX below which the inducing immediate follower
investment strategy is not feasible

X̂ Value of X below which the delaying the follower strat-
egy is optimal, and below which the inducing immediate
follower investment strategy is optimal

X̂I X̂ when the incumbent is the first mover (leader)
X̂E X̂ when the entrant is the first mover (leader)
XP Preemption point
XPI Preemption point when the incumbent is the first mover
XPE Preemption point when the entrant is the first mover

X∗M Investment trigger of incumbent in a model without
threat of entry by a competitor

qmon2 (X) Expansion of incumbent in a model without threat of
entry by a competitor

qmon∗2 Expansion of incumbent in a model without threat of
entry by a competitor when investment is undertaken
at the threshold X∗M
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(2005), Anand and Girotra (2007), Goyal and Netessine (2007) and Huisman and
Kort (2015)). For example, Goyal and Netessine (2007) argue that firms may find it
difficult to produce below capacity due to fixed costs associated with, for example,
labor, commitments to suppliers, and production ramp-up.

In principle, the parameter q1I can take any value. However, in our baseline
parametrization, we consider the size of the initial capacity to have been set under
the assumption that no future investment was expected to be made by any firm
afterwards. Implicitly we thereby assume that the monopoly investment trigger has
been reached in the past inducing the positive investment by the firm. We refer to
such an initial capacity as the myopic investment level qmyop1I . This value follows from
Huisman and Kort (2015),

qmyop1I = 1
η(β + 1) .

The investment comprises two decisions: timing and capacity size. The game is
solved backwards, first determining the reaction curve of the firm investing last and
then determining the optimal strategy of the firm that invests first. In this way all
subgame perfect equilibria are determined.

2.3 Equilibrium Analysis
In this section we characterize the investment behavior in the unique subgame

perfect equilibrium of the game described above. Employing the standard terminol-
ogy in timing games (see, e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole (1985)), the first investor is
called the leader and the second investor is called the follower. As a first step in
our analysis, the next section derives optimal size and timing of investments of the
two firms if investment roles are given, i.e. it is ex-ante determined which of the two
firms invests first. We first derive the optimal decisions of the follower. Next, the
leader’s strategies are studied. Section 2.3.2 considers the case of endogenous firm
roles, where both firms are allowed to invest first. In this part, the results about
optimal behavior and the corresponding value functions of the two firms under fixed
investment roles are employed to determine which of the firms will be the investment
leader. Finally, in the last part of this section we contrast the obtained results with
equilibrium behavior in a setting where the size of investment is fixed.

2.3.1 Exogenous Firm Roles
Assuming that the sequence of investments is fixed, we denote the following firm

as firm F and similarly, the leading firm as firm L. The follower’s and leader’s initial
capacities are denoted by q1F and q1L, respectively. Capacity expansion is done by
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installing additional quantities q2F and q2L. We distinguish between two cases. First,
the incumbent takes the role of the leader and the entrant takes the role of the follower,
with q1L = q1I , q1F = 0, q2L = q2I and q2F = qE. Second, the entrant undertakes an
investment before the incumbent expands and we have q1L = 0, q1F = q1I , q2L = qE
and q2F = q2I . In this section, both cases are analyzed simultaneously. The case of
simultaneous investment is not analyzed in this section, but will be under endogenous
firm roles.

Follower’s Decision

The follower’s optimization problem is given by

VF (X, q2L) = sup
τF≥0, q2F≥0

E
 τF∫
t=0

q1F x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L))e−rtdt

+
∞∫

t=τF

(q1F + q2F )x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))e−rtdt

− e−rτF δq2F

∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

,
where τF is a stopping time.

Consider the situation where one firm, the leader, has already invested. Suppose
the market has grown sufficiently large for the follower to undertake an investment,
i.e. the current value of the process x, X = x(0), is sufficiently large. One then
obtains the following value function at investment reflecting the follower’s expected
payoff,

VF (X, q2L) = max
q2F≥0

{
X

r − α
(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))− δq2F

}
.

The follower’s value function consists of two terms. The expected discounted cash
inflow stream resulting from selling goods on the market is reflected by the first term.
The involved costs, when making the investment, are captured by the second term.
The optimal size of the investment, qopt2F (X, q2L), is found by optimizing the value
function.

To determine the optimal moment of investment we derive the investment thresh-
oldX∗F (q2L). Investment takes place at the moment the stochastic process x(t) reaches
this level for the first time (see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). Thereto, one first
needs the value function of the follower before it invests. Standard calculations pre-
sented in the appendix show that

VF (X, q2L)
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= δ

β − 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) + X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)),

where

β = 1
2 −

α

σ2 +
√(1

2 −
α

σ2

)2
+ 2r
σ2 . (2.1)

Due to the assumption that r > α we have β > 1. The value function VF (X, q2L)
consists of two terms. The second term represents the current profit stream. In case
the incumbent is follower, this stream is positive with q1F = q1I . When the entrant
is the follower one has q1F = 0 leading to zero current profits. The first term is the
current value of the option to invest.

The following proposition characterizes the follower’s optimal investment strategy.

Proposition 2.1 For X < X∗F (q2L) the follower waits until the process x(t) reaches
the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) to install capacity q∗2F (q2L) = qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) and
for X ≥ X∗F (q2L) the firm invests immediately and installs capacity qopt2F (X, q2L). The
optimal capacity level qopt2F (X, q2L) and the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) are given by

qopt2F (X, q2L) = 1
2η

(
1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)− δ(r − α)

X

)
, (2.2)

X∗F (q2L) = β + 1
β − 1

δ(r − α)
1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) . (2.3)

The follower’s capacity in case the follower invests at the investment trigger equals

q∗2F (q2L) = qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) = 1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)
η(β + 1) . (2.4)

It then follows that the follower’s value function is given by

VF (X, q2L)

=



δ
β−1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
q∗2F (q2L) + X

r−αq1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)) if X < X∗F (q2L),

X

r − α
(q1F + qopt2F (X, q2L))

× (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))
− δqopt2F (X, q2L)

if X ≥ X∗F (q2L).

(2.5)

Leader’s Decision

As can be inferred from equation (2.3), there is a positive relation between the
leader’s investment quantity q2L and the follower’s investment threshold. The leader
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can thus delay the follower’s investment by setting q2L in such a way that the follower’s
trigger X∗F exceeds the current value of x. To that extend, there exists a q̂2L such
that for q2L > q̂2L it holds that X < X∗F . From equation (2.3) one obtains

q̂2L(X) = 1
η

[
1− η(q1L + 2q1F )− δ(β + 1)(r − α)

(β − 1)X

]
.

For q2L > q̂2L the follower invests later, which means that by choosing a sufficiently
high investment q2L the leader can delay the investment of the follower. In case
the incumbent is the leader, we have that the incumbent is a monopolist as long as
X < X∗F , and as soon as x hits X∗F a duopoly arises, since at that point the en-
trant undertakes an investment. Hence, this strategy of the incumbent corresponds
to entry deterrence. If the leader chooses q2L ≤ q̂2L then the follower’s investment
occurs immediately and the follower chooses a capacity given by (2.4). In case the
incumbent is the leader such behavior corresponds to an entry accommodation strat-
egy. Without specifying whether the leader is the incumbent or the entrant we refer
to the leader’s choice of q2L > q̂2L as delaying the follower and to the opposite case
of q2L ≤ q̂2L as inducing immediate follower investment. In what follows, the im-
plication of both strategies are examined and then the leader’s payoffs under these
strategies are compared. Here, the leader’s value function represents the value the
firm obtains when undertaking investment at that particular moment, i.e. for that
value of x.

Delaying the follower
The value function of the leader under this strategy is denoted by V det

L (X)3. At
investment, i.e. in the stopping region, this value function is given by

V det
L (X)

= sup
q2L

E

 ∫ τ∗F

t=0
(q1L + q2L)x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L))e−rtdt− δq2L

+
∫ ∞
t=τ∗F

(q1L + q2L)x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q∗2F (q2L)))e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣x(0) = X


subject to q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)}

= sup
q2L

X

r − α
(q1L + q2L)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)

3Since, as we will show later, in equilibrium the incumbent becomes the leader, we prefer to
comply the denotation associated with this strategy with the deterrence strategy and we will hence
use det to signify the strategy where the leader delays the follower’s investment. In slight abuse
of notation we will, in what follows, express the leader’s value function sometimes as an explicit
function of the second investment of the leader, q2L. Whenever no such argument is given the value
function under the optimal choice of q2L is considered.
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− η(q1L + q2L)q∗2F (q2L)X
∗
F (q2L)
r − α

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
− δq2L

s.t. q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)}

= sup
q2L

X

r − α
(q1L + q2L)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L))

− δ

β − 1(q1L + q2L)
(

X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
− δq2L

s.t. q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)},

where τ ∗F = inf{t ≥ 0 | x(t) ≥ X∗F (q2L)} is a stopping time of the follower. Here, as
shown in Dixit and Pindyck (1994) (Chapter 9, Section 3), we use that

E

 ∫ ∞
t=τ∗F

x(t)e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X, x(τ ∗F ) = X∗F (q2L)

 =
(

X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
X∗F (q2L)
r − µ

.

This value function consists of three parts. The first integral denotes the expected
discounted revenue stream obtained by the leader before the follower has invested.
Then, at the (stochastic) time τ ∗F ≥ 0 the follower decides to make an investment.
The second integral reflects the leader’s expected discounted revenue stream from
that moment on. The third term is the investment outlay. The expression in the
last line can then be interpreted as the expected revenue stream in case the follower
will never invest minus the (negative) adjustment of the cash flow stream from the
moment the second firm makes an investment, followed by the investment costs. The
second term includes the stochastic discount factor E [e−rτF ] =

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
, where

again τF is the time of investment of the follower (see Dixit and Pindyck (1994),
Chapter 9, for derivations).

Recalling that q̂2L(X) denotes the minimal investment size of the leader to make
the follower invest later, the optimal investment size under this strategy is given by

qdetL (X) = argmax{V det
L (X, q2L) | q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)}}. (2.6)

For small values of X the value of q̂2L(X) is negative. Therefore, to assure that the
optimization problem results into nonnegative values of qdetL (X) we need to define the
lower bound as the maximum of 0 and q̂2L(X) in (2.6). In the case X is so small that
qdetL (X) = 0, no investment is made at this point. The corresponding lower bound
for X, under which investment is not considered feasible, is given by

Xdet
1 = max{X | qdetL (X) = 0}.

Furthermore, considering the lower bound q̂2L needed to make the follower invest
later, one can infer that for some values of X the optimum does not lie in the interior
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of the feasible region, i.e. for some X one has qdetL = q̂2L, leading to immediate
investment by the follower. Thus, for these scenarios delaying cannot be optimal for
the leader. The following proposition, which characterizes the optimal leader strategy
while delaying the follower shows that there exists an upper bound Xdet

2 such that
qdetL > q̂2L if and only if X < Xdet

2 . For X ≥ Xdet
2 it would be too costly for the leader

to delay the follower’s investment, since demand is so strong that the incentive for
the follower to invest at the same time as the leader is very high.

Proposition 2.2 There exist unique values 0 < Xdet
1 < Xdet

2 such that qdetL (X) >
max{0, q̂2L(X)} if and only if X ∈ (Xdet

1 , Xdet
2 ). Furthermore, for sufficiently small

q1L there exists a pair (qdet∗L , Xdet
L ) with Xdet

L ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xdet

2 ) satisfying qdet∗L = qdetL (Xdet
L )

and
Xdet
L = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

1− 2ηq1L − ηq1F − ηqdet∗L

, (2.7)

such that under the delaying follower investment strategy,

(i) for X ≥ Xdet
L the leader immediately invests qdetL (X) and the value function of

the leader is given by

V det
L (X) = X

r − α
(q1L + qdetL (X))(1− η(q1L + q1F + qdetL (X)))

− δ

β − 1(q1L + qdetL (X))
(

X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
− δqdetL (X); (2.8)

(ii) for X < Xdet
L the leader invests qdet∗L at the moment x(t) reaches the investment

threshold value Xdet
L . The value function before investment is given by

V det
L (X) = X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )) +

(
X

Xdet
L

)β
δqdet∗L

β − 1

− (q1L + qdet∗L )
(

X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
δ

β − 1 . (2.9)

The intuition for the observation, that a thresholdXdet
L , at which the leader invests,

exists only if the initial capacity size of the leader is sufficiently small, is straightfor-
ward. In case the initial capacity of the leader is large, it is optimal for the leader
to abstain from any further investment, since this also blocks any further investment
of the follower4 and allows the leader to sell the quantity corresponding to its cur-
rent capacity at a larger price. Although the proof of Proposition 2.2 assumes that
q1L is small, numerical analysis indicates that the range of values of q1L, for which

4Note that we are in the exogenous firm roles case where the follower is only allowed to invest
after the leader has chosen to do so.
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the threshold Xdet
L exists and the leader therefore eventually invests, is typically of

substantial size. Clearly, the assumption of fixed investment roles is crucial for the
observation that the leader can block the follower by not investing. With endogenous
investment roles delaying own investment does not block investments of the competi-
tor and hence preemption is a crucial issue. This is analyzed in Section 2.3.2.

Inducing immediate follower investment
If the leader chooses a capacity below q̂2L(X), it induces immediate investment by
the follower but nevertheless acts as Stackelberg capacity leader. The value function
in the optimization problem contains two terms, the expected discounted revenue
stream resulting from investment and the investment cost,5

V acc
L (X)

= sup
q2L

E

 ∫ ∞
t=0

(q1L + q2L)x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))e−rtdt

− δq2L

∣∣∣∣x(0) = X


s.t. q2L ∈ [0, q̂2L(X)]

= sup
q2L

X

r − α
(q1L + q2L)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))− δq2L

s.t. q2L ∈ [0, q̂2L(X)].

The leader chooses its capacity qaccL (X) in such a way that it optimizes V acc
L (X, q2L),

given the restriction qaccL (X) ≤ q̂2L(X). The latter makes that this strategy is re-
stricted to a certain region of X. When the shock process x attains a relatively large
value, the optimal quantity qaccL (X) meets the restriction qaccL (X) ≤ q̂2L(X). However,
for small values of X, the market is too small for two firms to invest at the same time
and one observes that qaccL (X) > q̂2L(X). Therefore, there exists Xacc

0 such that for
X < Xacc

0 simultaneous investment will not occur, since the optimal investment of the
leader is sufficiently large to delay the follower’s investment.6 Furthermore, similarly
to when delaying the follower, making the follower invest immediately requires that
the optimal investment level qaccL (X) is strictly positive. We obtain from the first
order condition of maximizing V acc

L (X) the investment level

qaccL (X) = 1
2η

[
1− 2ηq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
. (2.10)

5The superscript acc refers to the accommodation strategy that arises here, when the investment
leader is the incumbent.

6Note that since V accL (X, q̂2L(X)) = V detL (X, q̂2L(X)) < V detL (X, qdetL (X)), investing with capac-
ity qaccL (X) = q̂2L(X) is never optimal.
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The optimal investment size of the leader does not depend on the initial capacity
of the follower. In fact it corresponds to the Stackelberg leader capacity level, where
it turns out that the Stackelberg leader quantity equals the quantity of the monopo-
list. The following proposition presents the inducing immediate follower investment
strategy.

Proposition 2.3 The inducing immediate follower investment strategy is feasible for
X > Xacc

1 , where

Xacc
1 = max

{
β + 3
β − 1

δ(r − α)
1− 4ηq1F

,
δ(r − α)
1− 2ηq1L

}
. (2.11)

Furthermore, for sufficiently small q1L there exists a pair (qacc∗L , Xacc
L ) with Xacc

L >
δ(r−α)

1−2ηq1L
satisfying qacc∗L = qaccL (Xacc

L ) and

Xacc
L = δ(r − α)β

β − 1
qacc∗L − q1L

(qacc∗L − q1L)(1− ηq1L)− ηqacc∗L (qacc∗L + q1L) , (2.12)

such that under the inducing immediate follower investment strategy

(i) for X ≥ Xacc
L the leader immediately invests qaccL (X) and the value function of

the leader is given by

V acc
L (X) = X

r − α
1
2(q1L + qaccL (X))(1− η(q1L + qaccL (X)))− 1

2δ(q
acc
L (X)− q1L);

(2.13)

(ii) for X < Xacc
L the leader invests qacc∗L at the moment x reaches the investment

threshold value Xacc
L . The value function before investment is given by

V acc
L (X) = X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )) +

(
X

Xacc
L

)β δqacc∗L

β − 1 . (2.14)

Optimal leader strategy

The characterization of the leader’s optimal behavior under the delaying follower
investment and the inducing immediate follower investment strategy, allows us to
derive the optimal strategy of the leader.

Proposition 2.4 There is an interval of positive length [Xacc
1 , Xdet

2 ] on which both the
delaying follower investment strategy and the inducing immediate follower investment
strategy are feasible for the leader. For X < Xacc

1 the leader delays the follower’s
investment and for X > Xdet

2 the firms invest simultaneously.
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Figure 2.1: The leader’s value functions while delaying the follower (solid) and while inducing
immediate follower investment (dashed).

It follows that there exists X̂ ∈ (Xacc
1 , Xdet

2 ) such that the delaying follower invest-
ment strategy is always optimal for X < X̂. Extensive numerical exploration shows
that this threshold X̂ is unique and therefore separates the parts of the state-space:
for X < X̂ it is optimal for the leader to delay the follower’s investment, whereas
inducing immediate investment is optimal for X ≥ X̂. Furthermore, we find that
X̂ > max{Xdet

L , Xacc
L }, which implies that the leader optimally waits in the region

0 ≤ X < Xdet
L and invests qdetL (X) in the region Xdet

L ≤ X < X̂, thereby delaying
investment by the follower. For X ≥ X̂ it is optimal for the leader to immediately
invest qaccL (X), which triggers an immediate investment of the follower. Figure 2.1
illustrates these findings.7 The value function of the leader is therefore given by

VL(X) =

V
det
L (X) if X ∈ (0, X̂),
V acc
L (X) if X ∈ [X̂,∞).

(2.15)

Assuming x(0) to be sufficiently small, our analysis implies that for exogenous firm
roles the leader waits until x(t) reaches Xdet

L and invests. Then the follower waits
until x(t) reaches X∗F (q2L), at which point in time the follower invests. The capacity
the leader (eventually) sets can be characterized as

qL(X) =


qdet∗L if X ∈ (0, Xdet

L ),
qdetL (X) if X ∈ [Xdet

L , X̂),
qaccL (X) if X ∈ [X̂,∞).

(2.16)

7All examples in this chapter use the following parametrization: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η =
0.1, δ = 1000, q1I = 1

η(β+1) .
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Let us, for future notation, denote X̂ in case the entrant takes the leader role as X̂E

and, in case the incumbent is the leader, as X̂I .

2.3.2 Endogenous Firm Roles
Based on the results of the previous section we can now examine the equilibrium

behavior if the investment order is not fixed ex-ante and both firms are allowed to
invest first. Since the focus of our analysis is on the main economic effects arising in a
setting with endogenous choice of timing and size of investments, rather than on the
technical details arising in timing games, we abstain here from giving the full profile
of Markovian strategies corresponding to the equilibrium outcome discussed below.
The full description of the underlying game and the equilibrium strategy profile is
provided in Appendix B.

To characterize the firms’ optimal behavior we need to consider the value func-
tions of a firm if it acts as leader and as follower. Figure 2.2a shows the two value
functions for the entrant, denoted by VLE(X) and VFE(X, qL(X)), depending on the
current value X of the state variable. The solid curve corresponds to the outcome
if the entrant takes the leader role, where the payoff of immediate investment is de-
picted. If the firm takes the position of the follower, one arrives at the dashed curve,
corresponding to (2.5). For the incumbent both curves are qualitatively the same
so that a comparable figure is obtained. For small values of X investment is not
profitable. Then no firm wants to invest first, which is why the follower curve lies

VLE (X)

V
FE

(X)

X

VL(X ),VF (X )

XPE X

E

(a) The entrant’s value functions that corre-
spond to becoming leader (solid) and follower
(dashed) for the entrant. The follower is de-
layed for X < X̂E and invests immediately for
X ≥ X̂E .

X PI

X PE

0.5 1 1.5 2

q
1 I

X P

(b) Preemption points XPI (solid) and XPE

(dashed) with free capacity choice for different
values of q1I .

Figure 2.2: Preemption points. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and
δ = 1000.
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above the leader curve. For larger values, though, each firm wants to be the first
investor. Since the curves are qualitatively similar for the incumbent and the entrant
firm, both firms prefer to become the leader when X is large enough. To prevent
that the competitor undertakes an investment first, thereby making the firm end up
with the follower value instead of the higher leader value, it is best to preempt the
other firm by making an investment just a bit earlier. As this strategy is optimal
to both firms, investment is made as early as possible, provided the leader’s payoff
exceeds the follower’s payoff. Hence, assuming that the initial value of the process
x(t) is small enough, the first moment for a firm to invest, that is, when investment
as a leader becomes worth-while, is at the lowest value of X for which the leader
curve no longer yields a smaller value than the follower curve. This point is called
the preemption point XP . To formally define the preemption points, let us slightly
change notation. Let us denote the leader’s value function when delaying the follower
as V det

L (X, q1L, q1F ). Similarly let VF (X, q1L, q1F , q2L) and qdetL (X, q1L, q1F ) denote the
follower value function and the leader’s optimal capacity while delaying the follower,
respectively. Then, the preemption points of the incumbent and entrant are defined
in the following way,

XPI = min{X > 0 | V det
L (X, q1I , 0) = VF (X, 0, q1I , q

det
L (X, 0, q1I))},

XPE = min{X > 0 | V det
L (X, 0, q1I) = VF (X, q1I , 0, qdetL (X, q1I , 0))}.

Since q1I > 0, the two firms are asymmetric and therefore their preemption points
do not coincide. Clearly, for a firm, of which its preemption point is below that
of the competitor, it can never be an equilibrium strategy to choose an investment
trigger above the competitor’s preemption point. If the firm would choose such a
large trigger the opponent’s best response would imply that the firm ends up as
follower, and therefore with a smaller value compared to what it can gain as leader
(see Figure 2.2a). If, furthermore, the optimal triggerXdet

L under the delaying follower
investment strategy of that firm is larger than the opponent’s preemption point,
then the firm has no incentives to invest before the opponent’s preemption point is
reached. In such a situation it constitutes equilibrium behavior for the firm with the
lower preemption point to set its investment trigger to the opponent’s preemption
point and to invest an amount which delays the opponent’s investment. Following its
optimal strategy the opponent chooses the follower’s investment trigger and invests
once this trigger is reached. Such an equilibrium is referred to as a preemption
equilibrium and the following proposition shows that at least for appropriate initial
capacity of the incumbent no other types of subgame-perfect equilibria exist in the
considered game.
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Proposition 2.5 Let q1I = qmyop1I . Then, preemptive investment constitutes a unique
subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

Our analysis for Proposition 2.5, as shown in the appendix, shows that the same
result applies when the initial capacity of the incumbent is sufficiently close to qmyop1I .

In order to clarify which firm acts as leader in the preemption equilibrium, we
depict in Figure 2.2b the preemption points of the incumbent and the entrant for
values of q1I . It can be clearly seen that the preemption point of the incumbent is
below that of the entrant. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the leader’s investment
trigger under the delaying follower investment strategy, if it is finite, is generically
much larger than the entrant’s preemption point (see also Lemma 2.2 in Appendix
A).8 Together, these two observations establish that the incumbent acts as leader in
the preemption equilibrium. Hence, for a sufficiently small value of x(0) it is optimal
for the incumbent to wait and to invest the amount qdetL (X) when the process reaches
the preemption point of the entrant. The investment is chosen in a way to delay
the investment of the entrant and therefore it is an instrument of entry deterrence.
Using this strategy the incumbent can delay the entry of its opponent till the trigger
X∗F (q1I , 0, q2I) is reached by x(t).

Example 2.1 Considering, as an illustrative example, the case q1I = qmyop1I , which
under our default parametrization yields q1I = 2.37, we obtain XPI = 134 and XPE =
167. This means that for X < 134 both firms prefer to wait, for 134 ≤ X < 167 the
incumbent prefers to be leader and the entrant prefers to wait, and for X ≥ 167 both
want to invest. The investment trigger Xdet

LI is not finite in this situation since the
incumbent would not undertake an investment in the case of exogenous firm roles
(see Lemma 2.2 in Appendix A). Hence, the only reason the incumbent invests at
X = XPE = 167 is strategic. Due to its investment the entrant’s investment trigger
is set to X∗F = 208 and until x(t) reaches this level, the incumbent stays a monopolist.

To understand this result one must realize that any investment reduces the output
price, since this price is negatively related with the total market output. Investment
by the entrant thus reduces the incumbent’s value. It is then better for the incumbent
to cannibalize than let the entrant reduce the price. To do so, the incumbent installs
a small capacity level: small in order not to make the cannibalization effect too large,
but large enough to delay investment of the entrant. To conclude, the incumbent
installs a small additional capacity with the aim to protect its demand, and to prolong
the period where it can profit from its monopoly position. The entrant will invest
later when, for larger levels of x, demand is stronger so it is profitable to set a larger

8As elaborated in Section 2.5 these two inequalities do not depend on the particular parametriza-
tion of the model chosen here but stay intact over a large range of relevant parameter settings.
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quantity on the market. This leads to the result that the incumbent invests first and
expands to delay a large investment by the entrant. The entrant waits until the state
variable hits the follower’s investment threshold.

2.3.3 Fixed Capacity
In order to highlight the importance of the endogenous choice of investment size for

our main finding that the incumbent invests prior to the entrant, in this section, we
consider a scenario where the size of investment is fixed. Apart from improving our
understanding of the role of endogenous investment size, the main motivation for con-
sidering a scenario with fixed investment is that for industries where expansion has to
be typically carried out in fixed units, for example the establishment of an additional
laboratory in the pharmaceutical industry, the assumption of a fixed investment size
seems more appropriate than that of complete flexibility in the size of investment.
This section shows that whether investment size is exogenous or endogenous is indeed
crucial for the emerging investment order.

Consider the model presented above, but assume investment size is fixed such that
q2I = qE = K. The incumbent’s value functions as leader (under the deterrence
strategy) and follower are then similar to what was found previously,

V det
LI (X) = X

r − α
(q1I +K)(1− η(q1I +K))− X∗FE

r − α
ηK(q1I +K)

(
X

X∗FE

)β
− δK,

VFI(X) =


δK
β−1

(
X
X∗FI

)β
+ X

r−αq1I(1− η(q1I +K)) if X < X∗FE,

X
r−α(q1I +K)(1− η(q1I + 2K))− δK if X ≥ X∗FE,

where X∗FE = β
β−1

δ(r−α)
1−η(q1I+2K) and X∗FI = β

β−1
δ(r−α)

1−2η(q1I+K) are the investment triggers
of the entrant and the incumbent as follower.In a similar way one can determine the
value functions of the entrant.

Next, one can calculate the preemption points. In Section 2.3.2 it was shown that
under endogenous choice of the investment size the incumbent invests first, where it
expands by an adequate amount such that the entrant’s investment is temporarily
hold off. Figure 2.3 shows the preemption points for the model presented in this
section, i.e. where investment size is fixed. The relative position of the curves has
changed compared to Figure 2.2b, which depicts the case with endogenous investment
size: The entrant’s curve now lies below the incumbent’s curve, signifying that in this
model the entrant precedes the incumbent in undertaking an investment. Thus, the
entrant takes the leader role and the incumbent becomes follower.

For small values of K, we find that, for the incumbent, the value function of the
leader always lies below the value function of the follower. Therefore, for these values,
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there is no preemption point. This means that the incumbent always prefers to be the
second mover. As a result, the entrant becomes the leader and the incumbent becomes
the follower. The intuition that there is a preemption point for the incumbent for
larger values of K is that in these cases the reduction in prices is sufficiently large for
the incumbent to accept the cannibalization.

If firms are free to choose the size of their installment, the incumbent has the largest
incentive to invest first, for it can undertake a small investment in order to delay a
large investment by the entrant. When fixing capacity for both firms at an equal
level, this no longer applies: Since capacity size is fixed, the incumbent cannot make
a small investment to delay a large investment by the follower. Then the incentive
to invest is higher for the entrant, since it does not suffer from cannibalization. As a
result, the incumbent is more eager to delay its own investment and the entrant is the
investment leader. Figure 2.4 shows that the observation that the entrant invests first
when capacity size is fixed, is robust with respect to changes in the size of investment
K.

2.4 Overinvestment and Market Leadership

2.4.1 Overinvestment
In the literature on entry deterrence incumbents mainly deter entrants by means

of overinvestment (e.g., Spence (1979) and Dixit (1980)). That is, by building large
capacities on the market, it becomes unprofitable for other firms to enter this market.
Static entry deterrence models suggest that, apart from cases where markets are
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Figure 2.3: Preemption triggers XPI (solid) and XPE (dashed) with fixed capacity for different
values of q1I with K = 2.5. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.4: Preemption triggers XPI (solid) and XPE (dashed) with fixed capacity for different
values of K with q1I = qmyop1I . Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and
δ = 1000.

blocked (e.g. due to high entry costs), the quantity put on the market under an entry
threat exceeds the amount that would be optimal for the firm in case that there is
no potential entrant. This section investigates whether this notion of overinvestment
also applies in the dynamic stochastic market framework presented in Section 2.3.

Overinvestment is defined as the difference between the quantity an incumbent sets
on the market when there exists a threat of entry and the quantity it would set when
this threat would not be present. In other words, the incumbent’s expansion in the
duopoly setting as presented in the previous section is compared to the incumbent’s
expansion in case it is a monopolist forever. To this end, the monopolist’s model is
presented and analyzed.

The value function of the monopolist, at the moment of investment, is given by

VM(X) = E

 ∫ ∞
0

(q1 + q2)X(t)(1− η(q1 + q2))e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

− δq2

= X

r − α
(q1 + q2)(1− η(q1 + q2))− δq2,

in which q1 is the initial capacity and q2 corresponds to the capacity acquired by
investment. Maximizing the monopolist’s value function leads to the optimal capacity
expansion size,

qmon2 (X) = max
{

0, 1
2η

(
1− 2ηq1 −

δ(r − α)
X

)}
.

Hence, one obtains,

VM(X) =


X
r−αq1(1− ηq1) +

(
X
X∗M

)β
δ

β−1q
mon∗
2 if X < X∗M ,

(X(1−2ηq1)−δ(r−α))2

4η(r−α)X + Xq1(1−ηq1)
r−α if X ≥ X∗M ,
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With Entry Threat Without Entry Threat
Trigger Expansion Trigger Expansion

q1I XPE qdetL (XPE) Xmon
L qmon∗2

0 123 1.59 152 2.37
0.5 129 1.26 169 2.13
1 136 0.97 190 1.90
1.5 145 0.71 217 1.66
2 157 0.48 254 1.42
2.5 171 0.29 304 1.19

Table 2.1: Expansions made by the incumbent with and without entry threat for different values
of q1I . Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.

where β is defined as in (2.1). The optimal moment of expansion is defined as the
value of x for which the option to wait no longer yields a larger value than immediate
investment. Standard analysis shows that for the expansion the optimal threshold
and size equal

X∗M = β + 1
β − 1

δ(r − α)
1− 2ηq1

,

qmon∗2 = 1− 2ηq1

η(β + 1) .

To measure overinvestment, the difference between qdetL (XPE) and qmon∗2 needs to be
considered. Table 2.1 illustrates this difference for our standard parameter setting. In
this table, the optimal investment moment and the optimal investment size are given
for different values of the initial investment size, both with (first pair of columns) and
without (second pair of columns) threat of an entrant. Overinvestment would occur if
qdetL (XPE) > qmon∗2 . However, the table illustrates the opposite. To explain this, one
must realize that the investment threshold values of the monopolist are higher than
the ones of the incumbent in a duopoly setting. The incumbent, by all force, prefers
to keep its monopoly position as long as possible and thereto it delays investment of
the entrant by preempting the entrant’s preferred investment moment. This leads to
an investment in a market that is still small at the moment of investment. For this
reason the capacity investment of the firm is small as well. The monopolist, however,
has the flexibility to wait for a price that has grown to a considerable level before
investing. We conclude that, under consideration of endogenous timing as well as
endogenous investment size, entry deterrence is not so much about the size but more
about the timing of the investment.
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2.4.2 Market Leadership
When studying industry evolution and entry deterrence, a crucial issue is the

question under which circumstances early incumbents in an industry are able to
maintain their market leadership as the market grows. This section illustrates that
in our considered setting the incumbent does not necessarily maintain its market
leader position after the entrant’s investment. Intuitively, a larger initial capacity
level has two contradictory effects on the expansions. First, a larger initial capacity,
makes the expansion size decrease, for the cannibalization effect is larger for the firm
already owning a larger capital stock. Second, since investment is delayed, a larger
market is observed at the moment of investment, which gives an incentive to increase
investment size. The former effect, however, is dominant and one observes that a
larger initial capacity makes the size of the expansion decrease, see e.g. Table 2.1.
The incumbent’s total capacity, however, increases when the initial market’s output
size is larger.

Table 2.2 shows the final capacity level of the incumbent firm (third column) and
the entrant (fifth column). As one can observe, for a small initial capacity level
the entrant becomes the market leader. However, when the incumbent starts with a
sufficiently large capacity level, it keeps its position as market leader after the second
firm’s entry. Market leadership thus depends on the initial capacity size.

In a framework with two potential entrants, i.e. no firm possesses an initial ca-
pacity, Huisman and Kort (2015) point out that market leadership is dependent on
uncertain- ty. In particular, they show that for large demand uncertainty the first
investor becomes market leader, while the second investor will invest in a larger ca-
pacity when the demand uncertainty is low. Combining this with our findings implies
that market leadership depends on both initial capacity and demand uncertainty. De-
note by qML

1I the value of the initial capacity for which the total incumbent’s capacity

Incumbent (Leader) Entrant (Follower)
q1I Trigger Total Capac. Trigger Capacity
0 123 1.59 180 1.99
0.5 129 1.76 185 1.95
1 136 1.97 190 1.90
1.5 145 2.21 195 1.85
2 157 2.48 202 1.78
2.5 171 2.79 211 1.71

Table 2.2: Total capacities of the incumbent and the entrant for different values of q1I . Default
parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.5: Market leader regions for different σ. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ =
0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.

equals the amount set by the entrant. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, qML
1I decreases

when uncertainty increases. Larger uncertainty makes the incumbent delay invest-
ment, which results in a larger expansion investment, making it market leader for
smaller values of q1I relative to the case of smaller uncertainty. In this figure one can
clearly observe for which combinations of the initial capacity level and the uncertainty
level the incumbent is market leader and in which region the entrant becomes market
leader. In a very uncertain economic environment, the incumbent always becomes
market leader. However, for small uncertainty levels a certain range q1I ∈ [0, qML

1I )
exists for which the entrant ends up with the largest market share.

2.5 Robustness
In this section two types of robustness checks are performed in order to verify the

validity of our results. First, the effects of changes of parameter values is studied. It
is shown that the investment order remains the same for a large range of parameter
values. Second, we impose a different demand structure and show that also this does
not change our qualitative conclusions.

2.5.1 Parameter Variations
In order to inspect the effect of changes in parameter values on the investment

order, the difference between the two preemption points as well as the difference
between the incumbent’s investment threshold and the entrant’s preemption trigger
is shown for a variation of all parameters in Appendix C. This makes clear that
the insight that the incumbent invests first to delay the entrant’s investment is very
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Figure 2.6: Regions where the incumbent invests first (above the curve) and where the entrant
invests first (below the curve). Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and
δ = 1000.

robust. There is a single exception, which occurs when the sensitivity of the market
clearing price with respect to the supplied quantity (η) is very small or when there
is an almost negligible size of the incumbent’s initial capacity. In such a setting
the entrant’s preemption trigger might fall below the one of the incumbent. The
trade-off between the initial capacity and the sensitivity parameter is depicted in
Figure 2.6. This figure shows the two regions where either of the firms invest first.
The curve in between depicts all values of η and q1L for which both firms’ preemption
triggers are identical. We see that the incumbent invests first, except for a small
region close to both axes where the entrant is the first investor. In fact, it holds
that for η · q1L > 0.01413 the incumbent is leader and the entrant invests first for
η ·q1L < 0.01413. Intuition behind this result is that for the situation where η and q1L

are small the cannibalization effect is small. The incentives to preempt the entrant
vanish the moment there is almost nothing to protect.

2.5.2 Additive Demand Structure
One characteristic of the multiplicative demand function, as chosen in this chapter,

is that the market size is bounded. In particular, price is only positive when market
quantity is lower than 1

η
. In order to check that this property of the inverse demand

is not crucial for our results, we carry out the same analysis as in Section 2.3 for an
additive demand structure:

p(t) = x(t)− γQ(t),

where γ is the sensitivy parameter, comparable to η.
Details of the analysis are provided in Appendix D. Similar to the findings be-
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Figure 2.7: Preemption triggers XPI (solid) and XPE (dashed) under additive demand. Default
parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, γ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.

fore, it is found that the incumbent preempts the entrant and acquires a smaller
capacity. For different values of the initial capacity level, Figure 2.7 shows the result-
ing preemption triggers. The initial capacity level under myopic investment equals
qmyop1I = 821.70. In Appendix D also the sensitivity of the results with respect to
parameter changes is tested. It is confirmed that for large sets of parameter values
the incumbent always undertakes an investment first. Figure 2.8 shows the installed
capacities of the incumbent, entrant and monopolist, illustrating that also the results
about underinvestment in the presence of an entry-threat, discussed above, remain
valid. We conclude that the results under additive demand are qualitatively the same
as those under multiplicative demand.
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(a) Investments of the incumbent (solid) and the
entrant (dashed).
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Figure 2.8: Investment size for different values of q1I under additive demand. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, γ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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2.6 Welfare Analysis
To conclude our analysis we examine how the behavior emerging in equilibrium

compares to the outcome chosen by a social planner interested in maximizing welfare.
For the sake of comparability with the equilibrium analysis we restrict the number
of investments of the social planner to the total number of investments by both firms
in the scenario with competition. Therefore, we consider a social planner that has
the option to invest twice in an existing market. It optimizes total welfare, being
the sum of the total expected consumer surplus and expected producer surplus. It
is easy to see that in our setting from the perspective of consumer surplus, total
industry profits and welfare, it is irrelevant whether these investments are made by
the same or two different firms. The analysis is analogous to Section 2.3.1: First the
final investment moment is determined, together with the optimal investment size.
Next the investment moment of the first investment is determined, along with the
corresponding capacity size. Concerning the final investment, the output price after
investment equals p(t) = x(t)(1 − η(q0 + q1 + q2)). The total expected consumer
surplus after the final investment then equals

CS2(X, q1, q2) = Ex

 ∞∫
t=0

X∫
P=p(t)

1
η

(
1− P

X

)
dP e−rt dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X


= Xη(q0 + q1 + q2)2

2(r − α) ,

where 1
η

(
1− P

X

)
is the output for a given price P .

The expected producer surplus after the second investment equals the expected
discounted net revenue stream minus the investment outlay,

PS2(X, q1, q2) = X

r − α
(q0 + q1 + q2)(1− η(q0 + q1 + q2))

− X

r − α
(q0 + q1)(1− η(q0 + q1))− δq2.

Expected welfare after the second investment is then obtained by adding the two
together, leading to

W2(X, q1, q2) = X

r − α
q2(1− η(q0 + q1 + 1

2q2))− δq2.

We find that, for an equal level of q1 cq. q2I , the investment moment of the final
investment equals the investment moment of the follower, but the resulting investment
size is twice as large for the case of the social planner,

XW
2 (q1) = β + 1

β − 1
δ(r − α)

1− η(q0 + q1)
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qW2 (q1) = 21− η(q0 + q1)
η(β + 1) .

In a similar way, one can determine the optimal moment of the first investment,

XW
1 = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

1− ηq0 − 1
2ηq

W
1
,

where the optimal investment size of the first investment qW1 is implicitly determined
by solving the following equation for q1,

1− βηq1

2(1− η(q0 + q1)) − 2
(

β

β + 1
1− η(q0 + q1)
1− ηq0 − 1

2ηq1

)β
= 0.

The maximal expected welfare before any investment is given by

WW (X) = X

r − α
q0(1− 1

2ηq0) +
(
X

XW
1

)β
δ

β − 1q
W
1 +

(
X

XW
2 (qW1 )

)β
δ

β − 1q
W
2 (qW1 )

and can be divided into two components. The first part, consisting of one term,
reflects the accumulated discounted welfare stream resulting from the initial capacity
level. The second part consists of two terms, reflecting the value of the investment
options. Let us denote the first term as WW

0 (X) and the sum of the final two terms
WW
opt(X). Then we can rewrite WW (X) as WW

0 (X) +WW
opt(X).

Tabel 2.3 shows the investment triggers, the correspondig capacities, and the re-
sulting surpluses for both the social planner and the duopoly. The table also shows
the accumulated capacities Qduop and QW . The first observation is that the first and
second investment moment of the social planner are later than the investment mo-
ments in the duopoly model. Moreover, the resulting capacities are larger in the case
of a welfare maximizer. So, the preemption effect combined with the cannibalization
effect forces the incumbent to invest too soon and acquire a small capacity. The
entrant also invests sooner compared to the second investment of the social planner
and this is because the incumbent invests in a smaller capacity. The social planner
is more interested in larger quantities than profit maximizing firms because firms do
not internalize the additional consumer surplus generated by a capacity increase.

Table 2.3 can also be used to study the effect of the initial incumbent’s capacity
size on the welfare. For both the duopoly model and for the social planner model,
additional welfare gained by investing drops when the initial capacity is larger. Intu-
itively, the larger the old market, the lower the marginal value of an additional unit
of capital. Additionally, a larger initial capacity is equivalent to a more severe canni-
balization effect. The result that additional welfare in the duopoly is more affected
by an increase in the initial capacity can be explained by the presence of competition
that marginalizes surplus as a result of protective behavior towards the firms’ own
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profit. The social planner delays investment relative to the market outcome, because
it is not affected by a potential entrant’s willingness to invest soon.

The insight that under (potential) competition investment occurs too early and
in too small amounts compared to the social optimum gives rise to potential policy
implications of our analysis. In particular, policies leading to later investment by
the firms, thereby inducing larger long term capacities and output quantities would
lead to a welfare improvement. Introducing a license on building capacity would,
e.g., contribute to the desired objective. Licensing requires that upon investment the
firms incur a lump-sum cost. Since investing becomes more expensive, firms will delay
their investment moment. This cost has no direct influence on the investment amount,
however, since the firms invest later, the realized investment size will increase.

2.7 Conclusions
The main message of this chapter is that the interaction between timing and size

of investment plays a crucial role in the strategy of an incumbent facing the threat
of entry in a dynamic market environment. Where entry deterrence is generally
understood to ward off entrants by overinvesting, we find that entry is delayed by
accelerating the investment. This induces an investment, which is smaller than that
of an incumbent in a comparable market without an entry threat. This implication
of our analysis is well suited to explain the empirical observations reported in Leach
et al. (2013). These authors show that, contrary to the predictions of the standard
entry deterrence literature, the entry threat generated by the deregulation of the
U.S. telecommunication industry did not result in an increase of capacity investments
by incumbents. As the telecommunications industry in this period clearly has the
characteristics of an expanding market, it fits well with the setup of our model.
Therefore, our insight that in the presence of choices about both timing and size the
incumbent’s investment should be smaller than without an entry threat, provides a
clear theoretical guidance for understanding these empirical observations. Also our
result that, depending on whether investment size is flexible or fixed, the incumbent
or the entrant invests first, is not only a new insight in the theoretical literature, but
also gives rise to potentially testable empirical implications.

The model could be extended in different ways. In particular, it is important to
examine the implications of the existence of multiple incumbents or potential entrants
for the main insights of our analysis. Furthermore, the consideration of multiple
investment options, although technically very challenging, is an important further
step to gain a better understanding of the evolution of industries characterized by
irreversible investments. Finally, the implications of innovating firms, either adopting
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new technologies or performing R&D themselves, for capacity dynamics could be
studied as an extension of the setting considered here.
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Appendix A

Proofs

Proof of Proposition 2.1 The follower’s value function with respect to the current
value X of the shock process can be divided into two regions. For X sufficiently large
the firm invests, that is for X ≥ X∗F , this region is called the stopping region. The
complementary region is called the continuation region, for these values the firm
waits (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). In the stopping region the firm realizes
the accumulated and discounted expected profits VF (X, q2L) which maximizes, with
respect to qnF ,

E

 ∫ ∞
t=0

x(t)(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F )e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

− δq2F

= (q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F )E
[∫ ∞
t=0

x(t)e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

]
− δq2F

= (q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F )
∫ ∞
t=0

x(0)e(α−r)tdt− δq2F

= X

r − α
(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F )− δq2F .

The firm chooses its capacity qnF ≥ 0 such that it maximizes its profits. The first
order condition gives the interior solution,

0 = X

r − α
[1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)− 2ηq2F )]− δ

⇔

qopt2F (X, q2L) = 1
2η

[
1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)− δ(r − α)

X

]
.

The second order condition reassures us that this is indeed a maximum, −2η X
r−α < 0.

In the continuation region it is optimal for the firm to delay investment, for waiting
yields a larger value than investment. The waiting value is embodied by the option
value. The function, following standard real options analysis (see e.g. Dixit and
Pindyck (1994)), equals the sum of two terms reflecting the value of waiting and the
value of current production,

VF (X, q2L) = AFX
β + X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)),

where β is the positive root following from,

σ2β2 + (2α− σ2)β = 2r,
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i.e.,
β = 1

2 −
α
σ2 +

√(
1
2 −

α
σ2

)2
+ 2r

σ2 .

The investment trigger and the value of the parameter AF (q2L) can be found by
applying the value matching and smooth pasting conditions,

X

r − α
(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))− δq2F

= AFX
β + X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)),

1
r − α

(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))

= AFβX
β−1 + 1

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)).

Notice that, for the latter step, we make use of the envelope theorem. Together they
make

X

r − α
(q1F + q2F )(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))

(
1− 1

β

)

− X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L))

(
1− 1

β

)
= δq2F ,

which leads to

X = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L + q2F ) .

Plugging in q2F = qopt2F (X, q2L) leads to

X∗F (q2L) = β + 1
β − 1

δ(r − α)
1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) .

Moreover,

AF (X∗F )β = X∗F (q2L)
r − α

q∗2F (q2L)(1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L + q∗2F (q2L)))− δq∗2F (q2L)

= δq∗2F (q2L)
β − 1 .

�

The following lemma shows that the price remains positive after the follower’s
investment.

Lemma 2.1 If 1−η(q1L+q1F +q2L) > 0 then 1−η(q1L+q1F +q2L+qopt2F (X, q2L)) > 0

Proof of Lemma 2.1 Assume 1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L) > 0. Rewriting gives

1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)) = 1
2(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)) + 1

2(ηq1F + δ(r − α)
X

)

Since both terms are positive we conclude that the price after the follower’s investment
remains positive. �
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Proof of Proposition 2.2 The region with respect to X where the leader delays
the follower’s investment is bounded from below and above by Xdet

1 and Xdet
2 . In

this region the leader optimizes capacity at investment. The optimal amount can be
found by solving the first order condition,

X

r − α
[1−η(2q1L+q1F+2q2L)]− δ

β − 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β [
1− ηβ(q1L + q2L)

1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)

]
−δ.

(2.17)
Differentiating both the left hand side and the right hand side with respect to X

leads to ∂q
det
L

∂X
(X) =

1− η(2q1L + q1F + 2qdetL )− β
β+1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β−1
(1− 2ηq1F − (1 + β)η(q1L + qdetL ))

X

[
2− β

β+1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β−1 (
1− 1−η(2q1F+βq1L+βqdetL )

1−η(2q1F+q1L+qdetL )

)] > 0.

The value ofXdet
2 then follows from first insertingX∗F (q2L) in the first order conditions,

0 = δ

β − 1
1− 2ηq1L + η(β − 1)q1F − 2ηq2L

1− η(q1L + 2q1F + q2L)
⇔

qR2L = 1
2η (1− 2ηq1L + (β − 1)ηq1F ). (2.18)

Hence, by plugging the latter expression into X∗F (q2L) one obtains Xdet
2 ,

Xdet
2 = X∗F (qR2L) = β + 1

β − 1
2δ(r − α)

1− (β + 3)ηq1F
.

The conditions determining Xdet
1 also follow from the first order conditions by setting

q2L = 0. To show that there exists a unique point Xdet
1 , it is sufficient to do the

following. Define ψ(X) = ∂V detL

∂q2L
|q2L=0, this function dictates the first order conditions

for the value of X yielding zero capacity,

ψ(X) = X

r − α
[1− η(2q1L + q1F )]

− δ

β − 1

(
β − 1
β + 1

1− ηq1L − 2ηq1F

δ(r − α) X

)β [
1− ηβq1L

1− ηq1L − 2ηq1F

]
− δ.

Then,

ψ(0) = − δ < 0,

ψ(X∗F ) = δ

β − 1
1− 2ηq1L + (β − 1)ηq1F

1− ηq1L − 2ηq1F
,
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ψ′(X) = 1− η(2q1L + q1F )
r − α

1− β

β + 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

∣∣∣∣
q2L=0

)β−1


+ β

β + 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

∣∣∣∣
q2L=0

)β−1
ηq1F + (β − 1)ηq1L

r − α
.

From (2.18) it follows that ψ(X∗F ) > 0. Since ψ′(X) > 0 one can conclude that,
according to the Mean Value theorem, there exists a unique Xdet

1 ∈ (0, X∗F ) such that
qdetL (Xdet

1 ) = 0.
The value before investment is similar to the one for the follower,

F det
L (X) = AdetL Xβ + X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )).

Applying the value matching and smooth pasting conditions gives (2.7) and

AdetL = (Xdet
L )−β δq

det
L (Xdet

L )
β − 1 − δ

β − 1(q1L + qdetL (Xdet
L )) (X∗F ( qdetL (Xdet

L )))−β.

In order to show that for sufficiently small q1L there exists a pair (Xdet
L , qdet∗L )

satisfying (2.7) and the first order condition for the leader, we insert (2.7) into (2.17).
We treat the following two cases separately. First we look at the scenario where the
incumbent is the investment leader. Then, q1F = 0 and one obtains the equivalent
condition

β

(
1− 1− η(2q1L + 2q2L)

1− η(2q1L + q2L)

)
= 1− 1− η(β + 1)(q1L + q2L)

1− η(q1L + q2L)

(
β

β + 1

)β
. (2.19)

After rewriting this equation, one could similarly say that it is required that H(q2L) =
0, where,

H(q2L) = 1− η(q1L + q2L)− (1− η(β + 1)(q1L + q2L))
(

β

β + 1

)β

+ β

[
1− η(2q1L + 2q2L)
1− η(2q1L + q2L) − 1

]
(1− η(q1L + q2L)).

Since,

H(0) = 1− ηq1L − (1− η(β + 1)q1L)
(

β

β + 1

)β
> (1− ηq1L)

1−
(

β

β + 1

)β > 0,

H

(
1− 2ηq1L

2η

)
= 1

2(β − 1)
( β

β + 1

)β
− 1

 < 0, and

∂H

∂q2L
(q2L) = −1 + (β + 1)

(
β

β + 1

)β
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

− βηq2L

1− η(2q1L + q2L)

[
1− η(q1L + q2L)
1− η(2q1L + q2L) − 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0

< 0,
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it can be concluded that, according to the Mean Value Theorem, there exists a q2L

on the interval
(
0, 1−2ηq1L

2η

)
, such that H(q2L) = 0. This value is denoted by qdet∗L .

Earlier we showed that qdetL is an increasing function. Then, since 1
2η (1−2ηq1L) = qR2L,

it follows that Xdet
L > Xdet

1 and Xdet
L < Xdet

2 .
In a similar way one can prove this for the scenario where the entrant is the

leader. Here, one shows that for q2L = 0 the function H takes a positive value, while
for q2L = 1

2η < qR2L the function becomes negative. �

Proof of Proposition 2.3 The leader’s value function under the inducing imme-
diate follower investment strategy is determined in the same way as before. In this
case, however, one needs to substitute the follower’s capacity (2.2) to obtain equa-
tion (2.13). The leader chooses capacity such that it optimizes the value function,

∂V acc
L

∂q2
L

= X

2(r − α) [1− 2η(q1L + q2L)]− 1
2δ

= 0
⇔

qaccL (X) = 1
2η

[
1− 2ηq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
.

It is easily checked that qaccL ≥ 0 if and only if 1− 2ηq1L ≥ δ(r−α)
X

, i.e. if

X ≥ δ(r − α)
1− 2ηq1L

.

The second order condition again makes sure that we obtain a maximum, −2η X
r−α <

0. Solving qaccL (X) = q̂2L(X) leads to the first term in equation (2.11), i.e.,

qaccL = 1
2η

[
1− 2ηq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
= 1
η

[
1− 2ηq1F − ηq1L −

δ(β + 1)(r − α)
(β − 1)X

]
= q̂2L

⇔

1− 4ηq1F = δ(r − α)(β + 3)
(β − 1)X ⇔ Xacc

0 = β + 3
β − 1

δ(r − α)
1− 4ηq1F

.

Assuming again a value function of the form

F acc
L (X) = AaccL Xβ + X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F ))

one can apply the value matching and smooth pasting conditions while applying the
envelope theorem. Using q1L · q1F = 0, to simplify the term for Xacc

L (q2L) resulting
from these two conditions one ends up with (2.12). Moreover,

AaccL (Xacc
L )β = Xdet

L

r − α
[(q1L + qaccL )(1− η(q1L + q1F + qaccL + q∗2F ))

− q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F ))]− δqaccL
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= δβ

β − 1q
acc
L − δqaccL = δqaccL

β − 1 .

To show existence of (qacc∗L , Xacc
L ) for sufficiently small q1L we insert q1L = 0 and

(2.12) into the equation qacc∗L = qaccL (Xacc
L , q1L). Solving for q2L gives qacc∗L = 1

3β−1 > 0.
Therefore, by continuity, we have Xacc

L > δ(r−α)
1−2ηq1L

for sufficiently small q1L. �

Proof of Proposition 2.4 We observe that

Xacc
1

Xdet
2

= β + 3
2β + 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

<1

1− (3 + β)ηq1F

1− 4ηq1F︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1

< 1,

and therefore Xacc
1 < Xdet

2 . Furthermore, for X = Xacc
1 we have by definition

qaccL (X) = q̂2L(X) (ignoring the trivial case where qaccL = 0) and, due to Xacc
1 < Xdet

2 ,
qdetL (Xacc

1 ) > q̂2L(Xacc
1 ) . Since qdetL (X) is the maximizer of V det

L (X, q2L), this yields

V det
L (Xacc

1 , qdetL (Xacc
1 )) > V det

L (Xacc
1 , qaccL (Xacc

1 )) = V acc
L (Xacc

1 , qaccL (Xacc
1 )),

where the last equality follows from the observation that at q2L = qaccL (Xacc
1 ) =

q̂2L(Xacc
1 ) the value functions for both investment strategies coincide. Similarly, we

obtain for X = Xdet
2

V acc
L (Xdet

2 , qaccL (Xdet
2 )) > V acc

L (Xdet
2 , qdetL (Xdet

2 )) = V det
L (Xdet

2 , qdetL (Xdet
2 )),

because it holds that qdetL (Xdet
2 ) = q̂2L(Xdet

2 ). Since the delaying follower investment
strategy is feasible for X ∈ [Xdet

1 , Xdet
2 ] and the inducing immediate follower invest-

ment strategy for X ∈ [Xacc
1 ,∞) we conclude that for X ≤ Xacc

1 the leader optimally
delays the follower’s investment and for X ≥ Xdet

2 the follower is enforced to invest
immediately. �

Proof of Proposition 2.5 Existence of the preemption equilibrium follows from
the arguments given in the text. In order to show that no other subgame-perfect
equilibria exist, we first note that in this type of games, apart from preemption
equilibria, potentially also sequential investment, simultaneous investment and joint
investment might arise as equilibrium behavior. Here we follow the terminology
as in Pawlina and Kort (2006). Sequential equilibria would imply that one firm is
investing strictly before the preemption point of the competitor, which occurs when
the investment triggerXdet

L of the firm with the smallest preemption point lies between
the two firms’ preemption points. In our setting extensive numerical analysis shows
that for values of q1L around and above qmyop1I the threshold Xdet

L does not exist, due
to the reasons discussed below Proposition 2.2. Hence, for this setting sequential
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equilibria can be ruled out. The remaining two types of equilibria involve tacit
collusion among the firms. When firms decide to collude, they wait for the market to
expand, that is, wait for a larger value of X, before investment is undertaken together
at the same time. One can discriminate two types of collusion, distinguished by the
order in which firms determine their capacity size. In the first type, one firm is
Stackelberg capacity leader and decides upon the amount first where subsequently
the second firm makes an immediate investment. The second investor sets its capacity
after the first firm decided upon its investment scale. This type is called simultaneous
investment. The second type, referred to as joint investment, is the category where
there is no colluded investment order. Firms simultaneously decide upon capacities,
leading to a Cournot type of equilibrium. The following two lemmas rule out the
existence of simultaneous investment and joint investment equilibria.

Lemma 2.2 Assume that q1I = qmyop1I . Then for the incumbent the leader’s invest-
ment threshold Xdet

L (qmyop1I , 0) does not exist. Hence, it is optimal for the incumbent to
delay investment as much as possible and to invest just before the entrant’s preemption
point XPE.

Proof of Lemma 2.2 We rewrite equation (2.9) as

V det
L (X) = X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )) + AdetL Xβ.

Then AdetL reflects the net gain from investment. Let Xdet
L and X∗F (q2L) be defined as

in equations (2.7) and (2.3). Let q1L = q1I = qmyop1I = 1
η(β+1) and q1F = 0. Then,

Xdet
L

X∗F (q2L) =
β − 1 + 1

β+1 − βηq
det
2I

β − 1− (β + 1)ηqdet2I
> 1.

Furthermore,

AdetL = (Xdet
L )−β δq

det
2I

β − 1 −
δ

β − 1(qmyop1I + qdet2I )(X∗F )−β

= δ

β − 1

qdet2I

( 1
Xdet
L

)β
−
(

1
X∗F (q2L)

)β− qmyop1I

(
1

X∗F (q2L)

)β
< 0.

This means that investment decreases the incumbent’s payoff and the incumbent
would never choose this strategy as a leader, if investment roles were exogenously
determined. Hence, Xdet

L does not exist and under endogenous investment roles it is
optimal for the incumbent to delay investment as long as possible without jeopardizing
the role as leader. �
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Lemma 2.3 Simultaneous investment does not yield an equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 2.3 For the resulting value functions, the curves in Figure 2.2a
should be considered. Here, the Stackelberg leader utilizes the inducing immediate
follower investment strategy, denoted by acc. As a result, the competitor receives the
follower value, being smaller than the leader value. For this reason neither of the firms
would prefer to be a follower in the outcome and they would, consequently, preempt
each other in taking the leader role. This forces the firms to end up in the region
where the leader delays the follower’s investment and the sole resulting equilbrium is
the preemptive equilibrium where the follower prefers to wait rather than invest at
the same time. Hence, simultaneous investment is not an equilibrium. �

Lemma 2.4 Joint investment does not yield an equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 2.4 Let J(X, q2L, q2F ) be the firm value for joint investment, then,

J(X, q2L, q2F ) = X

r − α
(q1L + q2L)(1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L + q2F ))− δq2L.

Optimal capacities equal

qjoin2L = 1
3η

(
1− δ(r − α)

X

)
− q1L,

qjoin2F = 1
3η

(
1− δ(r − α)

X

)
− q1F .

This leads to

V acc
L (X, qaccL ) = X

r − α
1
8η

(
1− δ(r − α)

X

)2

+ δq1L,

J(X, qjoin2L , qjoin2F ) = X

r − α
1
9η

(
1− δ(r − α)

X

)2

+ δq1L.

Hence, it holds that V acc
L (X, qaccL ) > J(X, qjoin2L , qjoin2F ) for all X > δ(r − α). This is

sufficient to show that joint investment does not yield an equilibrium. �

Intuition behind this result is that when a firm is the leader, it can set a larger
capacity which leads to a higher payoff.

This concludes the proof of the Proposition.
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Appendix B

Markov Perfect Equilibrium Strate-
gies

In this appendix we formally describe a profile of Markovian strategies underly-
ing the Markov-perfect equilibrium considered in our analysis. Thijssen et al. (2012)
(see also Riedel and Steg (2014)) provide an approach for a rigorous foundation of
preemption-type equilibria in stochastic duopolistic timing games with symmetric
firms. Their analysis is based on the original ideas of extended mixed strategies by
Fudenberg and Tirole (1985). In such a setting it is not known ex-ante which firm
will invest first. In the asymmetric setting considered in this chapter, the situation
is less complicated, since at the preemption point of the entrant, the entrant is indif-
ferent between being leader or follower, whereas the incumbent strictly prefers to be
the leader. Intuitively, it therefore is suitable to consider an equilibrium where the
incumbent makes the investment at the entrant’s preemption point, but the entrant
would invest in case no investment was made by the incumbent at that point.

To capture this notion formally, we consider a slightly extended variation of the
dynamic investment game. There are three states, namely the current value of the
process, X, and the current values of the capacities of the two firms qI(X) and
qE(X). Each firm’s strategy is given by (q̃2f (X, qI(X), qE(X)), κf (X, qI(X), qE(X)))
with f ∈ {I, E}. Whereas q̃2f is a non-negative real number the second component
κf is binary, i.e. κf ∈ {0, 1} on the entire state space. For each given state the
actual investment of the two firms is determined as follows. If q̃2f (X) > 0 holds for
at most one firm f ∈ {I, E} and this firm has not invested before, i.e. qI(X) = q1I

and qE(X) = 0, then this firm invests at t with q2f = q̃2f (X). If q̃2f (X) > 0 holds
for both firms and both firms have not invested yet, then actual investment at X
depends on the values of κE and κI . If these two values are equal then one of the
two firms is selected with equal probability and the investment of that firm is carried
out according to q̃2f (X), whereas the other firm does not invest at t. If κf = 1 and
κg = 0, f, g ∈ {I, E} then q2f = q̃2f (X), whereas firm g does not invest at t.

Intuitively this formulation allows a firm to make its investment decision condi-
tional on the fact that the other firm does not invest at the same time. The restriction
that simultaneous investment is ruled out makes sure that any firm investing at a
time t without any previous investment is indeed the leader. This setting formally
eliminates the coordination problem among the firms and allows for a much simpler
representation of the equilibrium profiles than in standard symmetric timing games.
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Given the asymmetric setting considered in this chapter and the focus on entry de-
terrence strategies, rather than on coordination problems in preemption games, we
consider such a setup as a suitable formal framework for our analysis.

In order to provide the profile of equilibrium strategies corresponding to the out-
comes discussed in the treatment of endogenous firm roles in Section 2.3.2, we consider
a scenario, in which, in accordance with the presented numerical evidence, we have
XPI < XPE and Xdet

L > XPE with L = I. This means that the preemption point
of the incumbent is below that of the entrant and the incumbent has no incentive
to invest below the opponent’s preemption point. Furthermore, we denote by X̂I

and X̂E the thresholds separating the regions where delaying the follower invest-
ment and inducing immediate follower investment are optimal from the perspective
of the incumbent and the entrant, respectively. The two inequalities above imply that
XPE < min{X̂I , X̂E}. Consider now for a given initial capacity of the incumbent,
q1I , the following profile of Markovian strategies

q̃2I(X, qI , qE) =



qopt2F (X, 0, q1I , qE) qE > 0 ∧X ≥ X∗F (0, q1I , qE),

0 qE > 0 ∧X < X∗F (0, q1I , qE),

qdetL (X, q1I , 0) qE = 0 ∧XPI ≤ X < X̂I ,

qaccL (X, q1I , 0) qE = 0 ∧ X̂I ≤ X,

0 qE = 0 ∧X < XPI .

Note that the first two lines correspond to subgames where the incumbent is the
follower, whereas the second two lines determine behavior if the entrant has not
invested yet. By definition, the incumbent is the leader in these scenarios if it invests.
For the entrant we have

q̃2E(X, qI , qE) =



qopt2F (X, q1I , 0, qI − q1I) qI > q1I ∧X ≥ X∗F (q1I , 0, qI − q1I),

0 qI > q1I ∧X < X∗F (q1I , 0, qI − q1I),

qdetL (X, 0, q1I) qI = q1I ∧XPE ≤ X < X̂E,

qaccL (X, 0, q1I) qI = q1I ∧ X̂E ≤ X,

0 qI = q1I ∧X < XPE.

To complete the profile we also have

κf (X, qI , qE) =

 0 X ≤ XPf

1 X > XPf

, f ∈ {I, E}.

To see that this profile is indeed an equilibrium profile, first note that it follows
directly from our analysis of the follower’s problem that both firms act optimally in all
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subgames where the opponent has already invested. Considering the subgames where
the opponent has not invested yet and X > XPE, both firms face an opponent which
instantaneously invests. Hence, both are the follower for sure if they do not invest,
whereas with probability 0.5 they are the leader if they choose a positive investment.
Since the leader’s value function is above the follower’s value function for both firms, it
is optimal for each firm to try to invest instantaneously and to choose the investment
according to the optimal leader value. Hence, both choose a positive q̃2F and κf = 1
in all these subgames. For the subgame where X = XPE the entrant is indifferent
between being the leader and the follower. Hence, it is optimal for this firm to choose
q̃2E according to the optimal value as a leader and at the same time κE = 0. Given
the strategy of the incumbent this implies that the entrant does not invest at this
point and receives the follower value, which is the optimal value it could gain in this
subgame. On the other hand, any deviation of the incumbent from κI = 1 would
induce a positive probability to become the follower, and therefore reduce the value of
the incumbent (since the incumbents leader value function is above the follower value
function at X = XPE). Hence, the optimal strategy of the incumbent must have a
positive value q̃2I and κI = 1 in this subgame. The actual value of q̃2I then follows
directly from the analysis of the leader’s problem in Section 2.3.1. Finally, for all
subgames with X < XPE neither of the firms can gain by instantaneous investment
and hence the given strategies are optimal. Overall, these arguments show that the
strategy profile given above indeed corresponds to a Markov-perfect equilibrium of
the game and yields the behavior and outcome discussed in Section 2.3.2.

Finally, we like to point out that for x(0) < XPE, which is the only initial con-
dition relevant for our economic analysis, it is not only ruled out that any subgame
with X > XPE and no prior investment is ever reached, but also no firm can make
it possible that such a subgame is reached by an unilateral deviation of its strategy.
Hence, in principle the fact that the discussed behavior for such initial conditions
corresponds to a Markov-perfect equilibrium could be established without determin-
ing equilibrium behavior and value functions for the subgames with X > XPE and
no prior investment. In particular, this highlights that the exact values of X̂E or X̂I

are irrelevant for our economic analysis given that they are above XPE.
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Appendix C

Robustness

Robustness of the Preemption Equilibrium
In Figures 2.9 and 2.10 we show the differences in preemption points (XPE−XPI)

for variations of all model parameters in a relevant range. This is done for both
q1I = qmyop1I and q1I = 0.5. Similarly, in Figure 2.11, the difference between the
leader’s investment trigger under the delaying follower investment strategy under the
entrant’s preemption point (Xdet

L −XPE) is shown for the same parameter variations
and q1I = 0.5. For q1I = qmyop1I the investment trigger Xdet

L does not exist and hence
the incumbent does not have an incentive to invest before the entrant’s preemption
point is reached (see Lemma 2.2 in Appendix A). These figures confirm the claim that,
apart from the hardly relevant case where η is extremely small (discussed in Section
2.5), under all parameter variations the preemption equilibrium with the incumbent
as leader exists.

Sensitivity Analysis
The aim of this section is to briefly study the effect of the model parameters on

the equilibrium. In this model there are six parameters to be taken a closer look at.
First of all, the sensitivity parameter η capturing the negative relation between prices
and output. The second parameter is the discount rate r. Then, the drift parameter
α and the volatility parameter σ reflecting the market’s uncertainty, both present in
the geometric Brownian motion describing the state variable’s path. Subsequently,
we have the marginal investment cost δ.

η r α δ σ

XPE (q1I = qmyop1I ) 0 + -/+ + +
qdet2I (q1I = qmyop1I ) - +/- +/- 0 +/-
XPE (q1I fixed) + + - + +
qdet2I (q1I fixed) - - + 0 +

Table 2.4: Effect of an increase in parameter values on triggers and capacities

When η increases the output q2I decreases exactly canceling out the increase in
η, i.e. the product η · q2I remains constant. Similarly η · qmyop1I and η · qE remain
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Figure 2.9: Difference between preemption points with q1I = qmyop1I . Default parameters: α =
0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.10: Difference between preemption points with q1I = 0.5. Default parameters: α =
0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.11: Difference between the incumbent’s investment triggers and the entrant’s preemption
point for q1I = 0.5. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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constant. In this way, when assuming q1I = qmyop1I , neither the investment threshold
Xdet
L , nor the preemption trigger are affected by an increase in η. However, when one

assumes q1I to be fixed, triggers are affected. An increase in η means an increase in
ηq1I and resultingly a decrease in the price, which, hence, makes firms delay invest-
ment. Nevertheless, the total effect on the investment size is negative, considering
the different effects. When discounting is done under a higher rate, firms value future
revenues relatively less, become more concerned about current profits, and therefore
delay investment. In the first place, this increases the myopic capacity size on the
initial market. In the second place, since there are two effects that influence the
optimal investment size for the expansion - delaying increases the capacity level, but
a larger old market decreases it - it is found that the change is ambiguous. For small
r the installment increases, but for relatively large r it decreases. When one fixes
the initial capacity, the effect of the old market dominantly influences the capacity
leading to decreasing installments. As standard in literature, the drift parameter has
an opposite effect: a larger α makes firms invest earlier. The main line of reasoning is
the same, when the drift parameter increases. Market demand, and therefore profits,
are expected to increase more rapidly; one is then prepared to invest earlier to meet
the same expectations concerning expected revenues. Nevertheless, when the initial
capacity also changes under a change in parameter values,9 a second effect comes in,
similar to the analysis of η: A larger drift increases the initial capacity which leads to
a delay of the investment. The effect on the optimal capacity is similar to the effect of
r when the initial capacity is determined endogenously as qmyop1I , but is, as expected,
opposite to r when fixing it. The marginal investment cost has a positive effect on the
investment trigger. When investing becomes more expensive, firms prefer to wait for
a market where a larger output is required in order to meet the larger costs. The op-
timal capacities, both when fixing the initial market size and taking it myopically, are
not affected. Finally, in a more uncertain market, i.e., a larger σ, future realizations
become more important. Waiting gives more information. This leads to the decision
to wait for a higher price, in other words, the firm is only prepared to invest for a
larger value of x. This leads to an increase in the optimal capacity size. However, as
in the case of r and α, the effect is ambiguous when assuming a myopic initial market
size.

9Note that, since the initial capacity equals the myopic investment level, i.e. q1I = 1
η(β+1) , its

level depends on the other parameter values.
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Appendix D

Model Extensions

Fixed Capacity
Suppose X = XPE, then one can show that

V det
LE (X)− F det

FE(X)

=
[
X

r − α
K(1− ηK − ηq1I)− δK

] 1−
(X∗FE)1−β

r−α K(ηq1I + ηK) + δK
β−1( 1

X∗FI
)β

(X∗FI)1−β

r−α ηK2 + δK
β−1( 1

X∗FE))β

 .
One can conclude, if

f1(q1I , K) = (1− ηq1I − 2ηK)β−1(1− ηq1I(β + 1)− ηK(β + 2))
>

f2(q1I , K) = (1− 2ηq1I − 2ηK)β−1(1− 2ηq1I − ηK(β + 2)),

then V det
LI (XPE) > FFI(XPE) and as a result XPI < XPE.

Additive Demand
In this section, we first shortly summarize all the obtained propositions. Then, we

will show some graphs to check the robustness of the results. Under additive demand,
prices can become negative for sufficiently small X. In this analysis we assume that
the firm accepts (temporary) losses in the prospect of future positive cash flows and
therefore always keeps production up.

Proposition 2.6 For X < X∗F (q2L) the follower waits until the process x(t) reaches
the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) to install capacity q∗2F (q2L) = qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) and
for X ≥ X∗F (q2L) the firm invests immediately and installs capacity qopt2F (X, q2L). The
optimal capacity level qopt2F (X, q2L) and the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) are given by

qopt2F (X, q2L) = r

2γ

(
X

r − α
− δ

)
− 1

2(q1L + 2q1F + q2L), (2.20)

X∗F (q2L) = (γ(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) + δr)β(r − α)
r(β − 2) , . (2.21)
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The follower’s capacity in case the follower invests at the investment trigger equals

q∗2F (q2L) = qopt2F (X∗F , q2L) = γ(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) + δr

γ(β − 2) .

It then follows that the follower’s value function is given by

V ∗F (X) =

AFX
β + q1F

(
X
r−α −

γ
r
(q1L + q1F + q2L)

)
if X < X∗F ,

(q1F + q2F )
(

X
r−α −

γ
r
(q1L + q1F + q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L))

)
− δq2F if X ≥ X∗F ,

where

AF = γ(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) + δr

γ(β − 2)β(r − α) (X∗F )1−β. (2.22)

From (2.21) it follows that,

q̂2L(X) = r

γ

(
X

β − 2
β(r − α) − δ

)
− (q1L + 2q1F ).

Proposition 2.7 The delaying follower investment strategy leads to value function
V det
L (X),

V det
L (X) = sup

q2L
(q1L + q2L)

(
X

r − α
− γ(q1L + q1F + q2L)

r

)
(2.23)

− (q1L + q2L)γ(q1L + 2q1F + q2L) + δr

r(β − 2)

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
− δq2L

s.t. q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)},

where X∗F (q2L) is given by equation (2.21) and

q̂2L(X) = r

γ

[
X(β − 2)
β(r − α) −

δ

r

]
− (q1L + 2q1F ).

For large initial values of X the leader invests immediately and chooses optimal ca-
pacity qdetL (X). Delaying the follower’s investment is considered for X ∈ (Xdet

1 , Xdet
2 ),

where

Xdet
1 = max{X | qdetL (X) = 0},

Xdet
2 = min{X | qdetL (X) = q̂2L(X)}.

Moreover, there exists a Xdet
L such that for x(0) < Xdet

L , the leader invests at the
moment x(t) reaches the investment threshold value Xdet

L . The value of the investment
threshold and the associated capacity level qdet∗L = qdetL (Xdet

L ) are determined as the
solution of the set of equations determined by the FOC from equation (2.23) and

Xdet
L =

[
γ

r
(2q1L + q1F + qdet∗L ) + δ

]
β(r − α)
β − 1 .
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The value function in the continuation region is given by

V det
L (X) = q1L

(
X

r − α
− γ(q1L + q1F )

r

)
+
(

X
Xdet
L

)β δqdet∗L

β − 1

− (q1L + qdet∗L )
(

X
X∗F (q2L)

)β δ

β − 1 .

Proposition 2.8 The inducing immediate follower investment strategy is considered
for X ∈ (Xacc

1 ,∞), where,

Xacc
1 = max

{
β(r − α)
r(β − 4) (4γq1F + δ), δ(r − α)

}
.

Inducing immediate follower investment leads to value function V acc
L (X, q2L),

V acc
L (X) = sup

q2L
(q1L + q2L)

(
X

r − α
− γ(q1L + q1F + q2L + q∗2F (q2L)

r

)
− δq2L

s.t. q2L ∈ [0, q̂2L]

= sup
q2L

(q1L + q2L)1
2

(
X

r − α
− γ(q1L + q2L)

r

)
− 1

2δ(q2L − q1L)

s.t. q2L ∈ [0, q̂2L].

Interior solutions of the optimal capacity are given by

qaccL (X) = r

2γ

(
X

r − α
− δ

)
− q1L. (2.24)

Moreover, there exists a Xacc
L such that for X < Xacc

L , the leader will invest when
x reaches investment threshold value Xacc

L . The value of the investment threshold and
the associated capacity level qacc∗L = qaccL (Xacc

L ) are determined as the solution of the
set of equations determined by equation (2.24) and

Xacc
L = γqacc∗L (qacc∗L + 2q1L) + δrqacc∗L

qacc∗L − q1L

2β(r − α)
r(β − 1) .

The value function in the continuation region is given by

V acc
L (X) = q1L

(
X

r − α
− γ(q1L + q1F )

r

)
+
(

X
Xacc
L

)β δqacc∗L

β − 1 .

The following figures show how the preemption points change under a change in
parameter values for the model with additive demand.
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Figure 2.12: Difference between preemption points for different values of α. Default parameters:
r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, γ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.13: Difference between preemption points for different values of σ. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, r = 0.1, γ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.14: Difference between preemption points for different values of δ. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, and γ = 0.1.
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Figure 2.15: Difference between preemption points for different values of r. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, σ = 0.1, γ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.
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Figure 2.16: Difference between preemption points for different values of γ. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, and δ = 1000.





3 Innovating Incumbents

Summary
This chapter studies asymmetric incumbent firms that consider an innova-

tive investment in an established market. We show that endogenizing capacity
choice induces some new results. In great contrast to models where capacity
size is given, we find that large firms have more incentives to invest and inno-
vate first. Large firms then set small investment quantities in order to obtain
a temporary monopoly position. This leads to the result that large firms lead
innovation, but set the smallest capacity for the new product. However, when
market uncertainty is high, the market leader can be able to maintain its posi-
tion. This happens only when the products are sufficiently differentiated. This
chapter is based on Huberts et al. (2014).

3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 considers the situation of two firms. One firm is already present in

the market and the other firm is a potential entrant. Upon this potential threat the
incumbent firm decides to expand its current production line and starts to offer more
products on the market. As a result, the entrant decides to delay investment and
therefore it becomes a second mover in the game. The alternative where the entrant
undertakes investment before the incumbent expands, is not deemed optimal. The
loss in profits for the incumbent is too large so that it rather cannibalizes than that
it accommodates the entrant.

In this chapter, the set-up is expanded. It still considers two firms, but now
both firms are incumbents. The two firms produce a homogenous product. A new
generation of the established product is available and both firms have the option to
start producing the second product, after incurring some investment outlay. The
great advantage of the new generation is that it yields an innovation compared to the

69
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current product so that yields are higher. This follows from the vertical differentation.
The downside of the introduction of the new product is that it reduces the demand
for the old product, as a result of horizontal differentiation1. We assume that the
firms are asymmetric so that we can distinguish a large and a small firm. The main
question becomes: which firm innovates first?

This chapter shows that the capacity size of established products has a crucial
influence: We find that the investment order is fully dependent on the firms’ capacities
for the established product. In particular, it is shown that the larger firm always has
more incentives to undertake investment first. Intuitively, one might expect that the
smaller firm has more to gain, but it is the larger firm that has more to lose. In fact,
suppose the smaller firm innovates first. In that case, the larger firm sees its current
profits fall and at the same time it is ‘deterred’. Indeed, under the case of exogenous
firm roles it is shown that if the smaller firm were to invest first it would delay the
competitor’s investment. The larger firm does not find this a very appealing scenario
and decides to preempt the smaller firm’s investment.

There is one very specific reason the smaller firm is willing to accept this outcome.
In the game outcome the larger firm innovates first, but that means that it would
have to preempt the smaller firm’s investment moment. As a result, innovation is
done when the market is relatively premature: The firm sets a small capacity for
the new product. When the smaller firm eventually undertakes the innovation, as
a second mover, it is optimal to set a large quantity. Undeniably the smaller firm
becomes the market leader for the new product. The size of the larger firm on the
established market may have become a burden: It has resulted in the firm becoming
a small player on the submarket for the new generation.

This changes when market uncertainty is high. In that case firms delay their in-
vestments so that when the first mover undertakes the innovation the market is larger
compared to a situation where market uncertainty is lower. Then, for sufficiently high
market uncertainty, the market leader can be able to again have the largest capac-
ity. This happens unless the innovative improvement of the new product is relatively
small in which case the smaller firm becomes market leader for the new product.

Similar to what we found before and similar to what we will find in the next
chapter, also this chapter shows that the assumption of capacity choice is a very
important one. Analogue to Section 2.3.3 it is shown, by means of a benchmark
model, that when not endogenizing production size, that is, taking investment size
fixed, the sequential investment order is reversed. The results in this chapter show
that the existence of an established market is an important notion, as is the freedom
to set capacity.

1Degree of substitutability.
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This chapter is constructed in the following way. Section 3.2 presents the model
that is elaborated in Section 3.3. It starts off with the situation of exogenous firm
roles after which endogenous firm roles are studied. A robustness check in Section 3.4
shows what happens if we assume capacities to be fixed. The chapter is concluded
by Section 3.5.

3.2 Model
Since we can no longer speak of an incumbent and an entrant, let us use firm A

and B, in stead of I and E. Both firms are currently producing a product which we
label as ‘product 1’. The current capacities are denoted by q1A and q1B for firm A

and B, respectively. We assume that firm A is the larger firm, so that q1A > q1B >

0. Expansion of the market is done by introducing a second product, ‘product 2’.
This product is both horizontally and vertically differentiated from the first product.
Therefore the new product serves as a substitute for the old product. As in the
set-up of Chapter 2, we use a second way to refer to the respective firms. Either
of the firms will become Stackelberg leader and we can therefore call this firm the
innovation leader (L). The competitor will be labeled as innovation follower (F). We
keep the price function similar to our previous set-up. The inverse demand function
for product 1, at time t ≥ 0, is given by

p1(t) = x(t)(1− ηQ1 − ωQ2(t)),

where η is a positive constant representing the sensitivity, ω is a parameter capturing
horizontal differentiation such that 0 ≤ ω ≤ η, x(t) is the value of an exogenous shock
process, and Q1 is the aggregate output for the first product,

Q1 = q1L + q1F .

Here, q1L and q1F are the capacities associated with product 1 for the (innovation)
leader and follower, respectively. The total market output of the second product is
given by Q2(t), which is at t = 0, before innovation is carried out, equal to 0. This
means that, before innovation, the inverse demand on the old market is equal to

p1(t) = x(t)(1− ηQ1),

Once investment has been undertaken, i.e., after second product has been launched,
the demand changes. The inverse demand function for product 2 is given by

p2(t) = x(t)(ν − ηQ2(t)− ωQ1),
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overview
q1L Capacity of the first mover (leader), before investment
q1F Capacity of the second mover (follower), before invest-

ment
q2L Capacity set by first mover (leader) for product 2
q2F Capacity set by second mover (follower) for product 2
q1A Firm A’s capacity for product 1
q1B Firm B’s capacity for product 1
q2A Firm A’s capacity after investment for product 2
q2B Firm B’s capacity after investment for product 2

X∗F (q2L) Investment trigger of the follower
X∗FA(q2L) Investment trigger of the follower when firm A is the

follower
X∗FB(q2L) Investment trigger of the follower when firm B is the

follower
qopt2F (X, q2L) Optimal capacity set by the follower
q∗2F (q2L) Optimal capacity set by the follower when investment is

undertaken at the threshold X∗F (q2L)

q̂2L(X) Value of first mover’s capacity above which the second
mover’s investment is delayed and below which the sec-
ond mover’s investment takes place at the same time as
the first mover’s

Xdet
L Investment trigger of the leader for the deterrence strat-

egy
Xacc
L Investment trigger of the leader for the accommodation

strategy
qdetL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader under the deterrence

strategy
qdet∗L Optimal capacity set by the leader under the deterrence

strategy when investment is undertaken at the threshold
Xdet
L
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overview (continued)
qaccL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader under the accommo-

dation strategy
qacc∗L Optimal capacity set by the leader under the accommo-

dation strategy when investment is undertaken at the
threshold Xacc

L

Xdet
1 Value of X below which qdetL (X) = 0

Xdet
2 Value of X above which the deterrence strategy is not

feasible
Xacc

1 Value of X below which the accommodation strategy is
not feasible

X̂ Value of X below which the deterrence strategy is op-
timal, and below which the accommodation strategy is
optimal

XP Preemption point
XPA Preemption point when firm A is the first mover
XPB Preemption point when firm B is the first mover
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where ν > 1 is the vertical differentiation parameter. The total market output of the
second product Q2(t) is now equal to Q2(t) = q2L after the leader’s investment and
before the follower invests. After the follower’s investment, it holds that

Q2(t) = q2L + q2F .

As before, the process x(t) is assumed to be a geometric Brownian Motion, i.e.,

dx(t) = αx(t)dt+ σx(t)dz(t).

The initial value x(0) is assumed to be small, such that at time t = 0 investment
is not optimal yet. These demand functions are in a more specifically defined form
than the general ones from e.g. Dixit & Pindyck (1994, Chapter 9). A linear relation
between demand and output is also utilized by, e.g., Pindyck (1988), He and Pindyck
(1992), Aguerrevere (2003), Wu (2007), and Huisman and Kort (2015).

Discounting takes place under a fixed discount rate r, r > α. Investment costs
are assumed to be a linear function of the production amount, with marginal cost
parameter δ.

3.3 Main Analysis
To solve the game we follow the approach set in Chapter 2. The results for the case

of exogenous firm roles are comparable. Let us first walk through this case, starting
with the follower.

3.3.1 Exogenous Firm Roles - Follower’s Decision
When the follower undertakes the innovation the other firm, the leader, has already

undertaken investment and now produces both products. This means that, between
the leader’s and follower’s investment, Q1 = q1L + q1F and Q2(t) = q2L. The follower
faces the following optimization problem

VF (X, q2L) = sup
τF≥0,q2F≥0

E
 τF∫
t=0

q1F x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L)e−rt dt

+
∞∫

t=τF

q1F x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F ))e−rtdt

+
∞∫

t=τF

q2F x(t)(ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))e−rtdt

− e−rτF δq2F

∣∣∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

.
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The value at investment, consisting of the value of production from both products,
is then given by

VF (X, q2L) (3.1)

= max
q2F≥0

E
 ∞∫
t=0

(q1Fp1(t) + q2Fp2(t))e−rtdt− δq2F

∣∣∣∣∣∣x(0) = X

 (3.2)

= max
q2F≥0

 X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F ))

+ X

r − α
q2F (ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))− δq2F

. (3.3)

This equation consists of three terms. The first two terms are the accumulated payoffs
resulting from the first and second product. The third term reflects the investment
costs which had to be made in order to start producing the second product. For a
given value of X, the optimal capacity q2F for the follower becomes,

qopt2F (X, q2L) = 1
2η

(
ν − δ(r − α)

X
− ω(q1L + 2q1F )

)
− 1

2q2L.

Then, as before, the optimal threshold value X∗F (q2L), i.e. the optimal moment
for the follower to undertake investment, is the value for which the option value no
longer yields a larger value than the payoff from immediate investment. Following
standard real options analysis (e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)) leads to the following
value function,

VF (X, q2L) = δ

β − 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L)

+ X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L),

where
β = 1

2 −
µ
σ2 +

√(
1
2 −

µ
σ2

)2
+ 2r

σ2 .

All proofs can be found in the appendix. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1 For X < X∗F (q2L) the follower waits until the process x(t) reaches
the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) to install capacity q∗2F (q2L) = qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) and
for X ≥ X∗F (q2L) the firm invests immediately and installs capacity qopt2F (X, q2L). The
optimal capacity level qopt2F (X, q2L) and the investment trigger X∗F (q2L) are given by

qopt2F (X, q2L) = 1
2η

(
ν − ω(q1L + 2q1F )− δ(r − α)

X

)
− 1

2q2L, (3.4)
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X∗F (q2L) = β + 1
β − 1

δ(r − α)
ν − ω(q1L + 2q1F )− ηq2L

. (3.5)

The follower’s capacity in case the follower invests at the investment trigger equals

q∗2F = qopt2F (X∗F (q2L), q2L) = ν − ω(q1L + 2q1F )− ηq2L

η(β + 1) . (3.6)

It then follows that the follower’s value function is given by VF (X, q2L) =

δ
β−1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
q∗2F + X

r−αq1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L) if X < X∗F (q2L),

X

r − α
[q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))

+ qopt2F (X, q2L)(ν − η(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L))− ωQ1)]
− δqopt2F (X, q2L)

if X ≥ X∗F (q2L),

(3.7)

The question arises whether (3.5) and (3.6) are always positive. If the leader is the
incumbent, then q1L = q1I and q1F = 0. It naturally follows that both are positive,
under the assumption that the leader’s capacity is such that prices are positive after
the leader’s investment. If the leader is the entrant, then q1L = 0 and q1F = q1I .
Here it is less obvious that these fractions are positive. Although we do not explicitly
show it here, one can check that they are positive. This is different for the set-up in
the next Chapter, where the follower trigger can actually become negative.

3.3.2 Exogenous Firm Roles - Leader’s Decision
For the investment problem of the first mover, the leader, two scenarios can be

distinguished. It will depend on the leader’s capacity whether the follower will delay
its investment (if the leader invests at some X < X∗F (q2L)) or will undertake invest-
ment at the same moment (if the leader invests at some X ≥ X∗F (q2L)). If follows
from equation (3.5) that the leader makes use of the deterrence strategy (previously
delaying the follower) when it sets a capacity q2L > q̂2L(X, q2L), where

q̂2L(X, q2L) = 1
η

[
ν − ω(q1L + 2q1F )− δ(β + 1)(r − α)

(β − 1)X

]
. (3.8)

If the leader chooses the capacity in such a way that q2L ≤ q̂2L(X, q2L) the leader
uses the accommodation strategy, previously called inducing immediate follower in-
vestment. This leads to the following two propositions, that can be related to Propo-
sition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. Here, the value at investment for the leader is given
by

V det
L (X) =
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max
q2L

E
 ∫ τF

t=0
[q1LX(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L)

+ q2LX(t)(ν − ηq2L − ω(q1L + q1F ))]e−rtdt

+
∫ ∞
t=τF

[q1LX(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q∗2F )

+ q2LX(t)(ν − η(q2L + q∗2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))]e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣x(0) = X


− δq2L


s.t. q2L ≥ max{0, q̂2L(X)},

under the deterrence strategy, where, in the first period [0, τF ), the leader is the only
firm offering the second product on the market, τF ≥ 0. After investment of the
second firm at time t = τF , both firms are actively producing. In this chapter, the
capacity qdetL (X) will denote the solution of the given optimization problem. Under
the accommodation strategy, this is

V acc
L (X) =

max
q2L

E
 ∫ ∞

t=0
[q1LX(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))

+ q2LX(t)(ν − η(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L))− ω(q1L + q1F ))]e−rtdt
− δq2L


s.t. q2L ∈ [0, q̂2L(X)].

As in the previous chapter, the optimal capacity level solving the optimization
problem will be denoted by qaccL (X). This leads to the following two propositions.

Proposition 3.2 There exist unique values 0 < Xdet
1 < Xdet

2 such that

qdetL (X) > max{0, q̂2L(X)}

if and only if X ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xdet

2 ). Furthermore, for sufficiently small q1L + q1F there
exists a pair (qdet∗L , Xdet

L ) with Xdet
L ∈ (Xdet

1 , Xdet
2 ) satisfying qdet∗L = qdetL (Xdet

L ) and

Xdet
L = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

ν − 2ωq1L − ωq1F − ηqdet∗L

, (3.9)

such that under the deterrence strategy,

(i) for X ≥ Xdet
L the leader immediately invests qdetL (X) and the value function of

the leader is given by

V det
L (X) = X

r − α
[q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωqdetL (X))]− δqdetL (X)
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+ X

r − α
[qdetL (X)(ν − ηqdetL (X)− ω(q1L + q1F ))]

− δ

η(β − 1)(ωq1L + ηqdetL (X))
(

X

X∗F (qdetL (X))

)β
; (3.10)

(ii) for X < Xdet
L the leader invests qdet∗L at the moment x reaches the investment

threshold value Xdet
L . The value function before investment is given by

V det
L (X) = X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )) +

(
X
Xdet
L

)β δqdet∗L

η(β − 1)

− (ωq1L + ηqdet∗L )
(

X
X∗F (qdet∗L )

)β δ

β − 1 . (3.11)

Proposition 3.3 The accommodation strategy is feasible for X > Xacc
1 , where

Xacc
1 = max

{
β + 3
β − 1

δ(r − α)
ν − 4ωq1F

,
δ(r − α)
ν − 2ωq1L

}
. (3.12)

Furthermore, for sufficiently small q1L there exists a pair (qacc∗L , Xacc
L ) with Xacc

L >
δ(r−α)
ν−2ωq1L

satisfying qacc∗L = qaccL (Xacc
L ),

qaccL (X) = 1
2η

[
ν − 2ωq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
,

and

Xacc
L = δ(r − α)β

β − 1
ηqacc∗L − ωq1L

ηqacc∗L (ν − 2ωq1L − ηqacc∗L )− ωq1L(ν − 2ωq1F − ωq1L)) , (3.13)

such that under the accommodation strategy

(i) for X ≥ Xacc
L the leader immediately invests qaccL (X) and the value function of

the leader is given by

V acc
L (X) (3.14)

= X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(qaccL (X) + qopt2F (X, qaccL (X))))− δqaccL (X)

+ X

r − α
qaccL (X)(ν − η(qaccL (X) + qopt2F (X, qaccL (X)))− ω(q1L + q1F ));

(3.15)

(ii) for X < Xacc
L the leader invests qacc∗L at the moment x reaches the investment

threshold value Xacc
L . The value function before investment is given by

V acc
L (X) = X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )) +

(
X

Xacc
L

)β δqacc∗L

β − 1 . (3.16)
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Optimal timing

In this set-up Proposition 2.4 applies as well. For values of q1L and q1F that are not
too large2 it holds that Xacc

L < X̂ and Xdet
L < X̂. That means that the leader waits

for all X ∈ [0, Xdet
L ), but invests under deterrence for X ∈ [Xdet

L , X̂) and implements
the accommodation strategy for X ∈ [X̂,∞). Thus, the optimal capacity the leader
(eventually) sets,

q∗2L(X) =



qdetL (Xdet
L ) if X ∈ [0, Xdet

L ),
qdetL (Xdet

L ) if X = Xdet
L ,

qdetL (X) if X ∈ (Xdet
L , X̂),

qaccL (X) if X ∈ [X̂,∞),

where X̂ is the intersection point between V acc
L (X) and V det

L (X),

X̂ = inf{X ∈ (Xacc
1 , Xdet

2 ) | V acc
L (X) ≥ V det

L (X)},

leading to

VL(X) =

V
det
L (X) if X ∈ (0, X̂),
V acc
L (X) if X ∈ [X̂,∞).

Analoguous to Chapter 2 extensive numerical analyses show that the intersection
point X̂ is unique. Recall that in the region [0, Xdet

L ) the initial value of the shock
process is too small for investment to be undertaken. Therefore, the leader postpones
investment until x reaches Xdet

L so that the resulting capacity becomes qdetL (Xdet
L ).

Hence, for exogenous firm roles the leader waits until X reaches Xdet
L and invests.

Then the follower is temporarily hold off and invests at a larger value X∗F (q2L). This
means that, whichever firm invests as exogenous leader, it will delay the competitor’s
investment moment. Hence, it does not matter if the leader is the smaller or the
larger firm.

3.3.3 Endogenous Firm Roles
In the case of exogenous firm roles, one firm has been assigned to be leader and

one firm has been assigned to be follower. When extending this analysis to a set-up
2For the initial values of q1L and q1F we refer to the same analysis as Chapter 2. Here we

see that only for values that are (much) larger than the myopic values of q1L and q1F will lead to
deviating situations. The question arises how this result is affected for when one takes different
values for q1L and q1F . To that purpose, let us denote firm M as the firm that invested first on the
old market, then naturally one can write firm N ’s capacity on the old market as a function of firm
M ’s capacity on the old market. This reduces the problem to one parameter. Then, for increasing
q1,M one finds that Xacc

L and Xdet
L increase. The increase in Xdet

L doesn’t lead to different results.
However, for very large values of q1,M one finds that Xacc

L > X̂. However, for the same reasons we
refrain from studying those cases here.
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HXL, V

FA
HXL

XPA

Figure 3.1: Curves that correspond to becoming leader VL(X) and follower VF (X, q∗
2L(X))

(dashed) for the case of firm A. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω =
0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, q1A = qmyop1A = 0.79, and q1B = qmyop1B = 1.00.

where both firms are competing to become first or second mover we end up in the case
of endogenous firm roles. Recall that firm A is the firm having the largest capacity
for product 1. When plotting the two curves for when a firm would become leader
or follower3, we see that a preemptive equilibrium is also present in this set-up, see
Figure 3.1. One can prove that Proposition 2.5 can be transformed to also apply in
this setting.

The most interesting question at this point becomes which of the two firms will
become leader. Figure 3.2a shows the preemption points of both firm A, XPA, and
B, XPB, for different values of q1A. Here we let q1B(q1A) = 1−ηq1A

η(β+1) which is equivalent

XPA

XPB
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q
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X
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, X
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(a) Preemption investment triggers

q2 A

q2 B
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q
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, q
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(b) Capacities

Figure 3.2: Preemption investment triggers XPA (bold) for firms A and XPB for firm B and
the resulting capacities q2A (bold) and q2B for different values of q1A. Default parameters: α =
0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, and q1B = 1−ηq1A

η(β+1) .

3All examples in this chapter, use the following parametrization: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ =
0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, and δ = 1000.
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to the value chosen under the myopic strategy described before. This reduces the
problem to only one variable for the old market. The curves of the preemption points
intersect each other at one point. It can be verified that this is exactly the point
where q1A = q1B(q1A). From this figure the idea becomes clear: It is the larger firm
on the old market that has the smallest preemption point. Since the firm with the
smallest preemption points becomes the first mover, we can conclude that in this case
we find that the larger firm innovates first.

To explain this notion note that in case product 2 is offered there is a large drop
in demand for the first product. The firm with the largest capacity will be affected
most and has therefore more to lose. The larger firm prefers cannibalization and
become the sole producer of the new product for a period in time. It prefers it over
the scenario where the smaller firm invests first with larger capacity and witnesses
a drop in demand for the first product while being expelled from the market for a
period in time. Thus, the larger firm wants to prevent the other firm from investing
by entering the second market first. Figure 3.2b shows the associated capacities on
the new market for both firms. This gives away why the larger firm indeed has more
incentives than the smaller firm. Clearly the leader on the new market, i.e. the larger
firm on the old market, becomes the smaller firm for the second product. This means
that the smaller firm sets a larger capacity for the new generation. Put differently,
to preempt the large firm it would need to set its capacity at a small level. Instead,
it accepts to invest later and set a larger capacity.

The effect that larger firms relative to smaller firms are eager to become leader
should diminish when the cannibalization effect gets weaker. Cannibalization is cap-
tured by the parameter ω. Figure 3.3a shows that for smaller ω the difference be-
tween the preemption triggers becomes smaller. A decrease in ω decreases the effect

(a) Difference in trigger values (b) Difference in capacities

Figure 3.3: Effect of differentation parameter ω on the preemption triggers and the associated
realized capacities for the leader and follower. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η =
0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, q1A = 1.2, and q1B = 0.8.
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q2 A

q2 B

q1 A

q2 A , q2 B

q1 B

(a) Case 1: Low values of σ. Here, σ = 0.1.

q2 A

q2 B

q1 A

q2 A , q2 B

q1 B

(b) Case 2: High values of σ. Here, σ = 0.7.

Figure 3.4: Installed capacities q2A (solid) and q2B (dashed) as a function of firm A’s old capacity.
Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, and q1B = 1.

of asymmetry and accordingly the importance of different capacities on the new mar-
ket. Differently, for smaller ω their asymmetry has less value. This also becomes
clear from Figure 3.3b where one can observe that the difference between the realized
quantities becomes larger when ω increases: The decrease in the larger firm’s capacity
exceeds the decline in the follower’s capacity.

The question arises whether this is a general result. Figure 3.4a illustrates what we
have seen so far: The larger firm becomes the smaller producer on the new market.
However, Figure 3.4b shows that this changes when the level of uncertainty by σ

is high. If the asymmetry between the firms is not too large, the follower, i.e. the
smaller firm on the old market, becomes the smaller firm on the new market. This
means that the market leader maintains its position. When uncertainty is large, firms
delay investment so that by the time the leader undertakes the innovation the market

Σ

q1 A

q2 B > q2 A

q2 B < q2 A

q2 B < q2 A

q2 B > q2 A

q1 B

Figure 3.5: Curves indicating the market leader regions for q1B = 1.0. Default parameters:
α = 0.02, r = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, and q1B = 1.
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Myopic Investment larger firm
σ q1A q1B q2A q2B Old New
0.75 2.53 2.24 1.49 1.45 A A
0.7 2.49 2.23 1.47 1.45 A A
0.65 2.45 2.22 1.45 1.45 A -
0.6 2.39 2.21 1.42 1.45 A B
0.5 2.27 2.17 1.36 1.45 A B
0.4 2.11 2.11 1.44/1.29 - -
0.3 1.89 2.00 1.43 1.17 B A
0.2 1.60 1.82 1.39 1.00 B A
0.1 1.19 1.50 1.23 0.77 B A

Table 3.1: Resulting capacities under myopic investment. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r =
0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, and δ = 1000.

has grown to a sufficiently high level for the first mover to set a large capacity. Then a
second effect comes in: An increase in the leader’s capacity leads to a direct decrease
in the follower’s capacity. If the delay in investment is sufficient, one ends up in a
situation where the increase in the leader’s capacity is enough to make the follower
become the smaller firm on the new market.

Figure 3.5 illustrates how the market leader regions are formed. Here, more un-
certainty increases the region where the market leader maintains its position in the
post-innovation era. This occurs for the same reasons discussed above.

Myopic Investment

Assume that the capacities for the old product are obtained under the myopicity
assumption. For the different values of σ one can calculate the old market capacities
and consecutively the capacities on the new market. Table 3.1 continues the example
that illustrates this section. Figure 3.6 shows the curves from Table 3.1 for the
capacities on the new market. As one can observe, for very large values of uncertainty
one finds that the investment leader becomes the larger firm on the new market. For
all other values the initial result remains the same: The larger firm on the old market
is the smaller one on the new market. This makes us conclude that for reasonable
values of q1A and q1B this section’s result holds.

3.3.4 Differentiation and Innovation
For sufficiently large values of σ there exist cases where the larger firm continues

to be market leader. This section looks at how these results are affected by changing
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q2 A

q2 B

Σ

q2 A , q2 B

q1 A HΣ L = q1 B HΣ L

Figure 3.6: Capacities resulting from myopic investment. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r =
0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, and δ = 1000.

the values of ω and ν. An example shows us that it is not always the case that the
market leader can maintain its position when σ is large. In fact, when the products
are close substitutes (ω is close to η) and when the innovative improvement is small
(ν is close to 1) it will never occur, i.e. there exists no σ, such that the larger firm is
able to keep its position.

Figure 3.7 shows both regions for different values of σ. For a given value of σ,
all points below a line indicate that the larger firm on the old market becomes the
smaller firm on the new market. All points above the line indicate that the market
leader on the old market remains market leader for the new market. Clearly, the
curves converge to a fixed line that is denoted by σ →∞. One can conclude that for
all sets of points below this curve it never occurs that one firm is market leader for
both products. For all sets above this line, the new market’s market leader depends
on the magnitude of uncertainty.

We have now treated a wide range of parameter values when evaluating the realized
capacities. Taken together, the larger firm invests first and sets a smaller capacity
than the capacity (eventually) set by the smaller firm. However, the larger firm is
able to stay market leader when, see e.g. Figure 3.5, market uncertainty is high,
the capacities on the old market are sufficiently close, and, see e.g. Figure 3.7,
the products are sufficiently differentiation (i.e. ν high and/or ω small). The only
parameters we haven’t studied are r, δ, η, and µ. It is not hard to see that these do
not qualitatively change our results much. That means that we have now obtained
an understanding of how firms will behave under different parameter settings.

Next, we can make a comparison with the incumbent-entrant model from Chap-
ter 2. The investments undertaken by the incumbent and entrant can be related to
the new product in this chapter’s model. To make a clean comparison, notice that
if we make ω = η and set ν = 1 we have that the new product is simply an expan-
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Figure 3.7: Curves indicating the market leader regions for different innovation parameters. Below
line: small firm (B) becomes market leader. Above line: large firm (A) remains market leader for
sufficiently large σ. Default parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5,
and δ = 1000.

sion of the old product. From Figure 3.7 we can then conclude that the result that
the larger firm remains market leader for sufficiently large σ can never emerge there.
This means that the expansion by the incumbent is always smaller than the capacity
set by the entrant. It is because of differentiation that we obtain the result in the
innovation model.

That brings us to a model that could be considered as a combination of the two:
an entrant has the option to start producing on the same market as the incumbent,
but, instead of offering the same product, it chooses to offer a substitute. That
means that ω ≤ η and ν = 1. Then we can conclude that for a sufficient degree of
differentiation it is possible for the entrant to become market leader. It needs the
level of uncertainty to be sufficiently small and, at the same time, that the capacity
of the incumbent is not too large.

3.4 Robustness: Capacity Choice
In Chapter 2 we learned that capacity choice is a crucial assumption. This result is

not different for the model presented here. Assume that investment can only be done
under the assumption that the associated capacity is equal to the amount K > 0 for
both the leader and the follower. The associated prices become,

p1(t) = x(t)(1− η(q1L + q1F )− 2ωK), and
p2(t) = x(t)(ν − 2ηK − ω(q1L + q1F )).

For firm A, the larger firm on the old market, the associated leader and follower
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curves become

V det
LA (X) =



X

r − α
q1A(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωK)

+ X

r − α
K(ν − ηK − ω(q1L + q1F ))

− X∗FB
r − α

K(ωq1A + ηK)
(

X

X∗FB

)β
− δK,

if X < Xdet
L ,

δK
β−1

(
X
X∗FA

)β
+ X

r−αq1A(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωK) if X ≥ Xdet
L ,

X∗FB = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

ν − ω(q1A + q1B)− ωq1B − 2ηK ,

VFA(X) = X

r − α
q1A(1− η(q1L + q1F )− 2ωK)

+ X

r − α
K(ν − 2ηK − ω(q1L + q1F ))− δK,

X∗FA = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

ν − ω(q1A + q1B)− ωq1A − 2ηK .

Figure 3.8 displays the different preemption points for both firms. The lines inter-
sect at the point where both firms have equal stakes on the old market, making them
identical. In contrast to earlier results it is found that the smaller firm would invest
first in the new product. The smaller firm now has most incentives to innovate, for it
has more to gain. Here, capacities on the new market are for both firms of the same
size. Then, the larger firm is no longer able to mitigate the cannibalization effects so
that it loses the means and, as a result, its incentives to innovate first.
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Figure 3.8: Triggers XPA (bold) and XPB for different values of q1A. Here, q1B = 1−ηq1A

η(β+1) . Default
parameters: α = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.08, ν = 1.5, δ = 1000, and K = 2.
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3.5 Concluding Remarks
So far we have seen two models. In the first model an incumbent firm is able

to delay a potential entrant’s investment by preempting it and increasing its own
capacity. The intuition behind this result is the same as in the second model: it is
the incumbent that has a lot to lose. In the innovation model this role is fulfilled by
the larger firm. Also this firm prefers to cannibalize rather than to accommodate the
competitor’s move. Although both models have a lot in common, the second model
shows that in scenarios with high levels of uncertainty it is the smaller firm that
undertakes the innovation. This is a result that is not present in the first model, where
it is always the incumbent that makes the first move. Partially this can be explained
by the fact that the damage to the established product’s profitability is limited for
a sufficient degree of differentiation. After all, this result was only present when the
products are sufficiently differentiated. When the products are close substitutes the
smaller firm is never able to successfully preempt the larger firm’s innovation. And
this feeds into what we found in the incumbent-entrant model.

In the next chapter we will see that firms can even have a third alternative to
compete with other firms. Here, firms are able to deter the competitor eternally.
Just as the model outcomes in this chapter, also that result can be attributed to
endogenizing the size of installment. Additionally Chapter 4 shows that there are
cases where firms prefer to be the second mover from the start.
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Appendix A

Proofs

3.A.1 Main Analysis

Proof of Proposition 3.1
The follower’s value function with respect to the shock process x can be divided into
two regions. For x sufficiently large the firm invests, that is for x ≥ X∗F (q2L), this
region is called the stopping region. The complementary region is called the contin-
uation region, for these values the firm waits (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)).
In the stopping region the firm realizes the following accumulated and discounted
expected profits VF (X, q2L, q2F ) at the investment moment,

VF (X, q2L) = sup
q2L≥0

 X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F ))

+ X

r − α
q2F (ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))

− δq2F .

The first order condition gives the following interior solution,

qopt2F (X) = 1
2η

[
ν − 2ωq1F − ωq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
− 1

2q2L.

The second order condition reassures us that this is indeed a maximum: −2η X
r−α < 0.

In the continuation region it is optimal for the firm to delay investment, for waiting
yields a larger value than investment. The waiting value is embodied by the option
value. Following standard real options analysis (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)),
it equals the sum of two terms reflecting the value of waiting and the value of current
production,

VF (X, q2L) = AFX
β + X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F + q2L)),

where β is the positive root following from

σ2β2 + (2α− σ2)β = 2r,

i.e.,
β = 1

2 −
α
σ2 +

√(
1
2 −

α
σ2

)2
+ 2r

σ2 .
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The investment trigger and the value of the parameter AF (q2L) can be found by
applying the value matching and smooth pasting conditions,

X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F ))

+ X

r − α
q2F (ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))− δq2L

= AFX
β + X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L),

1
r − α

[q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F )) + q2F (ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))]

= AFβX
β−1 + 1

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L).

Notice that, for the latter step, we make use of the envelope theorem. Together they
make

X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + q2F ))

(
1− 1

β

)

+ X

r − α
q2F (ν − η(q2L + q2F )− ω(q1L + q1F ))]

(
1− 1

β

)

− X

r − α
q1F (1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L)

(
1− 1

β

)
− δq2F = 0,

which leads to

X = β

β − 1
δ(r − α)

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− η(q2L + q2F )− ωq1F
.

Plugging in q2F = qopt2F (X, q2L) leads to

X∗F (q2L) = β + 1
β − 1

δ(r − α)
ν − ω(q1L + 2q1F )− ηq2L

.

Moreover,

AF (X∗F )β = X∗F (q2L)
r − α

[q∗2F (ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− η(q2L + q2F )− ωq1F )]− δq∗2F (q2L)

= δq∗2F (q2L)
β − 1 .

Finally,

q∗F (X∗F (q2L)) = 1
2η

[
ν − 2ωq1F − ωq1L −

δ(r − α)
X∗F (q2L)

]
− 1

2q2L

= 1
η(β + 1) [ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F − ηq2L] .

�
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Proof of Proposition 3.2
The leader’s value function with respect to the shock process x can be divided into
two regions. Suppose the leader wants to delay the follower’s investment. For x
sufficiently large the firm invests, that is for x ≥ Xdet

L , this region is called the
stopping region. The complementary region is called the continuation region, for
these values the firm waits (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). In the stopping
region the firm realizes the following accumulated and discounted expected profits
V det
L (X) at the investment moment,

V det
L (X)

= sup
q2L

X

r − α
[q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ωq2L) + q2L(ν − ηq2L − ω(q1L + q1F ))]

−
(

X

X∗F (q2L)

)β
δ

η(β − 1)(q1Lω + q2Lη)− δq2L.

The region with respect to X where the leader delays the follower’s investment is
bounded from below and above by Xdet

1 and Xdet
2 . In this region the leader optimizes

capacity at investment. The optimal amount,

qdetL (X) = argmaxq2L
{V det

L (X) | q2L > q̂2L(X)}.

can be found by solving the first order condition,

X

r − α
[ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1L − 2ηq2L]

− δ

β − 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

)β [
1− β(ωq1L + ηq2L)

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F − ηq2L

]
− δ = 0.

The value ofXdet
2 then follows from first insertingX∗F (q2L) in the first order conditions,

0 = δ

β − 1
ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1L + ωβq1F − 2ηq2L

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F − ηq2L

⇔

qR2L = 1
2η [ν − 2ωq1L + (β − 1)ωq1F ]. (3.17)

Hence, by plugging the latter expression into X∗F (q2L) one obtains Xdet
2 ,

Xdet
2 = X∗F (qR2L) = β + 1

β − 1
2δ(r − α)

ν − (β + 3)ωq1F
.

The conditions determining Xdet
1 also follow from the first order conditions by setting

q2L = 0. To show that there exists a unique point Xdet
1 , it is sufficient to do the
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following. Define ψ(X) = ∂V detL

∂q2L
|q2L=0, this function dictates the first order conditions

for the value of X yielding zero capacity,

ψ(X) = X

r − α
(ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1L)

− δ

β − 1

(
β − 1
β + 1

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F

δ(r − α) X

)β

×
[
1− ωβq1L

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F

]
− δ.

Then,

ψ(0) = −δ,

ψ(X∗F (0)) = δ

β − 1
ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1L + βωq1F

ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1F
,

ψ′(X) = ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq1L

r − α

1− β

β + 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

∣∣∣∣
q2L=0

)β−1


+ β

β + 1

(
X

X∗F (q2L)

∣∣∣∣
q2L=0

)β−1
ωq1F + (β − 1)ωq1L

r − α
.

From (3.17) it follows that ψ(X∗F (q2L)) > 0. Since ψ′(X) > 0 one can conclude that,
according to the Mean Value theorem, there exists a unique Xdet

1 ∈ (0, X∗F (q2L)) such
that qdetL (Xdet

1 ) = 0.
The value before investment, i.e. in the continuation region, is similar to the one

for the follower,

V det
L (X) = AdetL Xβ + X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )).

Applying the value matching and smooth pasting conditions gives (3.9) and

AdetL = (Xdet
L )−β δq

det
L

β − 1 −
δ

η(β − 1)(ωq1L + ηqdetL )
(

1
X∗F (q2L)

)β
.

�

When observing X∗F (q2L), there exists a point

q̄2L = 1
η

(ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− ωq2
F )

such that for q2L > q̄2L the function X∗F (q2L) does not exist. Since,

η(q̄2L − q̂2L) = δ(β + 1)(r − α)
(β − 1)X > 0,
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we know that q̄2L > q̂2L so that the firm employs the deterrence strategy. One can
show that

X∗F < 0⇔ q∗F (X∗F (q2L)) < 0⇔ Xdet
2 < 0,

implying that investment is not be optimal for the follower. Now, since in that case
Xdet

2 < 0 deterrence is not feasible the only conclusion could be that for the deterrence
strategy to exist one must have that q̂2L < q2L < q̄2L.

Proof of Proposition 3.3
The leader’s value function under the accommodation strategy is determined in the
same way as before. In this case, however, one needs to substitute the follower’s
capacity (3.4) to obtain equation (3.15). The leader chooses capacity such that it
optimizes the value function,

∂V acc
L (X)
∂q2L

= X

2(r − α) [ν − 2ωq1L − 2ηq2L]− 1
2δ

= 0
⇔

q2L(X) = 1
2η

[
ν − 2ωq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
.

It is easily checked that qaccL (X) ≥ 0 if and only if ν − 2ωq1L ≥ δ(r−α)
X

, i.e. if

X ≥ δ(r − α)
ν − 2ωq1L

.

The second order condition again makes sure that we obtain a maximum, −2η X
r−α <

0. Solving qaccL (X) = q̂2L(X) leads to the first term in equation (3.12), i.e.,

qaccL (X) =
1
2η

[
ν − 2ωq1L −

δ(r − α)
X

]
= 1
η

[
ν − 2ωq1F − ωq1L −

δ(β + 1)(r − α)
(β − 1)X

]
= q̂2

L(X)
⇔

ν − 4ωq1F = δ(r − α)(β + 3)
(β − 1)X

⇔

Xacc
0 = β + 3

β − 1
δ(r − α)

(ν − 4ωq1F ) .
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Assuming again a value function of the form

V acc
L (X) = AaccL Xβ + X

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F ))

one can apply the value matching and smooth pasting conditions while applying the
envelope theorem. Finally,

AaccL (Xacc
L )β = Xdet

L

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )− ω(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L)))

+ Xdet
L

r − α
q2L(ν − η(q2L + qopt2F (X, q2L))− ω(q1L + q1F ))

− Xdet
L

r − α
q1L(1− η(q1L + q1F )− δq2L

= δqaccL (X)
β − 1

brings an end to this proof. �

Similar to Lemma 2.4 (page 54) we show that also in this model joint investment
never takes place.

Lemma 3.1 Joint investment does not yield an equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 3.1
Let J(X) be the firm value for joint investment, then,

V acc
L (X)

= X

r − α

q1A

(
1− η2 − ω2

η
(q1L + q1F )− ω

η

(
ν − δ(r − α)

X

))
+ 1

8η

(
ν − δ(r − α)

X

)2


J(X)

= X

r − α

q1A

(
1− η2 − ω2

η
(q1L + q1F )− ω

η

(
ν − δ(r − α)

X

))
+ 1

9η

(
ν − δ(r − α)

X

)2


Hence, it holds that V acc
L (X) > J(X). This is sufficient to show that joint investment

does not yield an equilibrium. Intuition behind this result is that when firms are
leader they can set a larger capacity which leads to a higher payoff. �
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3.A.2 Additional Analyses

Fixed capacity: q2L = q2F = K

Suppose X = XB
P , then one can show that

V det
LB (X)− F det

FB(X) =
[
X

r − α
K(ν − ηK − ω(q1L + q1F ))− δK

] 1−
(X∗B)1−β

r−α K(ωq1A + ηK) + δK
β−1( 1

X∗A
)β

(X∗A)1−β

r−α K(ωq1B + ηK) + δK
β−1( 1

X∗B
)β

 .
One can conclude, if

(ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− 2ηK − ωq1B)β−1(ν − ωq1A(β + 1)− 2ωq1B − ηK(β + 2))
>

(ν − ω(q1L + q1F )− 2ηK − ωq1A)β−1(ν − ωq1B(β + 1)− 2ωq1A − ηK(β + 2)),

then V det
LA (XB

P ) > FFA(XB
P ) and as a result XA

P < XB
P .



4 Technology Adoption
by Incumbents

Summary
This chapter considers two incumbent firms with an option to adopt an

innovative technology. The firms engage in a Stackelberg competition where
they decide upon both the investment moment and the investment size. We
find that there is only a first-mover advantage when the degree of innovation
is large or when the new technology produces a close substitute. Otherwise,
firms face a second-mover advantage. This happens even when there is no
information spillover, imperfect information or any type of asymmetry. When
such a second-mover advantage is present, firms either want to stay alone in the
old market or want to set a larger capacity as Stackelberg follower. This chapter
also shows that market uncertainty decreases the second-mover advantage, but
has no influence on whether the late mover adopts. This chapter is based on
Huberts (2017).

4.1 Introduction
Timing of technology adoption has received much attention over the years. In

particular, it has been shown that games face different outcomes under different set-
ups. Since Jensen (1992) it has been established that, under uncertainty, a second-
mover advantage might arise, reflected by the presence of a war of attrition instead
of the more traditional preemption run. Hoppe (2002) serves a decent overview of
the literature and her conclusion has remained relatively consistent ever since. Firms
are inclined to wait for new information - as e.g. the adoption by a competitor
disclosing the true market characteristics - if the uncertainty about the profitablity
of the new technology imposes that the expected post-adoption profit is too small.
However, this hinges on the asymmetry between the prior and posterior beliefs on
the new technology’s profitability. Nevertheless, in this chapter it is shown that this

95
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is not a necessity. In particular, it is shown that a second-mover advantage can arise
even when waiting does not lead to new information, nor to the emergence of new
technologies; either to be a second adopter or to abstain from adoption in general.
This corresponds with Golder and Tellis (1993), who conclude that, by studying 500
brands in 50 product categories, followers are more often market leaders and tend to
be more successful. We moreover show that, after the adoption of one firm, other firms
might decide not to undertake the adoption, even though the new technology yields
an innovation with respect to the old technology. The empirical work on the diffusion
of chairlifts by Mulligan and Llinares (2003) shows that adoption of a technological
innovation by a firm decreases the likelihood that a local competitor will also adopt it.
Despite well observed in real life, incentives to not undertake (profitable) adoption has
not been a common observation in the theoretical literature1. This chapter, moreover,
shows that firms, in particular first adopters, can be reluctant to implement new
technologies in the first place, even when the new technology yields a larger price.
The empirical work by Slivko (2012) reveals that, in a sample of 1253 German firms,
only 53% of the firms introduce, imitate or adopt innovations, while 47% abstains
from product innovation.

A good example is the lighting market where the introduction of the compact
fluorescent lamp (CFL) and the Light Emitting Diodes (LED) lamp have had different
outcomes. The former, being barely differentiated from the traditional bulb, has
moved only relatively few firms to innovate. The first successful introduction of the
commercialized CFL bulbs on the lighting market by Philips in the early 1980s has,
as a result of only a marginal increase in efficiency, not led to a massive adoption by
many firms. Only later, when technological development increased its efficiency and
reduced the costs, more firms started to adopt. This was different at the introduction
of LED lamps. These lamps can be considered to be much more differentiated: “they
are dimmable, coming quickly to full brightness, availability in a wide range of color
temperatures, and controllable color that can be used to influence mood or aesthetics”
(Reed and Mapp (2015)). The supply has thenceforth grown rapidly. Recently, in
2016, General Electric decided that its CFL production will be phased out in favor of
the LED technology. Nevertheless, both the CFL bulbs and incandescent light bulbs2

are still on the market. Hence, (vertical) differentiation is positively related with the
number of adopters, while, at the same time, a great number of firms keeps the old
technology alive.

This chapter studies two incumbents with homogenous goods facing the option

1The static game with reversible adoption by Reinganum (1983) includes imperfect information
about the other firm’s adoption. In Reinganum (1983), the possibility that firms do not adopt is
not an endogenous result.

2At least for those countries where they are still allowed.
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to adopt a better technology. When adopting, a firm replaces its current product
by a new product that is horizontally and vertically differentiated from the earlier
product. Vertical differentiation captures the innovative improvement relative to the
old technology, or differently, the quality improvement, while the horizontal differen-
tiation reflects the cross sensitivity between the products’ prices, i.e. the degree to
which the products are substitutes. Both products are part of the same market that
is subject to exogenous stochastic shocks affecting the products’ prices, so that the
timing of technology is partially dependent on the firm’s expectation of the market’s
future. Firms do not only decide upon the optimal adoption moment, but also upon
the capacity size they set under the new technology. The big difference with the
model in Chapter 3 is that here firms replace their current technology with a new
technology whereas in Chapter 3 incumbent firms expand their production lines.

We find that it depends on the degree of differentiation whether only one firm
adopts or whether both firms abandon the old technology. In particular, when both
the vertical differentiation, i.e. the innovative improvement, and the cross sensitivity
are small, only one firm undertakes the adoption. In such a situation, it serves both
firms’ interest if one of them decides not to switch to the new product, since serving
your own submarket yields a higher profit than to serve the same submarket with
a competitor. However, if the new technology is much more of an improvement
or if the products are closer substitutes, the second firm decides to also substitute
products after the leader’s investment. One could fairly say that innovation kills
the old technology when innovation is radical, but it does not when innovation is
incremental.

Firms then face a second-mover advantage as a result of this: they prefer to stay
with the old technology instead of undertaking the adoption. This happens only
when products are poor substitutes and the quality improvement is small, so that
no firm has the incentive to move first. Nevertheless, when both firms stay, they are
both worse off and therefore optimally investment is undertaken by one firm, but
neither firm prefers to be the one. This is not only in great contrast to the findings
by Hoppe (2002) and others, but also raises questions with respect to the stylized
fact that new technologies are absorbing states (see, e.g., Hall and Khan (2003)).3

However, if the market uncertainty is small, a second type of second-mover advantage
comes into play. Then, if the new technology is more vertically differentiated or if
the cross-sensitivity is larger both firms want to adopt, but neither of them wants
to adopt first. Smaller uncertainty levels accelerate investment so that adoption is
undertaken in the situation where the first mover sets a small capacity size. Being a
late mover induces a larger capacity size, which makes that firms prefer to be a late

3See Section 4.5.1.
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mover.
In the context of asymmetric firms, that is, when firms have different capacities

on the submarket corresponding to the old technology, this chapter shows that there
are situations where one firm has a second-mover advantage while the other one
has a first-mover advantage. Moreover, it shows that in these settings not always
the firm with the first-mover advantage undertakes adoption first. In fact, it can
happen that the firm with the second-mover advantage is the only adopter in the
game. This happens since, although the firm prefers its competitor to abandon the
old technology in an early stage of the game, it is worse off when the competitor
undertakes the adoption in a later stage of the game. As a result, the firm with the
second-mover advantage undertakes the adoption.

Earlier models on timing of technology adoptions under uncertainty include the
seminal work by Reinganum (1981), building a game-theoretic framework and show-
ing the diffusion of adoption dates, by Jensen (1982), where the probabilities of the
outcomes of the project are uncertain, and by Fudenberg and Tirole (1985), loos-
ening the precommitment assumption resulting in the firms’ preemptive behavior.
Other papers on the timing of technology adoption include Götz (1999), studying the
diffusion of adoption under monopolistic competition, Riordan (1992), including reg-
ulations, and Hendricks (1992) on reputations, looking at the innovative capabilities
of rival firms. The effect of R&D on the adoption moments was studied after Dutta,
Lach, and Rustichini (1995).

Among others, Gal-Or (1985) considers the differences between being leader or
follower. She concluded that, without uncertainty, the preferred position in the order
depends on the slope of the players’ reaction curves. Since then, different models have
been introduced studying the adoption behavior of firms resulting from uncertainty
regarding the new technology. In Hoppe (2000) the new technology can be good with
probability p and bad with probability 1−p. When p is believed to be relatively small,
Hoppe finds that firms gain from being a late mover, since after the first investment
the true type is revealed. Information spillover is a common cause for the presence
of such behavior. Table 4.1 shows a small summary of the papers in this field. Not
only information spillovers, but also other factors could imply the advantage of a
late mover. Amir and Stepanova (2006) consider asymmetric firms and differentiated
products. They find that a second-mover advantage applies to the low cost firm when
costs are sufficiently different or when costs are high for both firms. Also asymmetry
in information quality (Yoon (2009)), expensive R&D (Hoppe and Lehmann-Grube
(2001)) or uncertainty about implementation time (Stenbacka and Tombak (1994))
lead to a similar result. Bagwell (1995) and Vardy (2004) find that the first-mover
advantage is completely lost if the first mover’s choice is imperfectly observed or if
there are observation costs. A final series of papers studies the effect of a second-
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Information spillover Choi (1997), Hoppe (2000), Frisell (2003)
Ferreira, Ferreira, Ferreira, and Pinto (2015)
Liu (2005), Thijssen, Huisman, and Kort (2006)
Jensen (2003)

Observation costs and/or Bagwell (1995), Vardy (2004), Yoon (2009)
imperfect information
Cost asymmetry Amir and Stepanova (2006), Meza and Tombak (2009)

Harsanyi and Selten (1988)
Technology choice Kopel and Löffler (2008)
+ Internal organization
Uncertain time lags Stenbacka and Tombak (1994), Götz (2000)
Very costly R&D Hoppe and Lehmann-Grube (2001)
Exogenous Tran, Sibley, and Wilkie (2012)

Table 4.1: Literature where being a late mover can be beneficial

mover advantage by introducing a larger fixed costs when producing two products
(Bárcena-Ruiz and Olaizola (2008)) or by assuming the second-mover advantage to
be exogenously given (Tran, Sibley, and Wilkie (2012)). Although this chapter also
includes uncertainty, one should notice that this type of uncertainty is different from
the literature. In this chapter uncertainty affects both submarkets equivalently and
does not lead to imperfect information or any asymmetry. Moreover, in this set-
up, uncertainty is not resolved after the first mover’s adoption so that this cannot
incentify the rival firm to be a late mover, which is the case in the papers mentioned
above. Overviews of earlier work can be found in Hoppe (2002), Karshenas and
Stoneman (1995), and Reinganum (1989).

Perhaps the closest paper is the work by Steg and Thijssen (2015) where a switch-
ing option is offered in a duopoly game. Profits are assumed to be zero if both firms
are active on the same market, so either of them has to switch to a different market.
Each market is subject to different market shocks, continuously altering the relative
profitability among markets. In case the other market is, relative to the current mar-
ket, more profitable firms behave in a preemptive manner, while a war of attrition
is present otherwise. Their results are, therefore, comparable, but there are some
substantial differences. First, since duopolies are assumed to make no profits, the
follower is automatically assumed not to switch. In this chapter this is not the case
and arises as an endogenous result. Second, since the market dynamics are charac-
terized by different stochastic processes for each market, one could alternate between
a second-mover advantage and a first-mover advantage constantly. In this model,
we speak of heterogeneous products on the same market so that being a first or late
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mover is not only a result of the state variable, but also the technological improve-
ment, the degree to which products are substitutes, the current capacities and the
strategic advantages of being leader and follower play a significant role.

Although Dawid, Kopel, and Kort (2013) do not consider technology adoption,
qualitatively their results are comparable. There is no vertical differentiation in their
model and rather than adoption, firms consider to expand their production lines by
offering a second product that forms a substitute. Here, large firms can prevent
that small firms also undertake investment. Partially this can be explained by the
presence of the cannibalization effect, where prices are reduced each time investment
is undertaken. This comes in since both the first mover and the second mover remain
present on both submarkets.

The stochastic nature of the demand process in this chapter’s model shows that
the number of adopters and the willingness to invest is dependent on the level of
uncertainty. More specifically, when considering large market uncertainty firms de-
lay their investments. This results in a situation where first movers invest when the
market is more profitable, which in turn makes firms more inclined to adopt first. In
other words, when uncertainty increases more cases arise where a first-mover advan-
tage dominates a second-mover advantage. Nevertheless, the number of adopters is
only affected when the investment order is fixed ex-ante. In that case, more market
uncertainty makes it more attractive for the follower to forego adoption.

After describing the model characteristics in Section 4.2, this chapter will continue
by studying a model where the investment order is fixed. Standard in these games,
first the follower’s reaction curves are determined, in Section 4.3, before optimizing
the leader’s decisions, which is done in Section 4.4. The second part of this chapter
deals with the adoption under endogenous firm roles, i.e. where the investment order
is endogenously determined, described by Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 analyses
the effect of uncertainty and discusses the robustness of the model. Section 4.7
concludes this chapter.

4.2 Model
This chapter considers two (asymmetric) firms on an established market that is

currently homogeneous. Both firms have the option to substitute their current prod-
uct for a new product that is both vertically and horizontally differentiated from the
existing product in continuous time t ≥ 0. In this chapter’s terminology, a firm is said
to undertake investment the moment it decides to exercise the option and to adopt
the new technology. The horizontal differentiation, i.e. the degree to which products
are close subsitutes, is captured by parameter ω and the vertical differentation, i.e.
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the degree of technological improvement, by parameter ν. After the adoption by one
firm, which will then be called the leader (L), both firms serve different submarkets.
However, after successive investment by the other firm, the follower (F), both firms
are only active on the new submarket. We assume firms are perfectly informed about
the other firm’s movements and time information lags are assummed to be negligable
(closed-loop).

This model is therefore very similar to the model in Chapter 3. However, since in
this chapter the firms replace their current technology with a better one we speak of
technology adoption. The prices therefore are denoted differently. Before we spoke
of product 1 and product 2 whereas in this chapter we talk about the old technology
o and the new technology n. Before investment, the inverse demand on the market
for products with the old technology is equal to

po(t) = x(t)(1− ηqoL − ηqoF ) for t < τL,

where η is the sensitivity parameter measuring the sensitivity of the leader’s old
capacity size qoL and the follower’s old capacity size qoF on the price, τL is a stopping
time of the leader, and where x =

(
x(t)

)
t≥0

is an exogenous shock process assumed
to follow a geometric Brownian motion, i.e.

dx
x

= µdt+ σdz.

Here µ and σ > 0 are the trend and volatility parameters and z(t) is a Wiener
process.4 After the leader’s investment, where it installs capacity qnL on the new
market, prices equal

po(t) = x(t)(1− ηqoF − ωqnL) for t ≥ τL,

pn(t) = x(t)(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF ) for t < τF ,

where τF is a stopping time of the follower.
It is assumed5 that ν ≥ 1 and ω ≤ η. Note that products are more differentiated for

larger ν and smaller ω. Moreover, if ν = 1 and ω = η one can speak of homogeneous
products.

Investment in this model does not only consist of determining the optimal invest-
ment moment but also incorporates the optimal investment size. At investment a
firm is confronted with adoption costs, which are assumed to be linear in the firm’s
new capacity and are captured by marginal investment cost parameter δ. Finally,
after investment of both firms, the old market ceases to exist and the new market is

4Throughout the chapter we will refer to the current value of the process x as X.
5Although it has no consequences qualitatively, we generally assume ω to be nonnegative.
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overview
qoL Capacity of the first mover (leader) for the old product
qoF Capacity of the second mover (follower) for the old prod-

uct
qnL Capacity set by first mover (leader) for the new product
qnF Capacity set by second mover (follower) for the new

product
qoA (qoB) Firm A’s (Firm B’s) capacity for the old product
qo Capacity for the old product when firms are symmetric,

i.e. qo := qoA = qoB
qnA (qnB) Firm A’s (Firm B’s) capacity after investment for the

new product
q̃1
F Border with respect to qoF between Region 1 R1 and

Region 2 R2

q̃2
F Border with respect to qoF between Region 2 R2 and

Region 3 R3

q̃3
F Border with respect to qoF between Region 3 R3 and the

region with immediate follower adoption
q̃1
L Smallest value of qnL for which the follower decides to

never undertake adoption (present in R1 and R2)
q̃2
L Highest value of qnL for which the follower decides to

never undertake adoption (present in R2)
q̃3
L Highest value of qnL for which the follower can be de-

terred, for larger values of qnL the follower adopts imme-
diately (present in R3)

X∗F (qnL) Investment trigger of the follower
q∗2F (X, qnL) Optimal capacity set by the follower
qopt2F (qnL) Optimal capacity set by the follower when investment is

undertaken at the threshold X∗F (q2L)
q̂1(X) Border between deterrence and accommodation in the

Lower Region
q̂2(X) Border between deterrence and accommodation in the

Upper Region
X∗L Investment trigger of the leader
Xseg
L Investment trigger of the leader for the segregation strat-

egy
Xseg
LA Value of Xseg

L when firm A is leader
Xseg
LB Value of Xseg

L when firm B is leader
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overview (continued)
Xdet
L Investment trigger of the leader for the deterrence strat-

egy
Xacc
L Investment trigger of the leader for the accommodation

strategy
qsegL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader under the segregation

strategy
qdetL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader under the deterrence

strategy
qaccL (X) Optimal capacity set by the leader under the accommo-

dation strategy
qoptL Optimal capacity set by the leader under the deterrence

strategy when investment is undertaken at the threshold
X∗L

Xseg
1 Value of X below which the segregation strategy is not

feasible
Xseg

1A Value of Xseg
1 when firm A is leader

Xseg
1B Value of Xseg

1 when firm B is leader
Xseg

2 Value of X above which the segregation strategy is not
feasible

Xdet
1 Value of X below which qdetL (X) = 0

Xdet
2 Value of X above which the deterrence strategy is not

feasible
Xacc

1 Value of X below which the accommodation strategy is
not feasible

XP Preemption point
XPA (XPB) Preemption point when firm A (firmB) is the first mover

For qoF ∈ R1:

Xdet
1 Xseg

1 X

no inv. det seg

For qoF ∈ R2:

Xdet
1 Xseg

1 Xseg
2 Xdet

2 X

no inv. det seg det acc
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defined by the price function

pn(t) = x(t)(ν − ηqnL − ηqnF ) for t ≥ τF .

All together, the prices associated with the old and new product are given by

po(t) = x(t)(1− ηQo(t)− ωQn(t)),
pn(t) = x(t)(ν − ηQn(t)− ωQo(t)),

where Qo(t) is the total output on the market for the old technology. This means
that at t = 0, this comprises of the output of both firms, Qo(t) = qoL + qoF . After the
leader’s investment, only the follower offers the old technology so that Qo(t) = qoF ,
and after the follower’s investment it holds that Qo(t) = 0. Similarly Qn(t) is the
total output on the market for the new technology.

The optimal investment moment is determined on the basis of real options theory
(see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). Discounting is done under discount rate r, r >
µ. There are two additional assumptions. First, the current value of the shock process
X := x(0) is sufficiently small, so that none of the firms is inclined to undertake
immediate investment. This allows us to examine all incentives and explore the
different investment strategies. Secondly, firms are commited to produce the amount
their capacity dictates. This assumption is widely used in the literature on capacity
constrained oligopolies (e.g. Deneckere et al. (1997), Chod and Rudi (2005), Anand
and Girotra (2007), Goyal and Netessine (2007), and Huisman and Kort (2015)).
Producing below capacity can induce, for example, fixed costs resulting from, e.g.,
labor, commitments to suppliers, and production ramp-up as argued by Goyal and
Netessine (2007).

In line with standard game theory, this model is solved backwards. After obtaining
the follower’s reaction curves, the leader’s optimal strategies are determined. This
chapter deals with two models. In the first model it is assumed that the investment
order is exogenously determined. This is done in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. Next,
Section 4.5 allows for an endogenously determined order of investment.

4.3 Follower’s Decision
The follower (F ) is defined as the firm that undertakes the investment secondly.

This means, at the time the follower is evaluating its investment option, the other
firm, the leader (L), has already invested and has substituted the old product in favor
of the new product. The optimization problem of the follower becomes

VF (X, qnL)
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= sup
τF≥0,qnF≥0

E
 τF∫
t=0

qoF x(t)(1− ηqoF − ωqnL)e−rt dt− e−rτF δqnF

+
∞∫

t=τF

qnF x(t)(ν − η(qnF + qnL))e−rt dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X


where τF is a stopping time of the follower. At investment, i.e. in the stopping
region, the follower carries out the substitution after which both firms are active on
the new submarket. At investment, the follower obtains,

VF (X, qnL) = sup
qnF≥0

E
 ∞∫
t=0

qnF x(t)(ν − η(qnF + qnL))e−rt dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

− δqnF


= sup
qnF≥0

{
X

r − µ
qnF (ν − η(qnF + qnL))− δqnF

}
.

The value function consists of two terms. The first term represents the expected
discounted cash inflow stream from production whereas the second term reflects the
investment costs. The firm chooses qnF in such a way that it optimizes its value, where
the interior solution is equal to

qn∗F (X, qnL) = 1
2η

[
ν − ηqnL −

δ(r − µ)
X

]
.

Conforming with the real options literature on investment decisions, a firm decides to
undertake an investment instantly when the exogenous shock process hits the trigger
X∗F (qnL), at which point the value of waiting no longer constitutes a larger value than
the value of investment. The value of waiting (see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck (1994))
combines the option value and the value of current activity,

VF (X, qnL) = AF (qnL)Xβ + X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL),

where the value of β is defined as

β = 1
2 −

µ

σ2 +
√(1

2 −
µ

σ2

)2
+ 2r
σ2 .

The value of X∗F (qnL) and AF (qnL) follow from the smooth pasting and value matching
conditions (see Appendix A). However, these conditions do not always return solu-
tions. This means that, under certain conditions, τF =∞. More specifically, one can
show that the investment trigger X∗F (qnL) exists if and only if

4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) < (ν − ηqnL)2. (4.1)

This implies that when the inequality does not hold, the second firm decides to never
adopt the new technology. The net gain from undertaking investment is smaller than
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the loss one faces when loosing the old market. This occurs since, when undertaking
investment, the follower shares the new product’s market with the leader, whilst
serving only its own submarket when not undertaking investment. For that reason
the firm best abstains from investment. The first thing one could notice is the absence
of the marginal investment cost δ in the equation. Generally, a larger cost would delay
investment and impose a larger capacity. However, the binary decision whether or not
to invest, is not affected by this parameter. After all, for large δ, investment is only
delayed, as a result of a one-off investment cost, while not affecting the profitability
of the new product relative to the old product. For that reason one does not take
δ into account. A more thorough analysis of (4.1) will be provided, but let us first
state the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1 If
ν > ηqnL +

√
4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL), (4.2)

then there exists a pair (qoptF (qnL), X∗F (qnL)) such that for X < X∗F (qnL) the follower post-
pones investment until xt reaches the trigger X∗F (qnL) to invest with capacity qoptF (qnL).
For X ≥ X∗F (qnL), the follower undertakes immediate investment and sets a capacity
equal to

qn∗F (X, qnL) = 1
2η

[
ν − ηqnL −

δ(r − µ)
X

]
. (4.3)

The follower’s investment trigger is given by

X∗F (qnL) = δ(r − µ)
β − 1

β(ν − ηqnL) +
√

(ν − ηqnL)2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL)
(ν − ηqnL)2 − 4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) .

(4.4)

The corresponding capacity size then equals qoptF (qnL) = qn∗F (X∗F (qnL), qnL). As a result,
the follower’s value function is given by

VF (X, qnL) =

AF (qnL)Xβ + X
r−µq

o
F (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) if X < X∗F (qnL),

X
r−µq

n∗
F (X, qnL)(ν − η(qnL + qn∗F (X, qnL)))− δqn∗F (X, qnL) if X ≥ X∗F (qnL).

If (4.2) does not hold, then the follower never undertakes investment. The follower
obtains the value of current production under horizontal competition,

VF (X, qnL) = X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL).

The presence of the follower on the new market hinges on (4.1). Here, the set of
potential actions for the follower inherently depends on its current capacity and in
the second place on the leader’s newly chosen capacity size. For sufficiently large qoF
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Figure 4.1: Regions with respect to the follower’s adoption decision.

this inequality is always true. However, this is not the case for all qoF and would then
depend on the value of the leader’s capacity qnL. Correspondingly, one can distinguish
three regions with respect to qoF . Figure 4.1 illustrates these regions graphically.

Proposition 4.2 Let X∗F (qnL) be defined as in Proposition 4.1. Assume qnL < 1
η
. Then

one can define
q̃1
F = η − ων

η2 , q̃2
F = η − ων

η2 − ω2 , and q̃3
F = 1

η
,

such that

(i) for qoF ∈ R1 ≡ [0, q̃1
F ), the follower’s trigger is an increasing function with

respect to qnL for qnL < q̃1
L. For qnL ≥ q̃1

L the follower never undertakes adoption,

(ii) for qoF ∈ R2 ≡ [q̃1
F , q̃

2
F ), the follower’s trigger is an increasing function with

respect to qnL for qnL < q̃1
L, and is a decreasing function for q̃2

L < qnL < q̃3
L.

For qnL ∈ [q̃1
L, q̃

2
L] the follower never undertakes adoption and for qnL > q̃3

L the
follower adopts immediately,

(iii) for qoF ∈ R3 ≡ [q̃2
F , q̃

3
F ], the follower’s trigger is a function with respect to qnL for

qnL ≤ q̃3
L that is first increasing and then decreasing. For qnL > q̃3

L the follower
adopts immediately.

The boundaries of the regions associated with qnL are given by

q̃1
L = 1

η

[
ν − 2ωqoF − 2

√
qoF (η − ων)− (qoF )2(η2 − ω2)

]
, (4.5)
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q̃2
L = 1

η

[
ν − 2ωqoF + 2

√
qoF (η − ων)− (qoF )2(η2 − ω2)

]
, (4.6)

q̃3
L = sup{qnL : (β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) + (ν − ηqnL)2 = 0}. (4.7)

From the definition given by (4.7) one can check that for qnL = q̃3
L the price on the

old market is required to be negative. This implies that at the leader’s investment,
the follower directly leaves the old market and invests in the new technology.

Region 1 In Region 1, that is, for qoF < q̃1
F it is found that for small values of qnL the

follower undertakes investment for sufficiently large values of x, while large values of
qnL incentify the follower to never undertake investment. This signifies that the leader
can block any investment on the new market by the competitor by setting a sufficiently
large capacity size. This result expands the set of possible strategies believed for the
leader. In a more traditional set-up where firms do not substitute but expand their
production lines, firms are believed to always undertake investment. Substituting
products induces that it could be unbeneficial for firms to undertake the adoption,
even though the second product is of a better quality. Intuitively, serving your own
submarket is more profitable than sharing a submarket with a (large) competitor.
For that reason, the follower abstains from participation in the new market when the
leader sets a relatively large capacity.

Region 2 The capacities affect both products through their corresponding price
functions differently. There could emerge a situation where setting an (exceedingly)
large capacity size as a leader may still contribute to a positive price on the new
market, while only a very small price on the old market. A suchlike situation can only
occur for sufficiently large values of qoF . This defines Region 2, with q̃1

F < qoF < q̃2
F .

Here, similar to the analysis for Region 1, small values of the leader’s new capacity
allow the follower to undertake investment and intermediate values of the leader’s
capacity would segregate the firms with respect to their submarkets, i.e. the follower
will never enter the new market. However, for large values of the leader’s new capacity,
it becomes rewarding again to undertake investment for the follower and leave the
old market. In the latter case, the leader’s new capacity marginalizes the profitability
on the old market, which triggers the follower to leave it6. The leader would find the
employment of such a strategy satisfactory, for in such a case the follower would trade
his large capacity on the old market for a very small capacity on the new market.
This is, being a small competitor on the new submarket as a follower is preferred by
the leader over being a large competitor on the old submarket since, in that case, it
holds that ηqnF < ωqoF .

6Technically, this is also possible for Region 1. This would, however, require values for the
leader’s capacity that would make the price on the new submarket negative.
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Figure 4.2: The follower’s trigger X∗
F (qnL) for different values of the leader’s new capacity qnL

differentiating the different strategic regions in Region 2, where qoF = 2.7. Default parameters:
µ = 0.02, r = 0.1, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, ω = 0.13, ν = 1.05 and δ = 1000.

Figure 4.2 features an example of the follower’s trigger for values of qoF that belong
to the Region 2. For small values of qnL the follower’s trigger is increasing. The gray
areas depict the regions where the follower is delayed and in the superjacent white
region the follower undertakes investment immediately. For intermediate values of qnL
the follower optimally never adopts the new technology, but it does in case of large
values of qnL as shown in the figure. For Region 1, one obtains a similar picture, but
then without the area with large values of qnL.

Region 3 For large values of qoF the region where the follower undertakes no action
ceases to exist. Instead, the follower always undertakes investment for sufficiently
large values of the shock process, irrespective of the leader’s capacity size. The
reason for leaving the market, though, does depend on the value of the leader’s
capacity. For small values of qnL this is because the new technology is more attractive.
Nevertheless, for large values of qnL the follower is forced to leave the old market since
the introduction of the new product cuts the profitability on the old market. Hence,
one then ends up in Region 3, if qoF ≥ q̃2

F .

4.3.1 Discussion
Evidently, the existence of the regions relies on the parametrization. When con-

sidering the situation where both products are kept on the market, each produced
by a different firm, one studies the presence of the Segregation Region. Let the Seg-
regation Region be defined as the region with respect to qnL where the follower never
undertakes investment, for a given level of qoF . The vertical differentiation parameter
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ν has a negative effect on the magnitude of this strategy. In other words, the degree
of existence of the segregation strategy, and hence the possibility to separate markets,
is negatively influenced by the degree of innovation. From the follower’s perspective,
a more profitable new market makes it more interesting for the follower to adopt the
new technology, which is captured by the negative relation with q̃1

F and q̃2
F . This

effect is also apparent from equation (4.2). This makes it harder for the leader to
block the follower from investing, captured by a positive relation between ν and q̃1

L.

� The values of q̃1
F and q̃2

F are only positive in case η > ων, i.e., in a scenario with a
stronger degree of innovation, that is, a larger vertical differentiation parameter
ν, the follower has more incentives to enter the new market which results in a
fading likelihood for the segregation strategy to emerge. Nevertheless, the gap
between the horizontal differentation parameter ω and the sensitivity parameter
η should be sufficiently large. In case, though, the horizontal differentiation
parameter takes a small value, firms are more eager to hold on to their own
technology.

� The negative relation between ν and q̃1
L follows directly from (4.5). Nevertheless,

one can verify that the minimum of q̃1
L with respect to qoF takes place at

(qoF , qnL) =
(

η − ων
2η(η − ω) ,

ν − 1
η − ω

)
.

Here, one can easily check that ν−1
η−ω bears a positive relation with ν. Moreover, it

can be shown that q̃1
L is a decreasing function of ν, as is q̃2

L a decreasing function
of ν. Therefore, as could also be concluded from (4.2), for a given level of qoF ,
the Segregation Region is expanding with respect to the vertical differentiation
ν. However, in order for η > ων, the latter parameter cannot be too large.
This underlines that, for a given value of qoF , the extent to which segregation
is a noticeably present strategy is smaller for a larger degree of innovation.
Moreover, it is apparent that is negatively influenced by the relative mutual
sensitivity of the products.

4.4 Leader’s Decision
This section serves to study the leader’s decision whether or not to obviate the

other firm’s adoption. It is therefore assumed that the follower’s initial capacity size
falls in Region 1 or Region 2. This is still under the framework of exogenous firm roles;
the case where the investment order is not exogenously chosen, but endogenously
determined, is studied in the next section.
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If the leader chooses qnL to be in the interval [q̃1
L, q̃

2
L] the follower chooses to never

undertake investment. This defines the leader’s segregation strategy. However, if the
leader chooses qnL to be outside the interval [q̃1

L, q̃
2
L] the follower is prone to adopt. It

then depends on the current value of x whether the follower undertakes an investment
immediately or waits for the shock process to reach a sufficiently high level. If,
for a given level of X = x(0), the leader’s capacity is chosen in such a way that
X∗F (qnL) > X, the follower is temporarily deterred. All capacity levels corresponding
to a delayed investment by the follower form the leader’s deterrence strategy (see,
e.g., Huisman and Kort (2015)). The complementary levels, the levels of qnL for
which X∗F (qnL) ≤ X, lead to an immediate investment by the follower. These choices
constitute the accommodation strategy.

4.4.1 Investment under Segregation
In this strategy the leader sets a capacity such that the follower chooses not to

adopt. For convenience, let S denote the set of all qnL such that the follower will never
undertake adoption, for a given qoF . The leader’s value in the stopping region in such
a setting comes down to

V seg
L (X) = sup

qnL∈S

{
E
[∫ ∞
t=0

qnL x(t)(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF )e−rt dt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

]
− δqnL

}

= sup
qnL∈S

{
X

r − µ
qnL(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF )− δqnL

}
.

The value function consists of two terms, reflecting, similar to the case of the
follower, the expected discounted cash inflow stream from production and the invest-
ment costs.

At investment, the leader chooses its capacity such that it optimizes V seg
L (X) with

respect to qnL, where the interior solution is given by

qsegL (X) = 1
2η

[
ν − ωqoF −

δ(r − µ)
X

]
.

Generally speaking, the optimal capacity size of the leader is defined as qn∗L (X),
which corresponds to qsegL (X) in case optimal investment takes place while blocking
the other firm’s investment, to qdetL (X) in case optimal investment is chosen to be done
under the deterrence strategy, and similarly to qaccL (X) under the accommodation
strategy.

If the firm wishes to employ the segregation strategy, it needs to set a capacity in
such a way that the follower is reluctant to undertake the adoption. That happens
when qnL is set sufficiently large, i.e., qnL > q̃1

L for R1. For R2 this restriction becomes
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and δ = 1000.

qnL ∈ [q̃1
L, q̃

2
L]. We call this region with respect to qnL the Segregation Region. As will

be shown later, the segregation strategy will only be feasible if the interior solution
to the optimization problem qsegL (X) falls in the Segregation Region.

To see when this happens one first needs to invert the trigger X∗F (qnL) as defined in
Proposition 4.2 with respect to qnL. Figure 4.2 shows, for each value of qnL the value
of the trigger X∗F (qnL). To study the optimal capacity qn∗L (X) as a function of X,
we need to invert this curve so that, e.g., Figure 4.2 is transformed into Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 shows the inverted curves for Region 2, mapping each value of the shock
process X into a value q̂1(X) and q̂2(X) at which the follower is indifferent between
waiting and investing. In other words, let qoF ∈ R2, then

q̂1(X) = inf{qnL ≤ q̃1
L | X∗F (qnL) ≥ X},

q̂2(X) = sup{qnL ≥ q̃2
L | X∗F (qnL) ≥ X}.

If, for a given value of X, the optimal investment size falls to the left of q̂1(X) or
q̂2(X), let us call these the Lower Region and Upper Region, respectively, the follower’s
investment is delayed. However, if the optimal investment size falls to the right, both
firms simultaneously invest. Moreover, it shows q̃1

L and q̃2
L denoting the boundaries

to the region where the follower’s investment is blocked (see Proposition 4.2), i.e. the
Segregation Region. Since qsegL (X) is an increasing function of X one can conclude
that qsegL (X) falls into the Segregation Region for an interval of X. That means
that there exist Xseg

1 > 0 and Xseg
2 > 0 such that qsegL (X) ∈ S if and only if X ∈

[Xseg
1 , Xseg

2 ], where

Xseg
1 = inf{X ≥ 0 | qsegL (X) ≥ q̃1

L},
Xseg

2 = sup{X ≥ 0 | qsegL (X) ≥ q̃2
L}.
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One can easily check that these values are unique. Straightforward calculations give

Xseg
1 =


δ(r−µ)

ν−ωqoF−2ηq̃1
L

if ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1
L,

∞ otherwise,

and

Xseg
2 =


δ(r−µ)

ν−ωqoF−2ηq̃2
L

if ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃2
L,

∞ otherwise.

Note that Xseg
1 is only defined as long as ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1

L, i.e. if the opposite is true,
then it holds that qsegL (X) < q̃1

L for all X. This implies that the segregation strategy
is not feasible in that situation.

Lemma 4.1 Let qoF ∈ R1 ∪ R2. There exists no X at which the leader’s value
function V seg

L (X) is maximized in the Segregation Region if and only if

ν ≥ 8η
5ω +

√
16η2 − 7ω2 . (4.8)

This lemma shows that for a large degree of vertical differentiation, the follower will
always undertake the adoption. This is in line with the results from the follower’s
analysis. For smaller values of ν there exists qoF such that the leader prefers to block
the follower’s adoption, see Appendix B.

Notice that Figure 4.3 corresponds to the scenario where qoF lies in Region 2 (R2).
Figures resulting from Region 1 (R1) and Region 3 (R3) are similar to Figure 4.3 but
the former does not contain the Upper Region and the latter does not contains the
Segregation Region.

4.4.2 Investment under Deterrence
Under the deterrence strategy the leader obtains the value given by the segregation

strategy, corrected by a term reflecting the future investment by the follower at time
t = τF = inf{t ≥ 0 | x(t) ≥ X∗F (qnL)}. At investment the leader has value

V det
L (X) = sup

qnL∈D

E
 ∫ τF

t=0
qnL x(t)(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF )e−rtdt

+
∫ ∞
t=τF

qnL x(t)(ν − ηqnL − ηq
opt
F (qnL))e−rtdt

∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

− δqnL


= sup
qnL∈D

 X

r − µ
qnL(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF )− δqnL
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+ X∗F (qnL)
r − µ

qnL(ωqoF − ηq
opt
F (qnL))

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β .
where D, similar to S, denotes the region with respect to qnL, for a given qoF , where
the leader delays the follower’s investment. Let qdetL (X) denote the value of qnL that
optimizes the leader value under deterrence giving V det

L (X).
As discussed above, the segregation region is considered feasible if the optimal

capacity for the leader falls in the Segregation Region. The same line of reasoning
applies to the deterrence strategy. Then, investment under the deterrence strategy
is considered feasible when the optimal investment size falls in the Upper or Lower
Region. Following the analysis for Figure 4.3, if one defines,

Xdet
1 =

inf{X > 0 | qdetL (X) ≥ 0} if qdetL (X∗F (0)) > 0,
inf{X > 0 | qdetL (X) ≥ q̂1(X)} if qdetL (X∗F (0)) ≤ 0,

Xdet
2 = sup{X ≥ 0 | qdetL (X) ≥ q̂2(X)},

then the deterrence strategy is feasible for X ∈ [Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 ) and X ∈ (Xseg
2 , Xdet

2 ].
The value of Xdet

1 is 0 for small values of X. This happens since for these values
q̂1(X) is not defined as there is no qnL such that X∗F (qnL) = X for small X.

Then, when studying Figure 4.3, it holds that for small values of X investment
takes place in the Lower Region, delaying the follower’s investment. For intermediate
values of X investment is undertaken in the Segregation Region. For large values
this happens in the Upper Region. Eventually, for very large values of X, it chooses
accommodation as an optimal strategy. The proofs of Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.4
shows that this is not just an example, but, if investment in the Upper Region is
feasible, this order always holds in general.

Lemma 4.2 There is a unique q̄, q̄ < q̃2
F , such that for all qoF ∈ [q̄, q̃2

F ] there exists at
least one X at which the leader’s value function V det

L (X) is maximized in the Upper
Region if and only if

ν <
3ωη

η2 + 2ω2 . (4.9)

The range of all values satisfying (4.9) is depicted in Figure 4.4a. If the leader
decides to undertake investment in the Upper Region where the follower’s investment
is delayed, then the price for the old technology is minimized, in which way the
follower is forced to undertake adoption. This strategy is not feasible for relatively
large values of the vertical differentiation parameter ν. Intuitively, a large degree of
innovation raises the leader’s incentives to not share the market with a competitor -
which would lead to optimal investment in the Segregation Region. Moreover, if ν
is large, adoption becomes sufficiently attractive for the follower. This implies that,
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Figure 4.4: Parameter sets that lead to interior solutions in the Upper Region and the Segregation
Region.

under the deterrence strategy, investment would take place in the Lower Region.
For smaller values of ν, investment only takes place in the Upper Region when the
follower’s old capacity is noticeably present on the new market, i.e. a relatively large
value of ω. However, when both products are close substitutes, i.e. in the case where
ω
η
is close to 1, both firms have more incentives to trade their capacities since the

new market is more profitable. This explains the convex shape of the region.
The range of values satisfying (4.8) is shown in Figure 4.4b. Here the intuitive

result, that if investment is feasible in the Upper Region for some X, then it is also
feasible in the Segregation Region for some X, is illustrated.

4.4.3 Investment under Accommodation
Under the accommodation strategy the leader sets its capacity qnL in such a way

that X∗F (qnL) ≤ X. Both firms then decide to simultaneously undertake investment,
while the leader sets its capacity first (a la Stackelberg). It obtains,

V acc
L (X) = sup

qnL∈A

E
 ∫ ∞

t=0
qnL x(t)(1− η(qnL + qn∗F (X, qnL))e−rtdt

∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X

− δqnL


= sup
qnL∈A

 X

r − µ
1
2q
n
L(ν − ηqnL)− 1

2δq
n
L

, (4.10)

where A is the region with respect to qnL, for a given qoF , where the follower is accom-
modated7 .

7Technically, both sets A and D can be written as the union of two sets, that is, D = DL ∪ DU
where DL includes all values such that investment takes place in the Lower Region. Similarly DU
includes all points in the Upper Region. Consistently, A can be written as AL ∪ AU .
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At the moment of investment, capacity is chosen to maximize (4.10), where the
interior solution is equal to

qaccL (X) = 1
2η

(
ν − δ(r − µ)

X

)
.

Notice that qaccL (X) > qsegL (X) for all X > 0. Entry accommodation can only be
played when qaccL (X) falls in the region where entry accommodation is feasible, i.e.,
below q̂1(X) and above q̂2(X). The capacity size qaccL (X) is an increasing function
of X, starting in the Lower Region where deterrence is optimal, i.e. the smallest
value of X for which qaccL (X) becomes positive lies in the region where the follower’s
investment is delayed8. Then, either, the function intersects with q̂1(X), so that ac-
commodation becomes feasible there, or, it intersects with q̃1

L, so that it never reaches
the accommodation region associated with the Lower Region. Hence, for the former
scenario, accommodation becomes feasible at X = Xacc

1 , where qaccL (X) = q̂1(X). In
the latter scenario, the curve could intersect with q̂2(X), in which case accommoda-
tion becomes feasible in the Upper Region. In both scenarios, this intersection point
is characterized by equation (4.11).

Proposition 4.3 Let qoF ∈ R1 ∪ R2. Assume ν > 2η
η+ω , then the accommodation

strategy becomes feasible at Xacc
1 , where

Xacc
1 = δ(r − µ)×

β+1
β−1ν + 2ωqoF +

√
ν2
[(

β+1
β−1

)2
− 1

4
β+3
β−1

]
+ 4(qoF )2(ω2 − η2) + qoF

(
2ων + 4η β+3

β−1

)
1
2ν

2 − 4qoF (2η − ων − 2η2qoF ) .

(4.11)

Notice that 2η
η+ω is strictly larger than 1. Intuitively, for the accommodation strat-

egy to be feasible for all qoF , one needs the new product to be substantially more
profitable in order to undertake investment simultaneously, i.e., one needs a suffi-
ciently large ν. However, the requirement becomes less rigorous the closer ω en η are.
When prices become more sensitive to other products the incentive to stay with the
old product becomes lower. Also notice that 2η

η+ω <
η
ω
, which means that there exists

ν such that the accommodation strategy is always feasible and such that η− νω > 0,
so that R1 and R2 are non-empty.

In the situation where ν ≤ 2η
η+ω , entry accommodation is not feasible for all values

of qoF ∈ R1 ∪R2. Appendix B elaborates on these cases.
Then the following corollary shows that accommodation and segregation are two

mutually exclusive strategies, for R1 and for cases in R2.
8See proof of Proposition 4.3.
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Corollary 4.1 Assume there exists X > 0 such that qn∗L (X) ∈ S.

(i) Let qoF ∈ R1. Then the accommodation strategy is infeasible.

(ii) Let qoF ∈ R2 and assume ν ≥ 4ωη
η2+3ω2 . Then the accommodation strategy is

infeasible.

4.4.4 Optimal Investment under the Presence of Segregation
We will now study the optimal investment decision for the situation where in-

vestment under the segregation strategy is possible. This means that there exists at
least one X such that qn∗L (X) ∈ S. As shown before, for different values of X the
leader prefers different strategies. The value of X at which the leader performs the
adoption, determines whether the follower also (eventually) undertakes investment.

Region 1

In R1, under the presence of segregation, accommodation is infeasible. As a re-
sult, either the follower never undertakes adoption or the leader delays the follower’s
investment: For small X the optimal investment takes place under the deterrence
strategy which delays the follower’s investment and for larger X the leader sets a suf-
ficiently large capacity such that the follower will never substitute its current product.
Recall that,

Xseg
1 =


δ(r−µ)

ν−ωqoF−2ηq̃1
L

if ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1
L,

∞ otherwise.

This means that if ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1
L, then qn∗L (X) ∈ D for X < Xseg

1 and qn∗L (X) ∈ S
otherwise. If the opposite is true, then it holds that qsegL (X) < q̃1

L for all X. This
implies that in that case optimal investment, under the deterrence strategy, always
takes place in D9.

As discussed in Section 4.4.1, deterrence is only feasible for qn∗L (X) ∈ (q̂1(X), q̃1
L).

Segregation is feasible for qn∗L (X) ≥ q̃1
L. One can prove10 that qdetL (X) hits the up-

per boundary q̃1
L at the same moment, that is, for the same value of X, when the

segregation strategy becomes feasible. All together, it holds that qdetL (X) ∈ D for
X ∈ [Xdet

1 , Xseg
1 ) and qsegL (X) ∈ S for X ∈ [Xseg

1 ,∞). This leads to the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.4 Let qoF ∈ R1. Assume ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1
L. Then there exist unique

values Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 , 0 < Xdet
1 ≤ Xseg

1 , such that

9See proof of Lemma 4.2.
10See proof of Lemma 4.2.
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i) qn∗L (X) = qdetL (X) ∈ D, i.e., the follower’s investment is delayed, if and only if
X ∈ [Xdet

1 , Xseg
1 ); and

ii) qn∗L (X) = qsegL (X) ∈ S, i.e., the leader blocks the follower on the new market if
and only if X ≥ Xseg

1 .

There, moreover, exists a pair (qoptL , X∗L) with qoptL = qn∗L (X∗L) such that

(i) for X ≥ X∗L the leader makes an immediate investment and obtains the value
function given by

V det
L (X) =

0 if X ∈ [0, Xdet
1 ],

X

r − µ
qn∗L (X)(ν − ηqn∗L (X)− ωqoF )− δqn∗L (X)

+ X∗F (qn∗L (X))
r − µ

qn∗L (X)(ωqoF − ηq
opt
F (qn∗L (X)))

×
(

X

X∗F (qn∗L (X))

)β if X ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 ),

X
r−µq

n∗
L (X)(ν − ηqn∗L (X)− ωqoF )− δqn∗L (X) if X ∈ [Xseg

1 ,∞),

and sets capacity qn∗L (X) = 0 in case X ∈ [0, Xdet
1 ], qn∗L (X) = qdetL (X) in case

X ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 ), and qn∗L (X) = qsegL (X) in case X ≥ Xseg
1 ;

(ii) for X < X∗L the leader postpones investment until x reaches X∗L. This yields

V det
L (X) = AdetL Xβ + X

r − µ
qoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )).

The leader’s investment quantity equals qoptL = qsegL (X∗L) in case X∗L ∈ [Xseg
1 ,∞)

and equals qoptL = qdetL (X∗L) in case X∗L ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 ).

For the complementary case, if ν − ωqoF ≤ 2ηq̃1
L, it holds that it is never possible to

prevent the follower from investing in the new market.

Investment Trigger The investment trigger X∗L is defined as the value of X below
which the leader finds waiting optimal and above which immediate investment is
preferred. If this trigger is larger than Xseg

1 , i.e., if it falls in the Segregation Region
S, optimal investment is undertaken while blocking the follower. Then, X∗L = Xseg

L ,
where Xseg

L as given by (4.13). However, if the trigger falls in the Deterrence Region
D, then the follower’s adoption is delayed, in which case X∗L = Xdet

L , where Xseg
L

follows from (4.14). We state

X∗L =

X
seg
L if Xseg

L > Xseg
1 ,

Xdet
L if Xseg

L < Xseg
1 .

(4.12)
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As shown in the Appendix, either both triggers Xseg
L and Xdet

L are below Xseg
1 or both

are above Xseg
1 so that the conditions in (4.12) are sufficients.

Proposition 4.5 Let qoF ∈ R1. Assume ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃1
L. Then the segregation

investment trigger is given by

Xseg
L = δ(r − µ)

β − 1
β(ν − ωqoF ) +

√
(ν − ωqoF )2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF ))

(ν − ωqoF )2 − 4ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )) . (4.13)

The investment trigger under the deterrence strategy Xdet
L is the solution with respect

to X of

X

r − µ
β − 1
β

[
qdetL (X)(ν − ηqdetL (X)− ωqoF )− qoL(1− η(qoL + qoF ))

]
+ 1

2
δ

X
qdetL (X)

(
X

X∗F (qdetL (X))

)β−1

= δqdetL (X). (4.14)

The value of Xseg
L is very much dependent on the value of qoL. Notice that the value

of q̃1
L and q̂1(X) are only related to qoF and not to qoL. This means that the value of

the leader on the old market can, independently, determine whether Xseg
L > Xseg

1 or
not.

However, not only the value of qoL bares a great influence on the relative position of
the segregation trigger. Also the value of β plays an important role. The parameter β
is influenced by the degree of uncertainty in the market, captured by σ, the discount
rate r, and the trend parameter µ. As an example, look at the case where qoL = 0.
Then, Xseg

L > Xseg
1 if and only if

β + 1
β − 1(ν − ωqoF − 2ηq̃1

L) > ν − ωqoF .

Obviously, it depends on the value of β whether the inequality holds or does not hold.
Notice that q̃1

L is not related to β or any of its parameters.

Region 2

For larger values of qoF , in R2, optimal investment can take place in three regions,
the Lower Region, the Segregation Region, and the Upper Region, depending on the
parameterization. Recall that

Xseg
2 =


δ(r−µ)

ν−ωqoF−2ηq̃2
L

if ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃2
L,

∞ otherwise.

Suppose ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃2
L, i.e., the optimal investment qn∗L (X) takes place in the

Upper Region for sufficiently large X. Then, under the deterrence strategy, the
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follower’s investment is delayed for X ∈ (Xdet
1 , Xseg

1 ) ∪ (Xseg
2 , Xdet

2 ) and blocked for
X ∈ (Xseg

1 , Xseg
2 ). Intuitively, if 2ηq̃2

L > ν − ωqoF , then the margin on the old market
is relatively too small for the follower to have no incentives to stay there.

Lemma 4.3 Let qoF ∈ R2. If Xseg
2 <∞ then Xdet

2 <∞.

This means that if investment becomes feasible in the Upper Region, that is, forcing
the other firm to leave the old market, then it is also possible to have simultaneous
investment.

Proposition 4.6 Let qoF ∈ R2. Assume ν − ωqoF > 2ηq̃2
L. Then there exist unique

values Xdet
1 , Xdet

2 , Xseg
1 , Xseg

2 , 0 < Xdet
1 ≤ Xseg

1 < Xseg
2 < Xdet

2 , such that

i) qn∗L (X) = qdetL (X) ∈ D, i.e., the follower’s investment is delayed, if and only if
X ∈ [Xdet

1 , Xseg
1 ) ∪ (Xseg

2 , Xdet
2 ); and

ii) qn∗L (X) = qsegL (X) ∈ S, i.e., the leader blocks the follower on the new market if
and only if X ∈ [Xseg

1 , Xseg
2 ].

Moreover, a pair (qoptL , X∗L) with qoptL = qn∗L (X∗L) exists such that

(i) for X ≥ X∗L the leader makes an immediate investment and obtains the value
function defined by

V det
L (X) =


X
r−µq

n
L(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF ) if X ∈ (Xdet

1 , Xseg
1 )

+ XF
r−µq

n
L(ωqoF − ηqnL)

(
X
XF

)β
− δqnL or X ∈ (Xseg

2 , Xdet
2 )

X
r−µq

n
L(ν − ηqnL − ωqoF )− δqnL if X ∈ [Xseg

1 , Xseg
2 ]

and sets capacity qnL = qsegL (X) in case X ∈ [Xseg
1 , Xseg

2 ] and qnL = qdetL (X)
otherwise;

(ii) for X < X∗L the leader postpones investment until x reaches X∗L. This yields

V det
L (X) = AdetL Xβ + X

r − µ
qoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )).

The leader’s investment quantity equals qoptL = qsegL (X∗L) in case it holds that
Xdet
L ∈ [Xseg

1 , Xseg
2 ] and equals qoptL = qdetL (X∗L) otherwise.

For the case ν−ωqoF ≤ 2ηq̃2
L, one can consult the analysis for Region 1. The analysis

for the leader’s investment trigger is similar to the analysis for R1, with the only
difference that D is split into two regions.

Investment under the accommodation strategy is not discussed here, since the
main focus of this chapter is the preclusion of the follower’s adoption. In Appendix
B, however, for the sake of completeness, there is a summary of the optimal investment
decision under accommodation.
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4.5 Endogenous Firm Roles
Since we are interested in the outcomes under the presence of the segregation

strategy we will, in the remainder of this chapter, only consider Region 1 and 2, i.e.
qoF ∈ R1 ∪ R2. However, at the end of this section we will shortly summarize what
happens in the case where qoF ∈ R3.

In this section the situation is studied where both firms are allowed to take the
role as leader. To that purpose each firm compares the value as when it is leader to as
when it is follower for each value of X. As standard in the literature, the intersection
point of the corresponding curves is called the preemption point XP . Let us call the
two firms firm A and firm B, then the preemption trigger for firm A is defined as the
unique intersection point between VLA(X) and VFA(X, qnB),

XPA := sup{X > 0 | VLA(X) ≤ VFA(X, qnB)},

where qnB is the leader’s capacity11 when firm B is the leader. Similarly, qnA is the
leader’s capacity when firm A is the leader. Here LA stands for the leader’s value
function when firm A is leader, i.e. qoL = qoA and qoF = qoB. These capacities are
reversed in case firm B is leader in which case firm A obtains VFA(X, qnB) as a follower.
It follows that for X > XPA firm A prefers to be a leader and for smaller values of
the shock process the firm finds it optimal to take the role as follower and therefore
prefers the other firm to undertake investment.

Example 4.1 Suppose ν = 1.1, η = 0.26, ω = 0.135, and assume qoA = 1 and
qoB = 1.6. Since q̃1

F = 1.65 we have that investment takes place in R1. First, it
follows from Proposition 4.7 that for large values of X investment takes place in
S and for small values of X the leader optimally invests in D. Recall that since
investment is feasible in S, accommodation is never feasible (see Corollary 4.1). For
firm A it then holds that:

XPA = 556 and Xseg
LA = 392.

For firm B one can check that

XPB = 517 and Xseg
LB = 511.

In both cases we see that the trigger X∗L lies below the preemption trigger XP , as
illustrated in Figure 4.5. Since it holds that Xseg

1A = 174 and Xseg
1B = 265, it can be

concluded that investment takes place in S.
11Since is it not known ex-ante in which of the regions D, S or A these capacities will lie, we

keep the notation open.
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Xseg
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174 265 392 511517 556

Figure 4.5: Triggers Xseg
L and preemption points XP for firm A and firm B in Example 4.1.

In the example both firms find that Xseg
L < XP , which means that if firm A (B)

would invest at Xseg
LA (Xseg

LB ), it obtains a lower value than if firm B (A) invests at the
same value of x. The intuition behind this result is the following. Recall that after
investment of the leader, the other firm will stay on the old market permanently. In
this case both firms prefer that the other firm undertakes investment so that it will
not have to undertake investment itself and serve the old market on its own. However,
given that the other firm will not undertake investment for all X, optimal investment
is undertaken at the trigger. The situation where both firms decline to undertake the
adoption is never optimal, which follows from the existence of the trigger X∗L. That
is, for values of x larger than X∗L, the so-called stopping region is reached, indicating
that investing at that particular value of x always yields a larger value than never
undertaking investment.

If both players have a second-mover advantage, there is a situation where each
player wants the other firm to undertake investment. Games with this structure are
generally called war of attrition games, illustrated by Figure 4.6a. A game where
neither of the players has a second-mover advantage, i.e. where X∗L > XP for both
firms, is called a preemption game, illustrated by Figure 4.6b. In the remainder of this
section two cases are distinguished. First the case of symmetric players is studied.
Here, both firms have identical capacity sizes on the old submarket. After that, the
situation of asymmetric firms is discussed.

4.5.1 Symmetric Players
Under symmetric players, capacities associated with the old technology are of the

same size. For identical firms one can clearly determine in which situations firms end
up in a war of attrition or a preemption game. Moreover, this section aims to analyse
under which characteristics investment is undertaken under the segregation strategy.

Since firms are assumed to be symmetric, define qo to be each firm’s capacity on

X∗L XP X

(a) War of Attrition.

XP X∗L X

(b) Preemption Game.

Figure 4.6: Type of game resulting from the order of X∗
L and XP .
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Figure 4.7: Curves distinguishing segregation and deterrence. Default parameters: r = 0.1, µ =
0.02, σ = 0.05, η = 0.2.

the old market, i.e. qo := qoA = qoB. Since prices are assumed to be positive it follows
that it always holds that qo ≤ 1

2η , in which case 1 − η(qoA + qoB) ≥ 0. Under the
segregation strategy, the investment trigger can be written as,

Xseg
L = δ(r − µ)(β + 1)

β(ν − ωqo)−
√

(ν − ωqo)2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo)
. (4.15)

Let us first look under which circumstances the trigger X∗L falls in the segregation
region12 (X∗L = Xseg

L ) and in the deterrence region (X∗L = Xdet
L ). Figure 4.7 shows

these different regions for X∗L with respect to ν and ω
η
. Here, X∗L either equals the

trigger under the deterrence strategy or the trigger under the segregation strategy.
The curves represented by the solid line are defined as the intersection point of Xseg

L

and Xseg
1 . For large (small) values of ν and ω the investment trigger lies in the

region where the other firm also undertakes the adoption (stays on the old market).
i.e. X∗L < Xseg

1 (X∗L > Xseg
L ). That is, when the quality improvement is larger or

when the products are closer substitutes, it is harder to ward off the follower on
the new submarket. For large ν, the new technology is more profitable and it is
therefore less attractive for the follower to not undertake the adoption. It is then
too costly to ward off the other firm, for it would take a large investment size. This
means that radical innovation, i.e. a large value of ν, induces that the follower also
undertakes investment which in turn brings the existence of the old technology to an
end. Incremental innovation does not occur, since small values of ν make sure that

12In slight abuse of definitions, a trigger is said to fall in the Segregation Region if the capacity
size qnL resulting from investment undertaken at this trigger falls in the Segregation Region as defined
in Section 4.4. Similarly for the Deterrence Region. To omit complex linguistic structures, the latter
situation is described as the trigger falling in the respective region.
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the follower does not adopt. For large ω, the markets are more sensitive towards the
other market’s production size. Since, for the same degree of vertical differentiation,
the products are less differentiated, it is less attractive to stay with the old technology,
as a follower.

The region where investment is optimal under the segregation region shrinks or
expands for different parametrizations. The following lemma shows that segregation
is possible as long as the capacities associated with the old technology are sufficiently
large13.

Lemma 4.4

i) Let qo ∈ [ 1
4η ,

1
2η ]. Then there exists (ν, ω) ∈ [1,∞)× [0, η] such that X∗L ≥ Xseg

1 .

ii) Let qo ∈ [0, 1
4η ). There exists (ν, ω) ∈ [1,∞)× [0, η] such that X∗L ≥ Xseg

1 if and
only if

β −
√

1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo) ≤ (β2 − 1)(4
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)− 1). (4.16)

One can show that there exists a unique point q∗ > 0 such that for qo ≥ q∗

equation (4.16) is satisfied and for qo < q∗ it is not.
Overall, if qo goes up, the range of parameter values (ω, ν) where firms employ the

segregation strategy at X∗L increases. Intuitively, the larger one’s current capacity,
the more one is inclined to stay on a profitable market, which implies that it becomes
easier for the other firm to hold off its competitor. For smaller capacity levels, firms
can improve by replacing their capacity size.

The effect of other parameters is summarized in the first line of Table 4.2. Here,
more market uncertainty leads to more (ω, ν) allowing for the segregation strategy,
reflected by an upward movement of the line corresponding to the cases where Xseg

L =
Xseg

1 . Larger uncertainty makes firms invest at larger values of x, which makes it less
costly to install a capacity sufficiently large to hinder the follower. In this way,

Region σ r µ δ

X∗L ≥ Xseg
1 + - + 0

XP ≥ Xseg
1 0 0 0 0

Attrition - + - 0

Table 4.2: Effect of an increase in a parameter leading to a shrinking (-)/expanding (+) size of
the regions.

13An optimal production level is understood to be the level one would set under a monopolist’s
mindset, for after the game ends the follower is the only firm present on the old market.
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a broader range of parameter values emerges where segregation can be played. A
similar story can be held for µ and r.

In Figure 4.7, a qualitatively similar figure is also shown for the regions where the
preemption point appears to be in the segregation or the deterrence region, respec-
tively. The conclusions and intuition are equivalent to the analysis for the trigger
X∗L. The following lemma shows that preemption through segregation is preferred
over deterrence when the old product’s capacity size is sufficiently large.

Lemma 4.5 Let qo ∈ [0, 1
2η ]. There exists (ν, ω) ∈ [1,∞)×[0, η] such that XP ≥ Xseg

1

if and only if
ηqo ≥ 1

2 −
1
6

√
5.

Here, the same intuition applies as before. It is only possible to block the follower’s
investment as long as the old market is profitable enough. Nothing else than the
product ηqo plays a role in the determination of the existence of points (ω, ν) in
Figure 4.7. The preemption point is the value of x such that, when comparing
the valuation of staying on the old market and the valuation of launching the new
product, one is indifferent between the two possibilities. Here, the waiting option
does not come into play. Therefore, the parameters mentioned in Table 4.2 have no
influence on the choice of strategy.

Taken together, for small values of ω and ν both the preemption point XP and the
trigger X∗L fall in the segregation region. For large values of ω and ν both fall in the
deterrence region. For intermediate values two cases arise. Either the preemption
point XP is smaller than Xseg

1 , and X∗L is larger or exactly the other way around. The
first situation is depicted in Figure 4.7a and the second one in Figure 4.7b. Roughly
speaking, the former happens for high levels of uncertainty, while the latter happens
for small values. This implies that in the first case the preemption point lies below the
trigger X∗L, which leads to a preemption run. However, in the second case, relatively,
more values induce a situation where XP > X∗L which leads to a war of attrition.
The effect of uncertainty is further discussed in Section 4.6.1.

Equilibria In a preemption game, i.e. a game where XP < X∗L for both players,
firms end up in a preemption run. This means that, suppose one firm wants to
undertake investment at X∗L as a leader, then it is optimal for the other firm to invest
for a value of X just before xt hits X∗L. In this way, for an arbitrary small ε > 0,
it obtains the leader value at X∗L − ε instead of the lower follower value, had the
other firm invested as a leader at X∗L. This argument holds for both firms so that
investment is accelerated and undertaken at X−P by one firm. The determination
of preemptive equilibria has extensively been discussed in the literature and for this
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Xseg
1 X∗L XP X

(a) Segregation & War of Attrition.
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1 XP X∗L X

(b) Segregation & Preemption.

X∗L XP Xseg
1 X

(c) Deterrence & War of Attrition.
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1 X

(d) Deterrence & Preemption.

X∗L Xseg
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(e) Deterrence/Segregation & Attrition.

XP Xseg
1 X∗L X

(f) Deterrence & Preemption.

Figure 4.8: Different orders of X∗
L, XP , and Xseg

1 .

chapter one can conclude that the leader undertakes investment when the preemption
region [XP ,∞) is entered14.

Regarding the war of attrition games, a thorough formulation of equilibria in set-
ups like this chapter is done by Steg and Thijssen (2015). Here, similar to the set-up
without market uncertainty by Hendricks et al. (1988), firms randomize their strate-
gies in the attrition region. Translated to the context of this chapter, an attrition
region arises when X∗L < XP . Here, firms are not willing to adopt before xt hits X∗L
since waiting is always optimal, and, at the same time, firms are in the preemption
context when X exceeds XP . Therefore, one could fairly say that investment is not
undertaken before xt hits X∗L and investment is yet undertaken when xt grows beyond
XP . Equilibria in a war of attrition game are also studied by e.g. Fudenberg and
Tirole (1991) and Thijssen et al. (2006).

Taken together, if in a preemption game one finds XP ≥ Xseg
1 , investment is

undertaken while blocking the other firm, and investment is undertaken while delaying
the follower’s adoption for the complementary case XP < Xseg

1 . In a war of attrition
game, the same logic applies, but then for the attrition region [XL, XP ] rather than
only one trigger. However, since one cannot determine a priori where in the attrition
region the first firm adopts, one cannot know under which strategy adoption takes
place for the case X∗L < Xseg

1 < XP . Figure 4.8 illustrates these cases.

Effect of Horizontal Differentiation Horizontal differentiation is captured by
the parameter ω. The first order derivative with respect to ω of (4.15) shows thatXseg

L

is positively related to ω. This means that investment is delayed when products are
closer substitutes. As ω becomes larger, profits become smaller. Then, firms are only
considering investment for larger values of X which compensate for the loss in profits.

14For a formal description of the equilibriums and referencing, see Appendix C.
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Notice that before adoption by the first firm, ω plays no role. The same holds for
the preemption trigger (see e.g. (4.17)). A similar relation was found by Milliou and
Petrakis (2011). However, in their analysis where firms precommit to their adoption
strategy, a second effect is present. For values of ω above a certain reservation value
they find a negative relation, i.e. competition is accelerated. In this situation, the so-
called output effect becomes dominant. This happens since under their set-up firms
have a cost advantage when undertaking adoption. When competition is stronger,
a cost advantage is dominant over the former effect. Accelerated investment is also
found in their preemption game, which is in contrast to this chapter’s results. This
can however be explained by the difference in set-up. In their model a cost advantage
makes firms less reluctant to wait when competition becomes more heavy. In this
chapter, waiting until the exogenous process reaches a higher value pays off, for one
invests in times of a higher profitability.

War of Attrition

In the example illustrated by Figure 4.7a, we see that for large values of ω and ν one
has Xseg

1 < XP < X∗L, then, for smaller values of ω and ν one finds XP < Xseg
1 < X∗L

and XP < XL < Xseg
1 . Figure 4.9a extends Figure 4.7a by showing the resulting

game in each of the regions described in Figure 4.7a.

Segregation & Attrition : 1 adopter & second-mover advantage
Segregation & Preemption : 1 adopter & first-mover advantage
Deterrence & Attrition : 2 adopters & second-mover advantage
Deterrence & Preemption : 2 adopters & first-mover advantage
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Figure 4.9: Curves distinguishing segregation and deterrence. Default parameters: r = 0.1, µ =
0.02, σ = 0.05, and η = 0.2.
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Both the preemption point XP and the trigger X∗L are increasing functions of ω.
If the new market becomes more sensitive to the other market’s capacities, which
happens for a larger value of ω, investment is delayed in order to wait for more
profitable circumstances. However, since ω also affects profits on the old market, one
finds that the preemption point does not increase as rapidly as the trigger X∗L. As
a result, for small values of ω, the order of the two even changes so that a war of
attrition arises, i.e. X∗L < XP < Xseg

1 . The intuition behind the finding that a war of
attrition arises for small values of ν is straightforward. Since a small ν implies that
the old market becomes relatively more profitable it follows that one is less reluctant
to have the other firm invest in the new technology.

Similar as before, the size of the region with respect to (ω, ν) where a war of
attrition is present depends on the parametrization. The size of the region with a
war of attrition is positively related to η, qo, and r, but negatively to σ and µ, see
Table 4.2.

Lemma 4.6 Let qo ∈ [0, 1
2η ]. There exists (ν, ω) ∈ [1,∞)× [0, η] such that X∗L ≤ XP

if and only if

β −
√

1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo) ≥ (β2 − 1)(1− 2
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)).

One can show that there exists a unique point qatt such that for qo ≥ qatt the
equation is satisfied and for qo < qatt it is not.

Since a more profitable old market by a larger qo makes it less interesting to
undertake investment as a leader, a war of attrition is more prevalent. However,
higher market uncertainty by σ or a larger market trend µ makes the firm delay
investment, which makes it, as explained before, less likely that firms end up in a war
of attrition. Since a larger discount rate, r, excellerates investment it results in an
opposite effect, i.e., firms more easily end up in a war of attrition when discounting
is done more heavily.

In the example illustrated by Figure 4.7b, extended in Figure 4.9b, for small values
of (ω, ν) we have X∗L < XP < Xseg

1 , where consecutively, for increasing (ω, ν), this
changes into X∗L < Xseg

1 < XP ,15 Xseg
1 < XL < XP , and eventually Xseg

1 < XP < X∗L.
The difference with the first case is that, there attrition only took place in the region
where segregation was played. So, while having the other firm undertake investment,
one stays on the old market ever after. However, in this case, a war of attrition also
takes place under entry deterrence.

15In this region it is undetermined ex-ante at which value of X investment is undertaken. More
specifically, if one allows for the possibility to play a mixed equilibrium, it is unknown whether
investment takes place before or after Xseg

1 . As a result, it is unknown ex-ante whether entry
deterrence or segregation will be played.
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War of attrition σ r µ ηqo δ

One firm adopts high low high low no effect
One or both firms adopt low high low high no effect

Table 4.3: Parameter settings distinguishing war of attrition types

This brings in a second type of late-mover advantage where firms do want to
undertake the adoption, but only as a second adopter. In other words, the new
market is sufficiently more profitable for both firms to undertake investment, but
being a temporary monopolist on the old market is more beneficial than being a
temporary monopolist on the new market. This happens for example when firms are
sufficiently large on the old market so that the monopoly rents accummulated while
being the only firm with the old technology are larger than with the new technology.

Generally, Table 4.3 shows under which parametrizations both cases occur. This
shows that investment under deterrence, while being involved in a war of attrition,
is possible in situations that are characterized by parametrizations where the leader
sets a relatively small capacity on the new market. In this way the firm hopes it will
exchange its current market for a market where it can enter as a follower so that it
scoops the profits on the old market and can set a sufficiently large capacity size.

Markets that have low uncertainty, a small market trend and face firm discounting,
i.e., under the conditions of a small value of σ and µ and a large value of r, one
finds that the leader undertakes investment relatively early which results in a small
capacity. Similarly, a large capacity on the old market burdens the new market, while
existing, in two ways. First, it reduces the price, and secondly, it delays the follower’s
investment decision. As a result, the leader sets a relatively small capacity. Under
these specifications it becomes rewarding to be the second investor.

Regions R1, R2, and R3

So far we have studied when a first-mover advantage appears and when firms have
a second-mover advantage. Since the boundaries with respect to the regions R1,
R2, and R3 change when changing ν and ω

η
, it may very well be that for a fixed

value of qo one moves to a different region when changing ν and/or ω
η
. Let us again

look at Figure 4.9 where qo = 1 in the first panel and qo = 2 in the second panel.
Recall that the boundaries with respect to the regions R1, R2, and R3 are defined
as q̃1

F = η−ων
η

< 1 as the border between Region 1 and Region 2 and as q̃2
F = η−ων

η2−ω2

as the border between Region 2 and Region 3. Since q̃1
F < 1 we can conclude that

Region 1 is not present in this figure. However, it follows from the lemmas that the
analysis above is still valid for small qo, i.e., when Region 1 is present. Next, it is
easy to see that for Region 3 to be present, a sufficiently large value of ν is required.
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After rewriting, we see that when

ν ≥ qo ω
η

+
1
η
− qo
ω
η

it holds that qo ∈ R3. The right-hand side is larger than 1
η
for all ω

η
∈ (0, 1). Notice

that in our baseline parametrization 1
η

= 5. This implies that only for very large
values of ν one ends up in R3. Apart from that, one can check that for ν sufficiently
close to 1, 1

2η <
η−νω
η2−ω2 = q̃2

F . This implies that Region 3 is not feasible, since in that
case qo is so large that prices are negative.

As one can guess from Figure 4.9 that for these large values of ν the firms then
end up in a preemption run, i.e., both firms have a first-mover advantage. This can
be explained by, one the one hand, the large degree of differentiation which makes
the new market very profitable and, on the other hand, the very large value of qo

which makes the profits on the old market very low. As explained before, we will not
extensively study Region 3, but it is worth mentioning that the firms, under most
parameter settings, end up in a preemption run.

Discussion

Vertical Differentiation This model assumes technological development, i.e. ν >
1. However, it is widely observed in real life that firms sometimes enter the market
with products of cheaper quality to compete for consumers of modest means. This
would imply to study cases where ν < 1. Although not considered in this model,
it can be induced that for these cases the range of parameter values allowing for a
second-mover advantage and the adoption of only one firm increases. As an example,
the restriction η > ων always hold, making that Region 1 and Region 2 always exist.

More importantly, this would imply that, for ν < 1, firms are willing to adopt a
technology that is of a worse quality than the current. The differentiation argument
still applies, so that adoption becomes interesting. However, considering the fact that
firms had once adopted the current technology, one could wonder whether the stylized
fact that adoption yields an absorbing state (see, e.g., Hall and Khan (2003)) still
holds in this chapter’s setting. To answer this properly, one requires further research
on this topic, but it becomes clear from this chapter’s set-up that these implications
are not so obvious.

Existence of the Preemption Trigger The preemption trigger for symmetric
firms, under segregation, equals

XP = δ(r − µ)
ν −

√
4ηqo(1− ηqo) + (ωqo)2

. (4.17)
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Similar to the analysis in previous sections, one could notice from the specification
that this value only exists if the denominator is positive. In other words, for e.g.
relatively small values of ν, the preemption point is not defined. In fact, for these
parameter values the value function of the follower always lies above the leader’s
curve. Games with these characteristics are also defined to be a war of attrition
game. Differently, let X > Xseg

1 . Then

VL(X)− VF (X) = X

r − µ
[

1
4ην

2 − 1
4η (ωqo)2 − qo(1− ηqo)

]
− 1

2ηδν + 1
4ηδ

2 r − µ
X

is the difference between the leader’s value function and the follower’s value function.
For sufficiently large values of X, this difference can only be positive if the first term
is positive. This is equivalent to a positive denominator of XP .

The Initial Market Conditions The equilibria described in this chapter are sub-
ject to the assumption that the initial value x(0) of the shock process is sufficiently
small. In some situations this much influences the outcome of the game. In the case
where a war of attrition arises, i.e. when X∗L < XP , one can actually speak of three
different regions: a continuation region [0, XL), a war of attrition region [XL, XP ),
and a preemption region [XP ,∞). This means that if x(0) < XP firms always face
a second-mover advantage. However, had the state process begun at a higher level,
x(0) ≥ XP , a first-mover advantage appears. If x is small, prices are small as well and
investment is less appealing than when x is large. This shows the impact of market
uncertainty by including a shock process in the model. However, to say something
about the resulting equilibrium, becomes much more involved, but one could fairly
summarize it as follows. In presence of the attrition region, if this region lies above
Xseg

1 , i.e., Xseg
1 < XL < XP , there is always only a single adopter, and if it lies below

Xseg
1 then multiple cases can be distinguished. If x(0) > Xseg

1 investment takes place
immediatly, but only one firm adopts, which is the same for XP < x(0) < Xseg

1 ,
but then both firms will (eventually) adopt. For x(0) < XP firms randomize their
strategies, since they find themselves in a war of attrition game. However, both firms
will undertake the adoption. In no presence of the attrition region investment is
always immediatly undertaken for x ≥ XP and only one firm adopts if and only if
sup{x(0), XP} ≥ Xseg

1 .

4.5.2 Asymmetric Players
Identical firms face the same investment problem: Their preemption points and

their optimal investment triggers are the same for both firms. As a result one finds
that, for a given parametrization, either both firms have a first-mover advantage, i.e.
they end up in a preemption game, or both firms face a second-mover advantage in
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a war of attrition game. However, if firms are asymmetric in their initial capacities,
it no longer holds that both firms face the same investment problem. For a suffi-
cient difference between the firms’ capacities for the old technology one can find the
situation where one firm has a second-mover advantage but the other not.

Example 4.2 Consider the problem studied in Example 4.1, but assume in this case
that qoB = 1.55. Then,

XPA = 535 and Xseg
LA = 398

for firm A. Similarly, for firm B, it holds that

XPB = 513 and Xseg
LB = 517.

In this game, firm A has a second-mover advantage, but firm B has a first-mover
advantage. However, for qoB = 1.48 the order changes into XLA < XPB < XPA <

XLB and for qoB = 1.45 the order XLA < XPA < XPB < XLB emerges.

Asymmetry leads to a whole range of possible cases with respect to order of XLA,

XPA, X
seg
1A , XLB, XPB, and Xseg

1B . Although one would expect that the firm with the
first-mover advantage invests first, this is not necessarily true. In the example with
qoB = 1.45 the order of the triggers shows that firm A has a second-mover advantage
and firm B has a first-mover advantage. However, firm A has no incentive to wait
until x reaches any of firm B’s investment triggers. As a result firm A undertakes
investment first16.

In the example with qoB = 1.45, firm B is the largest firm on the old market.
Its preemption trigger equals XPB = 500 and its trigger under exogenous firm roles
equals XLB = 523. Since Xseg

1B = 264 < XPB, adoption is done under the segregation
strategy17 in case firm B undertakes it first. Similarly, for firm A, its lower bound with
respect to the segregation triggers equals Xseg

1A = 178 so that both XLA = 409 and
XPA = 497 fall in the segregation region. If firm A undertakes investment, it switches
from capacity qoA = 1 to qnA = 1.36 in which case qnA(ν−ηqnA−ωqoB) = 0.749 compared
to qoA(1 − ηqoA − ωqnB) = 0.529 in the situation where firm B undertakes investment
with qnB = 1.56. So, although firm A prefers firm B to undertake investment for values
of x at firm A’s trigger, the firm is worse off when firm B undertakes investment at
firm B’s trigger. Hence, despite firm A has a second-mover advantage, it is the only
adopter nonetheless. This is sometimes referred to as the capacity effect.

This is one example of many cases with respect to the order of the triggers. Elab-
orating on each of these separately does neither lead to any further understanding
of technology adoption in this set-up, nor does it lead to situations of extraordinary

16See Appendix C for the discussion about formally specifying equilibriums.
17Notice that we are still in R1.
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relevance. Therefore, for the outlook of this chapter, we refrain from further studying
the situation under asymmetric firms.

4.6 Robustness
In this section we will take a closer look to the effect of uncertainty and to some

of the model assumptions. This will be done for the case of symmetric players.

4.6.1 Effect of Uncertainty
In this section, the effect of the parameter σ is studied. Figure 4.10 shows the

effect of the uncertainty parameter σ. The value of the capacities associated with
the old technology have a great influence as one can see going from Figure 4.10a to
Figure 4.10b. The solid lines depicts the border between the regions where a war
of attrition is realized and where a preemption game takes place. As before, large
uncertainty raises the investment trigger so that a larger capacity is set for the new
product. As a result, a preemption game is only present when σ is large enough, not
the least because firms are not willing to trade their large capacity for a smaller one
when the uncertainty is small. This indifference point moves for different innovative
improvement levels: The smaller the improvement the more reluctantly firms want
to undertake the adoption.

This also comes to the surface when studying the number of adopters. The dashed
lines distinguishes this number: For values above the dashed lines there will be two
adopters. Since there is no timing effect on Xseg

1 , nor on the preemption trigger,
there is no change in its intersection point when there is more or less uncertainty,
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Figure 4.10: Different levels of uncertainty, inducing different outcomes. Default parameters:
r = 0.1, µ = 0.02, σ = 0.1, η = 0.2, and ω = 0.05.
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which explains the motionless nature of the dashed line. To determine the number of
adopters in the attrition region, it does not only depend on whether Xseg

1 lies above
or below XP , but also how Xseg

1 relates to X∗L. The dotted line indicates the region
where the attrition region is split so that one cannot determine ex-ante which strategy
is played, indicated by the question mark on the figure. Nevertheless, uncertainty
does affect the number of adopters in the exogenous game, see e.g. Lemma 4.4.

All together, for large levels of uncertainty the firms find a first-mover advan-
tage, while a second-mover advantage is found for small levels. When the innovative
improvement is large, this is done while delaying the second firm, whilst only one
adopter takes the step when the vertical differentiation is small. For ν close to one,
preemption is ruled out for any level of σ. The intuition remains the same as in the
previous sections.

For intermediate values of qo, the attrition region has shrunk to, e.g., the region
as shown in Figure 4.10a. Obviously, adoption becomes more interesting when one
currently possesses a smaller capacity size. However, this is only true when one is able
to set a sufficiently larger capacity for the new technology (e.g. when σ is sufficiently
large) and/or when the technology is known to be better (e.g. where ν is sufficiently
large). For small values of qo the attrition region disappears and for very small values
of qo also the segregation strategy is dissolved: only preemption under deterrence
remains.

Concludingly, for sufficiently large values of qo and ν, a second-mover advantages
is changed into a first-mover advantage for an increasing level of uncertainty, as a
result of the capacity effect.

4.6.2 Model Assumptions
Adoption Costs In this model, firms face linear adoption cost when undertaking
investment. As becomes clear from, e.g., (4.4), (4.15) and (4.17), the investment
moments are positively related to the investment cost and therefore these costs delay
investment. As shown before, these costs, however, have no influence on the follower’s
decision whether to adopt or not. One could consider to, additionally, look at fixed
costs. However, these costs will have the same effect: They impose an (additional)
cost, which will delay, but not block the follower’s investment. Similarly, the result
that a second-mover advantage is present when products are close substitutes does
not qualitatively change when considering different cost structures.

Capacity Choice Although firms are generally free to set their capacities, it is not
a common assumption in the literature. In this chapter’s set-up, fixing the capacity
size leads to the following result. Denote the firms’ capacity sizes by K, then the
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follower decides to never undertake adoption if and only if

ν − ηK + ωK ≤ 0.

Clearly, this inequality is never true and, therefore, the follower always undertakes
investment. This means that the intuitive result that endogenously it is determined
whether the follower also adopts does not exist in a case where the firms’ capacities
are assumed to be fixed. Nevertheless, if one assumes that, despite fixing them,
capacities are assumed to be asymmetric, one can find cases where only one firm
undertakes investment.

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has three main results. Firstly, it is shown that although the new

product’s quality is better than the old product’s, under certain conditions, only one
firms adopts. This happens when the degree of innovation is small and products
are not close substitutes. In this way, sharing the same technology with a rival
firm is worse than serving your own submarket, despite the lower quality. Secondly,
depending on, amongst other things, the differentiation of the products, there is a
first-mover advantage or a second-mover advantage. When firms’ current capacity
sizes are sufficiently large, they have no incentive to leave the current technology
themselves. Especially under the conditions of early investment, that is, investment
when the market is still relatively small, firms are reluctant to undertake investment.
However, the situation where both firms decide not to undertake investment is even
worse. In that case a war of attrition arises. This implies that waiting pays off,
not because uncertainty is resolved, the arrival of new information or because of
information spillover, but because the firms prefer to not undertake adoption all
together. Thirdly, as a result of market uncertainty, the equilibrium in this market
highly depends on the level of market uncertainty. For different values of this level,
firms are more or less reluctant to be the first adopter and whether or not to undertake
adoption in the first place. Moreover, it distinguishes two types of second-mover
advantage. As explained before, firms prefer to be a late mover so that they will not
undertake adoption. But under small undertainty levels, firms can be incentified to
be a late mover in order to obtain temporary profits resulting from the old technology
before undertaking investment. Moreover, as a second adopter, it invests at higher
values of the exogenous shock process so that it might set a higher capacity level.

Furthermore, there are some other results. Under the case of asymmetric firms an
example is shown where only one firm has a first-mover advantage. In equilibrium
however, the firm with the second-mover advantage undertakes the adoption and the
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other firm decides not to adoption at all. This also comes as a result of the timing
decisions combined with capacity choice. The firm with the second-mover advantage
prefers the other firm to undertake the adoption. However, the firm is worse off when
the other firm adopts much later in the process, setting a large capacity size with
the new technology. A second result worth mentioning here is the fact showing that
simultaneous investment and segregation are two mutually exclusive strategies. This
is, when a first mover is able to block the other firm from adopting - even when it
is not optimal - simultaneous investment is never a feasible strategy. Only when the
quality improvement is moderate and when the initial capacity level of the follower
is large enough, simultaneous investment can be feasible. In that case the follower
is forced to undertake adoption since the profit margins are nil. This brings us to a
next result, where this chapter shows that for sufficiently large initial capacity levels
the profits associated with the new technology are marginalized, while keeping the
profits on the new submarket sufficiently positive to make this a feasible strategy.
Here, the quality improvement is large enough to set a capacity level that reduces the
price on the old submarket. Another result is that, although this chapter assumes
to start with an initially low value of the state process, it does influence the type
of equilbrium. For initial large values of the state process firms always end up in a
preemption game, even despite a war of attrition would have arisen when the state
process started with a small value.

For future research it would be most appealing to study the situation where firms
have the option to keep the old market. Elaboration on asymmetric firms could then
also prove to be interesting. Other directions include applications or including the
option to decide upon the degree of differentation. The latter could bare a great
influence on the strategic decisions of the firm.

Comparison with Chapter 3
In this chapter we looked at a model where firms have the option to replace their

current production, whereas in the previous chapter we looked at a model where
the firms expand. The main difference between this model and the previous model
therefore is whether or not the firms keep their old product alive. This difference in
set-up has several implications and has lead to a different outcome. We would like to
mention two main consequences. First of all, the most prominent difference is that in
this model there are equilibriums where only one firm adopts. This happens since in
that equilibrium each firm produces a different product, which reduces competition.
This was not an outcome of the previous model since in that model firms can never end
up in a such a situation. There, both firms always undertake investment. Secondly,
in the model in this chapter firms can have a second-mover advantage, represented
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by a war of attrition. The intuition behind that result is that in equilibrium either it
is only optimal that one firm adopts and both firms prefer the other firm to be the
adopter, or they want to set a larger capacity as second-mover. Since that intuition
cannot apply to the expansion model we also did not find situations where firms
have a second-mover advantage, i.e., firms always have a first-mover advantage in the
model where the firms keep the old product alive.
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Appendix A

Proofs

4.A.1 Follower’s Decision
Proof of Proposition 4.1 The follower’s value function VF (X, qnL) with respect to
the shock process x can be divided into two regions. For small X, that is for
X < X∗F (qnL), the firm waits with undertaking investment. This region is called
the continuation region. The complementary region, i.e. for X ≥ X∗F (qnL), is called
the stopping region (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)). Here, the firm undertakes
investment where the first order condition with respect to qnF ,

X

r − µ
(ν − 2ηqnF − ηqnL)− δ = 0,

gives the optimal capacity. It follows from the second order condition that this is
indeed a maximum: X

r−µ(−2η) < 0. In the continuation region, the firm obtains

VF (X, qnL) = AFX
β + X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL).

The value matching and smooth pasting conditions lead to the values of X∗F (qnL)
and AF (qnL),

X

r − µ
qnF (ν − η(qnF + qnL))− δqnF = AFX

β + X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL),

X

r − µ
qnF (ν − η(qnF + qnL)) = AFβX

β + X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL),

where β is the positive root (see e.g. Dixit and Pindyck (1994)) of

σ2β2 + (2µ− σ2)β = 2r.

This, together with (4.3) leads to (4.4) and

AF (qnL) = (X∗F (qnL))−β×X∗F (qnL)
r − µ

(qoptF (X∗F (qnL), qnL)(ν − η(qoptF (X∗F (qnL), qnL) + qnL))− qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL))

− δqoptF (X∗F (qnL), qnL)
.
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The existence of X∗F (qnL) is treated in Proposition (4.2). In case the follower does not
undertake investment, it stays on the old market and obtains

E
[∫ ∞

0
x(t)qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) e−rt dt | x(0) = X

]
= X

r − µ
qoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL).

�

Proof of Proposition 4.2 The follower’s trigger is the solution of f(X) = 0,

f(X) = X(ν − ηqnL)2 − δ(r − µ)(ν − ηqnL) 2β
β − 1

− 4ηqoFX(1− ηqoF − ωqnL) + β + 1
β − 1

δ2(r − µ)2

X
,

which can be rewritten as f(X) = bX + c+ d

X
, where,

b = (β − 1)
[
(ν − ηqnL)2 − 4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL)

]
, (4.18)

c = −2βδ(r − µ)(ν − ηqnL), and (4.19)
d = δ2(r − µ)2(β + 1). (4.20)

It follows that f(X) is a convex function since d ≥ 0. Since prices remain positive,
c < 0 is always true. The function then only has a feasible root if b ≥ 0, which is
exactly condition (4.1) and, after rewriting, equation (4.2). Technically two roots
are found, where the smallest one also exists in cases where b < 0. However, since
this point corresponds to a negative option value, this point is ruled out as a feasible
solution to the follower’s threshold.

Since b is convexly parabolic in qnL one can conclude that between the roots of
b = 0 there is no solution to f(X) = 0. This leads one to equations (4.5) and (4.6).
Moreover, b is decreasing for qnL < q̃1

L and increasing for qnL > q̃2
L. Then, overall, the

largest root of f(X) is increasing for qnL < q̃1
L and decreasing for qnL > q̃2

L.
The parabolic formulation of b only has two roots as long qoF < η−ων

η2−ω2 , one root in
case qoF = η−ων

η2−ω2 , and the parabola lies above the x-axis in case qoF exceeds this level.
This concludes that Region 2 ends at

(q̃2
F , q

n
L) =

(
η − ων
η2 − ω2 ,

ν(η2 + ω2)− 2ωη
η(η2 − ω2)

)
.

For ν − ηqnL to remain positive it is required that qnL < ν
η
. It can be calculated that

q̃2
L exceeds ν

η
when qoF is below

q̃1
F = η − ων

η2 ,
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Figure 4.11: Explicit values of the boundaries to the regions.

which concludes the boundary between Region 1 and 2 as depicted in Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.11.

For larger values of qnL the entire function f(X) moves upwards, until at a certain
point f(X) > 0 for all values of X. The largest value of qnL at which f(X) = 0 leads
to a solution that can be calculated in the following way. In this point the horizontal
axis is tangent to the curve, which means that we need to solve for qnL and X∗ such
that f(X∗) = 0 and f ′(X∗) = 0. This is equivalent to c2 = 4db, i.e. where qnL = q̃3

L

satisfies
(β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF − ωqnL) + (ν − ηqnL)2 = 0, (4.21)

which serves as an upperbound to the leader’s capacity in Region 2 and Region 3. It
is easily checked that the intersection of q̃2

L and q̃3
L takes place at q̃1

F . The end to the
third region is then defined as q̃3

F where q̃3
L = 0, i.e.,

q̃3
F = 1

2η

(
1 +

√
1 + ν

β2 − 1

)
>

1
η
.

However, to find a solution to equation (4.21) it is required that qoF (1−ηqoF−ωqnL) <
0, which is equivalent to a negative price on the old market. This concludes that qnL
is bounded from above by

sup{qnL : po ≥ 0} = 1− ηqoF
ω

,

where po = X(1 − ηqoF − ωqnL). One can easily check that this curve intersects with
both q̃3

L and q̃2
L at q̃1

F . �
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4.A.2 Leader’s Decision
Proof of Lemma 4.1 We want to know when qn∗L (X) > q̃1

L. It is sufficient to look
for intersection points between qsegL (X) and q̃1

L. One can check that

qoF = 16η − 10ων ± 8
√
D

32η2 − 14ω2 ,

yield the two intersection points, whereD = 4η2+2ω2ν2−5ηων−ν2η2. It is concluded
that D ≥ 0 is a sufficient condition. The equation D = 0 has two intersection points
with respect to ν,

ν = 5ηω ± η
√

16η2 − 7ω2

4ω2 − 2η2 . (4.22)

If 2ω2 > η2, then D > 0 is satisfied for all values outside the roots and one can check
that (4.8) is sufficient since the other root is larger than η

ω
in which case η < ων. For

the case 2ω2 < η2 all values between the roots are considered to satisfy D > 0. In
this case the smallest root is negative and again (4.8) is sufficient. For 2ω2 = η2 we
find that D is linearly decreasing with a root at 4η

5ω . However, rewriting the negative
root of (4.22) gives 8η

5ω+
√

16η2−7ω2
which has a positive denominator for all parameter

values. �

Proof of Lemma 4.2 We want to know when qn∗L > q̃2
L. For the duration of this

proof, let V det
L (X, qnL) and V seg

L (X, qnL) denote the value of the leader under the de-
terrence and segregation strategy, respectively, before optimizing with respect to
the leader’s capacity. Since limqnL→q̃

i
L
X∗F (qnL) = ∞, for both i ∈ {1, 2} one has

V det
L (X, qnL) = V seg

L (X, qnL) for qnL = q̃1
L and qnL = q̃2

L. Moreover, it holds that, for
i ∈ {1, 2},

lim
qnL→q̃

i
L

d
dqnL

V det
L (X, qnL) = lim

qnL→q̃
i
L

d
dqnL

V seg
L (X, qnL). (4.23)

It is therefore sufficient to look at cases where qsegL (X) > q̃2
L. Since at qoF = q̃2

F it
holds that

q̃1
L = q̃2

L = ν(ω2 + η2)− 2ωη
η(η2 − ω2) ,

it should at least hold that

lim
X→∞

qsegL (X) = 1
2η [ν − ωqoF ] > ν(ω2 + η2)− 2ωη

η(η2 − ω2) .

Rewriting gives (4.9). �

Proof of Proposition 4.3 First it is shown that that the accommodation curve
starts in the region where the follower is deterred. In that case we have that
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inf{X | qaccL (X) > 0} = δ(r−µ)
ν
∈ D, i.e. δ(r−µ)

ν
< X∗F (0). One can show that

X∗F (0) = δ(r − µ)
β − 1

βν +
√
ν2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF )
ν2 − 4ηqoF (1− ηqoF ) ,

which leads to inequality

βν2 + ν
√
ν2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF ) > (β − 1)(ν2 − 4ηqoF (1− ηqoF )).

Since this inequality always holds, it is concluded that qaccL

(
δ(r−µ)
ν

)
∈ D. The value

of the intersection point with respect to X between qaccL (X) and q̂1(X), Xacc
1 , can be

calculated by substituting qnL = qaccL (X) in (4.4) and solving for X. Rewriting leads
to (4.11).

Finally, we need to show that ν > 2η
η+ω is a sufficient condition. Accommodation is

always feasible as long as the tail of qsegL (X) remains in the deterrence/accommodation
part as depicted in Figure 4.1, i.e.

lim
X→∞

qaccL (X) = ν

2η <
ν − 1
η − ω

.

The right-hand side of this equation is the minimum of q̃1
L. Rewriting this inequality

gives ν > 2η
η+ω . �

Proof of Corollary 4.1 Assume there existsX such that qn∗L (X) ∈ S. Since qaccL (X) >
qsegL (X) and since qaccL (X) starts in the Lower Region, it cannot be true that qaccL ∈ A1.
Accommodation is then only possible if qaccL ∈ A2. Following the same logic as in
Lemma 4.2, we find that rewriting limX→∞ q

acc
L ≤ q̃2

L leads to ν ≥ 4ωη
η2+3ω2 . Since this

holds for qoF = q̃2
F this implication is true for all qoF . �

Proof of Proposition 4.4 Since qsegL (X) is an increasing function with respect to
X, it holds that the segregation strategy is feasible, i.e. qsegL (X) ≥ q̃1

L, if and only if
X is larger than some threshold. Rewriting qsegL (X) = q̃1

L with respect to X leads to
Xseg

1 . Moreover, the segregation strategy is thus considered for all X > Xseg
1 . Further

arguments are given in the text.
Suppose the leader invests such that the follower’s investment is not blocked. Then,

if the leader sets a capacity level sufficiently large, qnL > q̂1(X), it delays the follower’s
investment and it optimizes

E

 ∫ τF

t=0
qnLx(t)(ν − ωqoF − ηqnL)e−rtdt

+
∫ ∞
t=τF

qnLx(t)(ν − η(qnL + qoptF )e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣x(0) = X

− δqnL
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= E

 ∫ ∞
t=0

qnLx(t)(ν − ωqoF − ηqnL)e−rtdt

+
∫ ∞
t=τF

qnLx(t)(ωqoF − ηq
opt
F )e−rtdt

∣∣∣∣x(0) = X

− δqnL
= X

r − µ
qnL(ν − ωqoF − ηqnL) + X∗F (qnL)

r − µ
qnL(ωqoF − ηq

opt
F )

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β
− δqnL,

where τF is defined as the moment the follower undertakes investment. For the last
step, we use that

E

 ∫ ∞
t=τF

x(t)e−rtdt
∣∣∣∣ x(0) = X, x(τF ) = X∗F (qnL)

 =
(

X

X∗F (qnL)

)β
X∗F (qnL)
r − µ

.

We refer to Dixit and Pindyck (1994) (Chapter 9, Section 3) for the derivation.
Optimal capacity is determined via the following first order condition, giving the

interior solution,

X

r − µ
(ν − 2ηqnL − ωqoF )− β − 1

r − µ
qnL(ωqoF − ηq

opt
F )

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β−2 dX∗F
dqnL

+ X∗F (qnL)
r − µ

(ωqoF − ηq
opt
F )

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β
− δ

X∗F (qnL)
1
2q

n
L

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β dX∗F
dqnL

− δ = 0.

It is now shown that the value of X for which qdetL = 0 lies in D. Notice that since
one can easily construct an example for which this is true, it is sufficient to show that
it is not possible to have that {X : qdetL = 0} = {X : q̂1 = 0} for all parameter
sets. The first order conditions can be rewritten as,

X

r − µ
(ν − ωqoF ) + X∗F (qnL)

r − µ
(ωqoF − ηq

opt
F )

(
X

X∗F (qnL)

)β
= δ.

Then if inf{X : qdetL (X) > 0} = inf{X : q̂1(X) > 0} = X∗F (0), we have

X∗F (0) = δ(r − µ)
ν

,

which is equivalent to

(−1)(ν2 − 4ηqoF (1− ηqoF )) = ν
√
ν2 + (β2 − 1)4ηqoF (1− ηqoF ).

Since the left hand side is negative (see (4.18)) and the right hand side positive, one
has a contradition and therefore we have that the curve of the leader’s capacity starts
in D.

From (4.23) it follows that qdetL (X) = qsegL (X) if X = Xseg
1 . From this it follows

that qsegL (X) > q̃1
L if and only if X > Xseg

1 and qdetL (X) < q̃1
L if and only if X < Xseg

1 .
This also implies that Xdet

1 < Xseg
1 . �
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Proof of Proposition 4.5 From the smooth pasting and value matching conditions
one obtains the descriptions of the triggers.

The segregation trigger only exists if (ν − ωqoF )2 > 4ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )). Fix qoF ,
then the inequality becomes an equality for

qoL =
(1− ηqoF )±

√
(1− ηqoF )2 − (ν − ωqoF )2

2η .

However, since (1− ηqoF )2 < (ν − ωqoF )2 we always have that (ν − ωqoF )2 > 4ηqoL(1−
η(qoL + qoF )). �

Proof of Lemma 4.3 Notice that q̃2
L < q̂2(X) and qdetL (X) is an increasing function.

By definition, for X →∞ one has q̂2(X)→ q̃2
L. So if, for some X, qdetL (X) > q̃2

L, then
there exists X̃ such that qdetL (X) > q̂2(X) for all X > X̃. Hence, if qdetL (X) ∈ DU for
some X then also qdetL (X) ∈ AU for some X. �

Proof of Proposition 4.6 The main part of the proof is identical to the proof of
Proposition 4.4. The same proof applies to the intersection point between qsegL (X)
and qdetL (X) and with q̃2

L. Moreover, since

lim
X→∞

q̂2(X) = q̃2
L

and q̂2(X) is monotonically decreasing, it must hold that if, for someX, qdetL (X) ∈ DU ,
then there exists Xdet

2 such that qdetL (X) ∈ AU for X ≥ Xdet
2 . Further arguments are

given in the text. �

4.A.3 Endogenous Firm Roles
Proof of Lemma 4.4 Notice that if segregation is possible, it is at least possible
for ν = 1 and ω = 0. Under those specifications one finds

Xseg
1 = δ(r − µ)

4
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)− 1

Xseg
L = δ(r − µ)(β2 − 1)

β −
√

1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo)
.

Rewriting gives Xseg
L ≥ Xseg

1 if and only if

(β2 − 1)(4
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)− 1)− β +

√
1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo) ≥ 0. (4.24)

One can easily check that for qo = 0 this equation is negative and positive for qo = 1
4η .

Differentiating (4.24) with respect to qo gives
1− 2ηqo√
ηqo(1− ηqo)

+ 1− 4ηqo√
1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo)

,
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which is positive for all q ∈
(
0, 1

4η

]
. To see that the inequality in (4.24) holds for all

ηqo ∈ [1
4 ,

1
2 ], notice that a minimum to the equation is equal to

(β2 − 1)(
√

3− 1)− β + 1.

Since this is an increasing function in β and it is nonnegative for β = 1, one can
conclude that indeed for all ηqo ∈ [1

4 ,
1
2 ] the lemma holds. �

Proof of Lemma 4.5 The same reasoning, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, applies
here, where

XP = δ(r − µ)
1− 2

√
ηqo(1− ηqo)

.

Then XP ≥ Xseg
1 if and only if

4
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)− 1 ≥ 1− 2

√
ηqo(1− ηqo),

which is equivalent to ηqo(1− ηqo) ≥ 1
9 . Since q

o ≤ 1
2η , the condition in the lemma is

sufficient. �

Proof of Lemma 4.6 Following the proof of the Lemma 4.4 and 4.5 one can show
that a war of attrition is present if and only if

β −
√

1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− 2ηqo) + (β2 − 1)(2
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)− 1) ≥ 0.

Since the equation holds for qo = 1
2η but not for qo = 0, we study the derivative,

1− 2ηqo

2
√
ηqo(1− ηqo)

− 1− 4ηqo√
1 + (β2 − 1)4ηqo(1− η2qo)

.

Obviously, the derivative is positive for qo ≥ 1
4η . For q

o < 1
4η , first substitute q

o = γ
4η

so that we are interested in the value of the derivative for all γ ∈ [0, 1). This gives,

1− 1
2γ√

γ(1− 1
4γ)
− 1− γ√

1 + (β2 − 1)γ(1− 1
2γ)

.

This term is increasing with β. Since it is positive for β = 1, one can conclude that
this derivative is positive for all β ≥ 1 and γ ∈ [0, 1). Hence, there exists a qatt such
that the inequality is true for all qo ≥ qatt. �
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Appendix B

Additional Analyses

4.B.1 Segregation
The segregation strategy is feasible for the following cases, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.12.

Proposition 4.7 Let qoF ∈ R1 ∪R2. Define

q̃seg1 =
8η − 5ων − 4

√
(3η − 2ων)(η − ων)− η2(ν2 − 1)

16η2 − 7ω2 , (4.25)

q̃seg2 =
8η − 5ων + 4

√
(3η − 2ων)(η − ων)− η2(ν2 − 1)

16η2 − 7ω2 . (4.26)

Then, for sufficiently large X, the leader’s value function is optimized in the Segre-
gation Region for qoF > q̃seg1 if

ν ≤ 3ωη
η2 + 2ω2 .

Moreover, the segregation strategy is feasible for q̃seg1 < qoF < q̃seg2 if
3ωη

η2 + 2ω2 < ν <
8η

5ω +
√

16η2 − 7ω2 . (4.27)

The segregation strategy is never feasible if

ν ≥ 8η
5ω +

√
16η2 − 7ω2 .

Ν

qF
o

Segregation infeasible

Segregation

feasible

Figure 4.12: Regions showing where segregation is feasible.
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Proof of Proposition 4.7 This proof is equivalent to the proof of Proposition 4.8.
�

For a large value of the vertical differentiation parameter ν, that is, for a much
more profitable new product, the follower is more keen on adopting. Therefore, the
leader is not able to block the second firm in that case. For values of ν close to 1, both
firms are more eager to segregate since the cross-product sensitivity ω is smaller than
η. However, the follower’s old capacity should be sufficiently large to eliminate the
situation where the follower prefers adoption simply because it currently faces very
small profits due to a small capacity size. For intermediate values of ν the segregation
strategy is only interesting if the follower’s capacity is not too large, so that it would
like to change it’s capacity for a smaller size, not too small, so that it would like to
adopt to increase profits.

4.B.2 Investment under Accommodation
For the accommodation strategy the following proposition holds. Figure 4.13 il-

lustrates these cases.

Proposition 4.8 Let qoF ∈ R1 ∪R2. Define

q̃acc1 = 1
4η

2− ων

η
−

√√√√(2− ων

η

)2

− ν2

 > 0, (4.28)

q̃acc2 = 1
4η

2− ων

η
+

√√√√(2− ων

η

)2

− ν2

 . (4.29)

Ν

qF
o

Lower Region

Upper Region

infeasible

Lower Region

Lower Region

Lower

Region

Figure 4.13: Regions showing where accommodation is feasible.
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Then the accommodation strategy is feasible for X > Xacc
1 in the Lower Region for

qoF < q̃acc1 and qoF > q̃acc2 if
4ηω

η2 + 3ω2 < ν ≤ 2η
η + ω

.

Moreover, the accommodation strategy is feasible for X > Xacc
1 in the Lower Region

for qoF < q̃acc1 and in the Upper Region for qoF > q̃acc2 if

ν ≤ 4ηω
η2 + 3ω2 .

For q̃acc1 ≤ qoF ≤ q̃acc2 accommodation is never feasible.

Proof of Proposition 4.8 The accommodation strategy is considered to be feasible
as long as

lim
X→∞

qaccL (X) = ν

2η < q̃1
L.

Using (4.5), one can rewrite this condition. This gives qoF < q̃acc1 and qoF > q̃acc2 .
Similarly, the accommodation strategy is feasible for limX→∞ q

acc
L (X) = ν

2η > q̃2
L.

One can check that it comes down to the same equations.
The value with respect to qnL at which the Upper Region starts (see, e.g., Figure 4.1)

equals
qnL = ν(η2 + ω2)− 2ωη

η(η2 − ω2) .

This means that for ν
2η <

ν(η2+ω2)−2ωη
η(η2−ω2) one has that accommodation can only take

place in the Lower Region. However, the complementary case leads to the situations
where the Upper Region is reached for sufficiently large qoF . Rewriting leads to 4ηω

η2+3ω2 .
Finally, it needs to be shown that 4ηω

η2+3ω2 ≤ 2η
η+ω . Rewriting gives (η − ω)2 ≥ 0

which is always true. �

For small values of ν accommodation is only interesting to the leader when the
follower has a large share on the old market. In that case the follower would exchange
a large capacity on the old market for a smaller capacity on the new market. Con-
versely, when the follower is very small on the old market it prefers to quickly renew
its capacity by undertaking the investment. This makes the investment trigger of the
follower relatively small and it is then harder for the leader to deter the other firm.

As a side note, one can show that q̃acc2 ≤ η−ων
η2−ω2 if and only if ν ≤ 4ηω

η2+3ω2 . This
means that all cases presented in the proposition exist.
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4.B.3 Optimal Investment under the Presence of Accommo-
dation

At investment, under the segregation strategy, the leader obtains value V acc
L (X).

The value before investment, i.e. in the continuation region, is given by

V acc
L (X) = AaccL Xβ + X

r − µ
qoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )).

The optimal investment trigger is then given by

Xacc
L = δ(r − µ)

β − 1
βν +

√
ν2 + (β2 − 1)8ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF ))
ν2 − 8ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF )) . (4.30)

Proposition 4.9 Let qoF ∈ R1 ∪ R2 such that
√

2(1 − ηqoF ) > ν. Under the accom-
modation strategy, the leader invests at Xacc

L if and only if

qoL <
1− ηqoF −

√
(1− ηqoF )2 − 1

2ν
2

2η or qoL >
1− ηqoF +

√
(1− ηqoF )2 − 1

2ν
2

2η .

For
√

2(1− ηqoF ) ≤ ν the investment trigger exists for all qoL.

Proof of Proposition 4.9 The investment trigger follows from the smooth pasting
and value matching conditions. It follows from (4.30) that the investment trigger
exists if and only if

ν2 > 8ηqoL(1− η(qoL + qoF ).

Rewriting leads to the conditions with respect to qoL. Then these values only exist if

ν2 ≤ 2(1− ηqoF )2.

For
√

2(1 − ηqoF ) ≥ ν the inequality always holds. Notice that for ν =
√

2(1 − ηqoF )
the investment trigger exists for all qoL. �

For small values of ν the trigger does not exist and investment under accommo-
dation is always delayed. Small ν imply a relatively less profitable market. It would
require a larger value of X to undertake investment. However, for larger values of X
one finds that the optimal investment size increases sufficiently to delay the follower’s
investment. In the end, the optimal moment to undertake simultaneous investment
is always delayed.

Not only the existence of the trigger depends on the capacities on the old market,
also the relative position of the trigger with respect to Xacc

1 is fully dependent on qoL.
Notice that Xacc

1 is not dependent on the value of qoL, which is not the case for Xacc
L .
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Appendix C

Equilibriums

The main focus of this chapter is the presence of the second-mover advantage
and under which specifications the second firm undertakes investment. Since these
research questions can be answered without full specifications of the equilibria, the
determination and formulation is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, this
appendix will briefly discuss how one can formally specify the equilibriums.

4.C.1 Symmetric Players
Preemption Formally, following Fudenberg and Tirole (1985) and Steg and Thi-
jssen (2015), in the preemption region P = [XP ,∞) firm i plays a strategy (Gi, αi)
with the distribution function Gi of investment and intensity αi. At a stopping time
τ ∈ P , this is Gτ

i (s) = 1s≥τP ∀i where τP = inf{t ≥ t0 : x(t) ≥ XP} and inten-
sity ατi (s) = 1s≥τP

L(s)−F (s)
L(s)−M(s) ∀i. The functions L and F correspond to VLi and VFi

respectively where firm i is leader and sets qnLi in the first case and follower in the
second. The function M corresponds to the case where firms make a coordination
mistake and both invest as a leader. Since ν−η(qnLA+qnLB) ≥ 0 we don’t run into any
issues here. Nevertheless, since X assumed to be sufficiently small (see Section 4.2)
the intensity equals 0, so that each firm invests with probability 1

2 (see literature).

War of Attrition In a formal analysis, again following Fudenberg and Tirole
(1985) and Steg and Thijssen (2015), firms play a mixed strategy (Gi, αi) where
ατi is identical to the one for the preemptive strategy and where Gτ

i is played such
that firms are indifferent between investment and waiting in the attrition region
[XL, XP ) and equals 1 in P . Define Vi(t, Gj) to be firm i’s payoff under Gj. Then
firms are indifferent if Vi(t′, Gj) = Vi(t, Gj) ∀t′ ≥ t so that, as can be shown, Gτ

j

solves (F − L)dGτ
j + (1−Gτ

j )dL = 0.

4.C.2 Asymmetric Players
In Example 4.2 the order of the triggers shows that firm A has a second-mover

advantage and firm B has a first-mover advantage. However, firm A has no incentive
to wait until x reaches any of firm B’s investment triggers. As a result firm A

undertakes investment first. In this case one cannot speak of a war of attrition or
preemption game. Here, firm A’s triggers are below firm B’s triggers so that there
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exists no pair (GA, αA)× (GB, αB) such that firm A is indifferent between investment
and waiting for all ’adoption moments’ in the attrition region [XLA, XPA]. Therefore,
formally, since investment is not optimal for firm B at any moment before x hits
XPB for the first time and the arguments given above, the equilibrium strategy in
this example is Gτ

A(s) = ατA(s) = 1s≥τL and Gτ
B = ατB = 0 for all τ ∈ [0, τP) where

τL = inf{t ≥ t0 : x(t) ≥ XLA} and τP = inf{t ≥ t0 : x(t) ≥ XPB}. For τ ≥ τP
we are back in the preemption game described in Section 4.5.1. Nevertheless, this
framework is still under the assumption that x(0) is sufficiently small, i.e. x(0) <
XLA.
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5 Birth-Death Processes
with State Dependent

Transition Rates

Summary
This chapter studies the optimal investment timing in a setting with a birth-

death process. The main advantage of this approach is that we can determine
the optimal investment rule not only for problems with a standard type of
process (as, e.g., a geometric Brownian motion-driven diffusion) but also for
problems with any underlying type of process as, e.g., mean-reverting paths.
We moreover study an application where we look at the investment behavior of a
firm in a market where consumers are exposed to positive network externalities.
We find that the resulting underlying state process becomes mean-reverting.
We show that introducing a pricing function that is increasing in the number of
purchasing consumers will only pay off when the increase is modest. Moreover,
we see that smaller population sizes can increase the value of waiting while at
the same time restricting the feasibility of investment. This chapter is based
on Huberts and Thijssen (2017).

5.1 Introduction
In a standard real options setting for investment under uncertainty problems, mar-

ket uncertainty is assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion (see, e.g., Dixit
and Pindyck (1994) and McDonald and Siegel (1986)). Despite being reasonably
appropriate in a good number of situations, this is not always the most accurate
description of the market uncertainty behind economic problems. One of the ad-
vantages of a traditional set-up is that the use of a geometric Brownian motion,
generally, results in analytical expressions. This is an advantage that, e.g., mean-
reverting processes like an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, generally, do not possess. A
disadvantage is that (and this holds in general for Brownian motion-driven diffusions)
one is unable to vary with the upward trend and downward trend across states. These
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diffusion processes are assumed to be exogenously given. In this chapter we propose
a model where the underlying market uncertainty is implicitly determined as a con-
tinuous time Markov chain, in particular a birth-death process. In our application,
we study a market where the upward trend and downward trend of the underlying
process are independently determined and vary across states. In this way one can
obtain many types of underlying process as, e.g., processes with positive or negative
trends, mean reverting processes, or even processes where the process tends to move
away from a certain state. The methodology in this chapter is able to solve each of
these processes, i.e., this chapter shows how to obtain the optimal investment rule
for a given upward and downward trend. This makes it possible to solve optimal
investment problems with not only a geometric Brownian motion but also with, e.g.,
mean-reverting processes.

In particular, in our base model, we look at an application where the state process
reflects the number of consumers, so that the profitability of the project is stochastic
and depends on the number of consumers. We assume that the profits are generated
through repeated purchase behavior. One could think of, e.g., a subscription fee or
the price of a product or service. Our set-up allows for the introduction of network
externalities for consumers. This means that consumers value a good or service
(partially) by the total number of users. When considering positive externalities, this
will result in an acceleration of new consumers when the number of users increases.
Similarly, if consumers are subject to negative externalities the rate of new users
decreases for larger groups of consumers and, at the same time, the rate at which
consumers decide to stop purchasing goes up. Technically speaking, our set-up would
also allow for network externalities for the supply side, but for different reasons this
case is not studied in this chapter.

The concept of network externalities knows various applications. In the theory
of economic platforms different agents are connected through the use of an interme-
diate platform. In this way they provide each other with positive network effects.
This could include end-users and (potentially multiple) suppliers (e.g., eBay, Yellow
Pages), but the platform could also connect users without being able to disjoin them
(e.g., OTT platforms as What’s-app, Facebook, and Skype). A particular exam-
ple of these economic platforms that is related to the former type is the concept of
two-sided (multi-sided) markets where two (multiple) distinct groups are connected
through direct interaction.

The model proposed in this chapter solely incorporates the notion of network ex-
ternalities by discriminating the up- and downward trend of the underlying process
across states. The income generated could be collected through the use of an inter-
mediary, but could just as well be the direct result of a purchase in a set-up where a
firm provides goods or services directly to the consumer. Note that, even though they
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are related, a network effect is not the same as a Bandwagon effect. In the former,
consumers merely value a good or service more when the number of consumers is
higher, whereas in the latter consumers’ preferences over goods are determined by
the number of users or consumers. Under Bandwagon effects the product or plat-
form with the largest amount of consumers is likely to drive out competitors from
the market. Network effects are a more general notion, allowing for lasting compe-
tition on the market. This model even allows multi-homing, that is, consumers are
not restricted to one provider. They are allowed to buy goods and services from an
unrestricted amount of suppliers.

This chapter first determines the investment value and optimal investment rule for
the general case. Even though one cannot explicitely determine the investment value,
we show that we can derive the investment rule; not only for specific cases but for
the general set-up as well. Then, this chapter studies more intensively an application
where consumers are subject to positive network effects. Here, the growth of con-
sumers is positively related to the current number of consumers. At the same time,
consumers can independently decide to stop purchasing (temporarily). Consumers
have the option to abandon the product or service at any moment in time, either
by switching to other platforms or providers or by (temporarily) refraining from any
activity. We find that the underlying process is mean-reverting. This arises since for
a small amount of purchasing consumers the rate of arrivals is higher than the rate
at which consumers stop purchasing. The opposite holds for the case where almost
all potential consumers are purchasing. We moreover find that the value of waiting
decreases for larger groups of consumers. This happens since the process moves much
more quickly through the states, so that uncertainty and therefore risk is reduced.

An example of such an application is a product that requires a subscription fee as,
e.g., memberships for a fitness center, a sports club, or a video-on-demand (VOD)
company (e.g., Netflix, HBO, and Time Warner Cable). Here, a larger number of
members has a positive effect on (the quality of) the supply. One can think of,
e.g., better and more facilities when considering a fitness center or a better and
broader supply of series and movies for the case of a VOD company. In this way
there is a network effect for consumers. Companies offering social media fit the same
model. More members increases the value of the social media, while the companies
profit from advertisement and the sales of data. Other examples include news papers,
credit cards, internet/TV providers, cloud storage services (e.g., Dropbox and Google
Drive), and night clubs.

Another such market is the market for so-called “smart” products, as, e.g., naviga-
tion systems, where (technology) products become more valuable when they are more
widely adopted so that the rate at which new consumers arrive is increasing in the
current number of consumers. A third example entails service systems where factors
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like word-of-mouth induce an acceleration of the number of consumers. Here, for
instance, consumer loyalty plays an important role (see, e.g., Liu and Zhou (2008)).
A fourth example where our model could be applied to, is the repeated purchase
behavior of consumers under influence of a social network. From the studies on ho-
mophily1 (see, e.g., McPherson et al. (2001)) it follows that purchase decisions are
inter-dependent.

In an additional analysis, the effect of pricing is studied. We find that two effects
come into play. In a set-up where the price is an increasing function of purchasing
consumers we see that profits can increase as a result of higher pricing. However,
since a higher price might mitigate the acceleration for arrival of new purchasing
consumers and might drive out current active consumers, profits are reduced. This
arises since the path is expected to reach the lower states more frequently, inferred
from a lower mean. We then see that when prices increase only slightly, investment
is accelerated compared to a situation with flat prices, since the pricing effect is more
dominant. However, if the pricing curve increases more steeply, an increase in price
leads to a delay in investment. This results from the fact that the increase in price
cannot compensate for the drop in purchasing consumers.

A novel feature of our model is that jumps are assumed to be discrete. Although
very intuitive, this assumption is not common in the real options literature and results
in a discontinuous process. This chapter shows that the assumption does not interfere
with our proposed solution concept.

Literature This research contributes to various fields. The main contribution lies
in the introduction of optimal timing problems in the fields of, e.g., two-market models
and lies in the application of Markov chains in the real options literature so that one
is able to study, e.g., mean-reverting processes to a larger extend.

The field of two-sided markets is well studied, see, e.g, Rochet and Tirole (2003)
and Armstrong (2006). Research in this field is mostly concerned with (price) com-
petition on the market and/or social welfare (see, e.g., Kim (2016)). However, up to
our knowledge, no papers in this research field consider the optimal timing of invest-
ment. Even though we do not study competition, this chapter is a first, necessary,
step before one is able to study duopoly set-ups.

Ever since the optimal investment under uncertainty literature started off, one
mainly assumes the underlying state process to follow a geometric Brownian motion,
see, e.g., McDonald and Siegel (1986) and Dixit and Pindyck (1994). Metcalf and
Hassett (1995) departed from this idea and studied the investment under uncertainty

1Theory that people connect themselves or make relationships with other people with comparable
characteristics.
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set-up with a geometric mean reversion process

dx
x

= ω(x̄− x)dt+ σdz.

From their simulations one can conclude that the investment decision is not sig-
nificantly different when comparing a geometric mean reversion and a geometric
Brownian motion without drift. Sarkar (2003) extended this study by assuming the
systematic risk to be mean-reverting and shows that, in general, this does have a sig-
nificant impact. The work by Ewald and Wang (2010) shows that, when considering
a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process,

dx = ω(x̄− x)dt+ σ
√
xdz,

rather than geometric mean reversion, brings us much further in terms of closed form
solutions to the optimization problem.

Other types of underlying processes are a rarity in the literature. Contrarily, our
model allows, in principle, any type of underlying process. Methodology wise, the
closest literature to our work includes the work by Fontes et al. (2007) studying
production capacity decisions with a standard binomial lattice and the algorithmic
approach by Grillo et al. (2011). In the former, a Markov chain determines the path
on the Markov grid. However, in their work the probabilities qu and qd = 1− qu are
assumed to be fixed across states.

The notion of network effects has been studied before in the real options literature,
but it mainly focusses on network benefits from the supplier’s side. This mostly
applies to benefits when undertaking R&D investments (the survey by Liao and
Hong (2011) serves a good summary of the literature). To the best of our knowledge,
there has been no research done on network benefits from the consumer’s side, which
is not surprising given the use of the widely assumed diffusion processes as discussed
before.

This chapter is organized as follows. After describing this chapter’s set-up in
Section 5.2, Section 5.3 analyzes the process characteristics. Then, Section 5.4 studies
the value of investment and Section 5.5 looks at the investment problem. Section 5.6
contains additional analyses including robustness and sensitivity checks. Here, among
other things, we look at what happens to the problem if we increase the size of the
pool of agents, change the assumed pricing and costs function, and what happens
if we relax the assumption of absorbing states. Moreover, various other types of
distributions are studied in a more detail. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
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5.2 Model Description
This model considers the investment decision problem of a rational value maxi-

mizing firm on a market where the underlying uncertainty is assumed to follow a
birth-death process with state dependent transition rates. More particularly, it is
a birth-death process, where in our main analysis, we assume a finite number of
states. The interarrival time of new consumers is assumed to be exponentially dis-
tributed with a state dependent transition rate, as is the time between two ‘deaths’.
At investment the firm starts up production to serve its consumers.

In our main model, we consider a market where each state of the chain represents
the number of consumers that purchases the firm’s product2. Then, the profitability
of the considered product depends on consumer behavior. In this model N ∈ N
agents have the option to purchase the product. This means that, at each moment of
time, the group of N agents can be split into two groups: agents that are currently
purchasing, i.e., the consumers, and agents that represent potential consumers. We
will refer to the former group as active costumers and to the latter as inactive. Define
by nt ∈ N = {0, . . . , N} the number of consumers at time t ∈ R+ purchasing the
product. In the general model we define the rate at which inactive consumers become
active, that is, the rate at which the first inactive consumer becomes active, to be
equal to η(nt) for a given amount of active consumers nt at time t. Notice that
implicitly the number of inactive consumers could also be taken into account as they
form a group of N −nt agents. Similarly, at state nt the rate at which the first active
consumer becomes inactive is defined to be λ(nt). We make the natural assumption
that λ(0) = η(N) = 0.

For our application with positive network externalities for consumers we construct
the model in the following way. For inactive consumers, the willingness to start
purchasing the product depends on the number of active consumers. For each active
consumer the rate to switch between inactive to active is assumed to go up with η.
Then the time any of the N−nt inactive consumers switches to active is exponentially
distributed with rate ηnt. Notice that in this way state n = 0 becomes an absorbing
state3. This implies that the market is dead when this state is reached. At the same
time, each active consumer is assumed to switch back to inactive with rate λ. To
conclude, it holds that η(nt) = ηnt(N − nt) and λ(nt) = λnt.

This results in a path n = (nt)t≥0, denoting, at each point in time, the number
of active consumers, i.e. the number of consumers buying the product. The next

2Strictly speaking the consumer could also be buying a service, but for simplicity we prefer to
write that the consumption entails the purchasing of a good.

3Section 5.6.3 studies the effect of this assumption and also studies this model without absorbing
states.
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section studies the process n = (nt)t≥0 in greater detail4.
The firm receives net profits for each served active consumer. Analogous to stan-

dard models (see, e.g., Dixit and Pindyck (1994)), we assume that the firm is a
price taker. To serve consumers the firm needs to undertake an one-off investment
at sunk cost I > 0.5 After investment, the firm receives p(nt) per serving consumer
at each time t when there are nt active consumers, so that the profit stream equals
π(nt) = ntp(nt). To keep the model as general as possible we assume that the profit
flow for n = 0 is not zero, but equal to π(0). This could, for instance, entail costs
related to keeping the firm running, in which case π(0) < 0. Nevertheless, this would
only apply for the cases where the firm decides to continue operating when the num-
ber of active consumers reaches zero. The only other assumption we make is that
π(n + 1) > π(n) for all n. This means that more active consumers results in higher
profits. Note that this does not necessarily imply that p(n) is increasing in n. The
discount rate is denoted by r.

To evaluate the firm’s option to undertake investment we make use of standard
optimization techniques as applied in the real options literature. Here, the moment
of investment relates to the value of the state process n. Analogue to standard real
option problems the optimization problem is solved by applying Bellman’s Principle
of Optimality and then solve the problem backwards.

5.3 Distribution of the Process
This section aims to analyze the behavior and the distribution of the process

n = (nt)t≥0. By nt we denote the number of active consumers at time t. Let ∆t > 0
be small. Then the number of arrivals in the period [t, t+ ∆t] is Poisson distributed,
or, the time until the next arrival is exponentially distributed with transition rate
η(nt). As a result, at time t + ∆t there is one additional active consumer with

4This work is closely related to and inspired by epidemiology models where a distinction is
made between susceptible (S) and infected (I) agents (see, e.g., Brauer et al. (2008)). This chapter’s
set-up is comparable to SIS models where infected agents become susceptible again after curing, as
opposed to SIR models where a cured agent becomes immune and is called recovered (R). The main
difference is that in SIS/SIR models, the development of the infected population is studied and one
is interested in the process as such. Contrarily, our focus is on the investment of the firm where the
underlying process only plays a role in the pursuit to find the optimal investment moment. This
work is also related to queueing systems, where our application with consumer externalities could be
classified as an Mn/M/∞/N queueing system. Here, as in the relation to epidemiology models, we
do not only study the process itself, but aim to apply the process in an investment under uncertainty
setting. For the general model, the process could be classified as a Gn/Hn/∞/N queueing system.

5See Section 5.6.1 for cost structures.
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probability
η(nt)∆te−η(nt)∆t = η(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),

where O(∆t) is such that 1
h
O(h) → 0 as h → 0. One can show that the probability

of two jumps is of the magnitude of O(∆t), so that, for small ∆t, this probability
converges to zero. In a similar fashion, one consumers drops out with probability

λ(nt)∆te−λ(nt)∆t = λ(nt)∆t+ O(∆t).

This leads to the following characterization of the distribution of nt+∆t, i.e. the
process after a time period of ∆t units, for a given value of nt

nt+∆t =



nt + 1 with probability η(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
nt with probability 1− η(nt)∆t− λ(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
nt − 1 with probability λ(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
other value with probability O(∆t).

This means that

E[∆nt|nt] = (η(nt)− λ(nt))∆t+ Et[O(∆t)].

Taking limits, ∆t ↓ 0, leads to

Et[dnt] = (η(nt)− λ(nt))dt.

For the application with network effects for consumers the transition rates are as-
sumed to be η(nt) = ηnt(N − nt) and λ(nt) = λnt with η, λ ∈ R+. It is then found
that

Et[dnt]
nt

= −η (nt − n̄) dt,

with n̄ = N − λ
η
. This shows that the process is mean reverting around n̄ with mean

reversion rate ηnt. When nt > n̄ the process is expected to decrease, which is caused
by a higher downward rate relative to the upward rate. A larger value of λ decreases
the mean as a result of a shorter expected time that consumers switch from active
to inactive. Conversely, an increase in η would have a positive effect on the level of
n̄. The mean depends not only on the values of λ and η but also on the value of
N , the total amount of consumers. Rather, the mean n̄ is defined by the average
number of consumers not purchasing the product θ = λ

η
. This comes as a result of

the cap imposed on the number of consumers, which drives the parabolic nature of
the upward rate balancing out the upward and downward movement of the process.

More technically, one can write the diffusion process as

dnt = Y (nt)dJ(nt),
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where

dJ(nt) =

1 with probability (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt,
0 with probability 1− (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt,

and

Y (nt) =

1 with probability η(nt)
η(nt)+λ(nt) ,

−1 with probability λ(nt)
η(nt)+λ(nt) .

With the process n one can associate a process ñ = (ñt)t≥0, the so called compensated
Poisson process,

dñt = −(η(nt) + λ(nt))E[Y (nt)]dt+ Y (nt)dJ(nt)
= −(η(nt)− λ(nt))dt+ Y (nt)dJ(nt)
= −ηnt(N − θ − nt)dt+ Y (nt)dJ(nt).

The bulk of the standard real option analyses assumes the underlying process to
be a geometric Brownian motion,

dxt
xt

= µdt+ σdzt,

where z is a Wiener process. This process differs in various ways from the process
derived above. The most obvious difference between the two is the fact that this
process has discrete jumps, whereas a geometric Brownian motion is a continuous
function. Apart from that, more subtly, dnt is affected differently by the value of
the current state than dxt. Here, our model is more flexible with micro-foundations.
A third difference concerns noise, and therefore uncertainty, which is exogenously
inserted in the standard model, whereas in this chapter the fluctuations are state
dependent and determined within the model.

More closely related are mean reverting processes. An Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process,

dxt = ω(x̄− xt)dt+ σdzt,

is, when considering mean reverting-processes, one of the more popular diffusions.
The expectation and variance of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process are ω(x̄− xt)dt and
σ2dt, respectively, making the drift, but not the noise, of the diffusion dependent on
xt. Given the mathematical representation, the geometric version of this process is
then even closer to the process obtained in our application.

5.3.1 Reaching State n
In our application with η(nt) = ηnt(N−nt) the market dies when state 0 is reached.

Since n = 0 is an absorbing state, not necessarily all states have been visited before
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the process dies out. For the case where there are no absorbing states, all states will,
almost surely, be visited. Proposition 5.1 defines the probability that a certain state
is visited in a finite amount of time, i.e. before the process dies out.

Proposition 5.1 Let i, n ∈ N with i < n and Pi(n) = P[reaching state n at some
t <∞ | n0 = i]. Assume η(nt) = ηnt(N − nt) and λ(nt) = λnt. Then

Pi(n) = Ai
An

,

where

Ai =
i∑

j=1

(
λ

η

)j−1 (N − j)!
(N − 1)! .

Since A1 = 1 we see that the probability of reaching state n starting with one
active consumer equals 1/An. One can easily check that An is an increasing function.
Interestingly, An increases concavely for n < N − (θ − 1) and convexly for n >

N − (θ − 1). This is in line with the finding that the process n is mean reverting
around N − θ.

Example 5.1 Let there be N = 4 consumers, define θ = λ
η
. The probability that, at

some point, all consumers buy the product equals

P1 =
 4∑
j=1

(
λ

η

)j−1 (N − j)!
(N − 1)!

−1

=
1 + λ

η

2!
3! +

(
λ

η

)2 1!
3! +

(
λ

η

)3 0!
3!

−1

= 6
6 + 2θ + θ2 + θ3 ,

P2 =
[
1 + θ

2!
3!

]
P1 = P1 + 2θ

η + 4λ+ 2λ2 + 2λ3 = 6 + 2θ
6 + 2θ + θ2 + θ3 ,

P3 =
[
1 + θ

2!
3! + θ2 1!

3!

]
P1 = 6 + 2θ + θ2

6 + 2θ + θ2 + θ3 .

For θ = 1 , i.e. λ = η, it follows P1 = 3
5 , P2 = 4

5 , and P3 = 9
10 . For θ = 2 these

probabilities become P1 = 3
11 , P2 = 5

11 , and P3 = 7
11 , while, for θ = 1

2 , P1 = 48
59 , P2 =

56
59 , and P3 = 58

59 .

Notice that in this case the probability Pi,i+1 that, when the process is currently
at state i, it will ever reach state i+ 1 equals

Pi,i+1 = Ai
Ai+1

= 1−
(
λ

η

)i (N − i− 1)!
(N − 1)!

1
Ai+1

,

for all i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
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For the general case we have that Pi(n) = 1 for all i < n if there are no absorbing
states. Therefore, suppose that η(0) = 0 and that n = 0 is the only absorbing state.
In line with Proposition 5.1, define by Pi(n) the probability of reaching state n when
n0 = i < n. Let θ(k) = λ(k)

η(k) with θ(0) = 1, then for the general case Ai is defined as

Ai =
i∑

j=1

j−1∏
k=0

θ(k).

5.3.2 Noise of the Process
After deriving dnt, one can, in a similar fashion, look at dn2

t . It follows that,

(∆nt)2 =



(1)2 with probability η(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
(−1)2 with probability λ(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
0 with probability 1− η(nt)∆t− λ(nt)∆t+ O(∆t),
other values with probability O(∆t),

leading to, in expectation,

E[(∆nt)2|nt] = (η(nt) + λ(nt))∆t+ E[O(∆t)].

Notice that

E2
t [∆nt] = (η(nt)− λ(nt))2(∆t)2 + Et[O(∆t)] = Et[O(∆t)].

Taking limits, ∆t ↓ 0, leads to

Vart[dnt] = Et[(dnt)2]− E2
t [dnt]

= (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt− 0
= (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt,

which boils down to

Vart[dnt]
nt

= Et[(dnt)2]
nt

= η(N + θ − nt)dt,

for our application. Here, since N + θ > nt for all nt ∈ N , the noise increases for
larger values of η, λ, and N . The rates at which consumers change their purchase
decisions are going up with λ and η, indicating that the system faces jumps more
rapidly when these transition rates go up. When η goes up, the process more quickly
reaches the mean, if not having reached state n = 0 in the meanwhile. Ultimately,
this leads to a higher probability that the process will not die out anywhere soon.
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Conversely, λ has a comparable effect on Vart[dnt] as η, while having a different effect
on the investment problem and the evolution of the process n.

Notice that the concept of noise and uncertainty is different in this set-up than in
the case of a Brownian motion. In the latter case, more noise implies more uncertainty
and therefore risk, which is generally perceived as undesirable. Here, more noise
does not (necessarily) mean more uncertainty. Instead, a larger value of η increases
the mean and makes that the process more rapidly converges to its mean, which
reduces the risk. Also notice that there is no parameter that does only appear in the
variance. Surely, the variance and expectation of n contain both η(n) and λ(n) so
that, technically speaking, one can change the variance keeping the expectation fixed.
However, changing these functions would also change the set-up of the problem. This
is not the case for the parameter σ in the case of a geometric Brownian motion, which
is solely related to uncertainty.

For our application, a larger value of N not only increases variance but also in-
creases the mean and the mean reversion rate. Therefore, since the process generally
converges to the mean, a larger spread arises explaining the larger variance. More-
over, if N increases, η(nt) goes up, but λ(nt) remains unaffected. A larger value of
λ, though, is undesirable for three reasons. First, the mean of the process decreases,
which decreases profits. Second, the time above the mean decreases since the down-
ward rate is larger. Thirdly, the risk increases that the process dies out. Hence, the
relation between risk and noise is different for this set-up.

Notice that at the mean nt = n̄ the noise becomes

Vart[dnt]
n̄

= 2λdt.

5.4 Expected Value at Investment
In the previous section, the distribution of n is determined, allowing one to calcu-

late the firm’s value of investment. When the firm undertakes investment it receives a
positive cash flow stream until the process dies out. With p(nt) denoting the net profit
for each consumer, the firm gains, at each point in time, a value of π(nt) = ntp(nt)
for nt ≥ 1. For nt = 0 the firm receives π(0) if η(0) > 0. The firm obtains V (nt)− I,
at investment, denoting the expected discounted cash inflow stream from time t on-
wards corrected for the investment outlay, where, at time t, V (nt) is the expected
accumulated future cash-inflow stream,

V (n) = E
[∫ ∞
s=t

π(ns)e−r(s−t)ds | nt = n
]
. (5.1)

Then the following proposition shows that the value V (nt) is recursively defined.
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Proposition 5.2 Let n = 1, . . . , N − 1, then it holds that

V (n) = π(n)
λ(n) + η(n) + r

+ η(n)
λ(n) + η(n) + r

V (n+1)+ λ(n)
λ(n) + η(n) + r

V (n−1). (5.2)

Moreover, for n = 0 and n = N it holds that

V (0) = π(0)
η(0) + r

+ η(0)
η(0) + r

V (1),

V (N) = π(N)
λ(N) + r

+ λ(N)
λ(N) + r

V (N − 1).

For our application this comes down to

V (n) = π(n)
λn+ ηn(N − n) + r

+ ηn(N − n)
λn+ ηn(N − n) + r

V (n+ 1)

+ λn

λn+ ηn(N − n) + r
V (n− 1),

V (N) = π(N)
λN + r

+ λN

λN + r
V (N − 1).

In this recurrence relation the value at n is defined as a function of V (n+ 1) and
V (n − 1), denoting the discounted expected future value of the chain after the next
transition, plus a term reflecting the intermediate profit while being in state n.

The recurrence relation in (5.2) can be solved using the Tridiagonal Matrix algo-
rithm (sometimes called the Thomas algorithm (1949))6. This leads to the following
proposition.

Proposition 5.3 Define, for n ∈ N ,

γn+1 = η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn) , (5.3)

βn+1 = π(n) + λ(n)βn
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn) , (5.4)

where γ0 = β0 = 0. Let n ∈ N . Then, for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

V (n) = γn+1V (n+ 1) + βn+1 = η(n)V (n+ 1) + π(n) + λ(n)βn
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)

solves (5.2), and, for n = N , it holds that

V (N) = π(N) + λ(N)βN
r + λ(N)(1− γN) .
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Nn
- n

γn+1

(a) The function γn.
Nn

- n

βn+1

(b) The function βn.

Figure 5.1: Examples of the functions γn and βn, for different values of n = 1, . . . , N . Unless
mentioned otherwise, all examples in this chapter use the following parametrization: η = 1, λ =
15, N = 35, w = 1, and r = 0.05.

Here, the function γn+1 can be interpreted as a stochastic discount factor for the
period until the process reaches the state with one additional consumer. From (5.3)
and (5.4) one can conclude, by induction, that 0 ≤ γn+1 < 1 and βn+1 > 0 for all
n ≥ 1.7 The accumulated profits during the time it takes for the process to reach
state n+ 1 from state n, i.e. the intermediate profit, is then captured by the function
βn+1. This is either the profit gained when only one jump is required to reach n+ 1
reflected by the term π(n) or when more jumps are required in case the process goes
down first. As βn+1 reflects the profits in the time between the process goes from n

to n + 1, one can conclude that λ(n)βn accounts for the profits obtained when the
process does not directly reach n+ 1, but first visits state n− 1.

Note that, unless either η(n) or λ(n) depends on N , both functions γn+1 and βn+1

are independent of the size of the population N . This will turn out to be relevant
later. For η(n) = ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn this comes down to

γn+1 = ηn(N − n)
r + ηn(N − n) + λn(1− γn) , (5.5)

βn+1 = np(n) + λnβn
r + ηn(N − n) + λn(1− γn) , (5.6)

for n = 1, . . . , N with γ1 = β1 = 0. This explains the shape of the functions γn+1

and βn+1, as shown in Figure 5.1. Here, comparable to the optimization problem of
Metcalf and Hassett (1995), we assume the price function to be fixed across state,
i.e. p(n) = w, w ∈ R, so that the profit at each amount of active consumers nt

6See Appendix B for more about this algorithm.
7Although it looks like γn+1 is strictly positive for all n ∈ N , it equals zero for n = N , since

η(N) = 0.
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equals π(nt) = wnt. Understandably this is a debatable assumption. The main
reason it is chosen this way is to be able to isolate the effects of various other model
inputs. One could argue that the price should go up when the product becomes more
popular. However, as marginal costs decrease, one might also alternatively argue that
the price should decrease. Indeed, Kim (2016), for instance, finds that the optimal
subscription fee for a platform optimally decreases when the associated technology
becomes more developed. All together, it is ex-ante not implicit whether the optimal
pricing strategy should entail increasing or decreasing prices. We therefore refrain
from extensively developing the firm’s pricing strategy and for tractability reasons,
in our examples, a linear profit function is used. In Section 5.6.2 the effects of an
increasing and decreasing pricing function p(n) are discussed.

For values of n around the mean n̄ the process is expected to remain around its
current value, which results in a discount factor close to 1 and small values of βn+1.
For large values of n the process is expected to go down so that, in expectation, the
period until reaching one additional consumer is long. This results in a small value of
γn+1. Since it is expected to take a while before one reaches one additional consumer,
the additional profits are much larger for n > n̄, as Figure 5.1b shows. At the same
time, for values close to n = 0, the probability that the process dies out is large so
that reaching one additional consumer is not certain. Therefore, the discount factor
is closer to zero8. The function βn is linear in w and therefore, so is V (n). The unit
price w can therefore be seen as a scaling parameter.

The function V (n) looks as shown in Figure 5.2. From (5.1) it follows that V (n)
is increasing in n. Most remarkably, this is a concave function, in contrast to general
real option models with a geometric Brownian motion. This is not explained by the
concave nature of the drift term of the underlying stochastic process,

−ηn(n− n̄).

n

V (n)-I

Figure 5.2: Value at investment V (n)−I for different values of n. Default parameters: η = 1, λ =
20, N = 35, w = 1, I = 50, and r = 0.05.

8In Section 5.6.3 it is shown that this effect disappears when there is no absorbing state.
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When trying different η(n) and λ(n) one will see that the value function will remain
concave. However, it is explained by the speed the process moves,

λ(n) + η(n) = ηn(N + θ − n).

The process moves quicker for larger values of n, so that the intermediate period
between states is smaller, which results in not only larger values of the discounting
factor γn+1 but also reduces the intermediate profit stream captured by βn+1. This
is mostly sensible for values of n below the mean. For values above n̄, the process
is expected to go down, so that one additional consumer only generates a temporary
additional stream of profits. This leads to the effect that the additional value of one
active consumer is not too large. At the same time, the downward pressure on the
process increases for larger n so that again, the process moves more quickly in these
states.

5.5 Investment Problem
In this section the optimal investment rule is determined and studied. The firm

faces the following optimization problem,

sup
τ≥0

e−rτ E
[∫ ∞
s=τ

π(ns)e−r(s−τ)ds− I | nτ = n
]
.

The investment moment τ ∗, that is, the value of the argument τ that solves the
optimization problem, is then the first hitting time of the process reaching state
nτ∗ .9 First, the value of waiting is determined with, consequently, the optimal trigger
n∗ = nτ∗ . Then, the trigger is studied for different parameter values and the end of
this section looks at the effect of the absorbing state n = 0.

5.5.1 Value of Waiting
Denote by F (nt) the value of waiting, i.e., the value when currently being at state

nt one invests at some later point in the future. The option value F (nt) satisfies the
Bellman equation given by

rF (nt) = lim
dt↓0

1
dtEdF (nt),

where
dF (nt) = [F (nt− + Y (nt))− F (nt−)]dI(nt).

9Technically, one assumes that n(0) < nτ∗ . For the case n(0) ≥ nτ∗ it holds that τ∗ = 0.
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This leads to(η(n) + λ(n) + r)F (n) = η(n)F (n+ 1) + λ(n)F (n− 1) for n < n∗,

F (n) = V (n)− I for n ≥ n∗,
(5.7)

where n∗ ∈ N is the minimum amount of active costumers required for investment.
This means that for values of n < n∗ waiting yields a larger value than investment,
corresponding to what is called the continuation region in the investment under un-
certainty literature. The associated stopping region is then equal to all values of n
such that n ≥ n∗.

Proposition 5.4 For n < n∗, (5.7) is solved by

F (n) = η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)F (n+ 1).

with F (n∗) = V (n∗)− I.

Notice that, since γn ∈ [0, 1), F (n) is an increasing function. By induction, one
can conclude that for n < n∗, F (n) can be written as

F (n) = (V (n∗)− I)
n∗−1∏
k=n

η(k)
r + η(k) + λ(k)(1− γk)

.

This means that the product on the right-hand side should be seen as this model’s
discount factor,

E
[
e−rτ

∗] =
n∗−1∏
k=n

η(k)
r + η(k) + λ(k)(1− γk)

,

where τ ∗ is the first hitting time of state n∗. Here, each term

η(k)
r + η(k) + λ(k)(1− γk)

represents the discounting over the time between k active consumers and k+ 1 active
consumers. The fraction takes the form of a discrete discount factor where in the
numerator the rate of going up is present. The denominator consists of three terms:
the discount rate r, the rate at which the process goes up, and a term including the
rate at which the process goes down. The discount factor accounts for the time until
the process hits one more consumer. This either happens at the first next event, with
an upward jump, or requires more steps when the process first goes down. In that
respect, γk accounts for these events.
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5.5.2 Investment Threshold
The following proposition determines the optimal moment of investment. Here,

we make use of the fact that at n = n∗ − 1, firms find it optimal to delay their
investment, while this no longer holds for n = n∗.

Proposition 5.5 Let n∗ be the investment trigger, then

n∗ = min
{
n ∈ {0, . . . , N}

∣∣∣∣ I ≤ π(n) + λ(n)βn
r + λ(n)(1− γn)

}
.

Intuitively, investment is undertaken at the first time when the fraction

π(n) + λ(n)βn
r + λ(n)(1− γn)

exceeds the level of I. In that situation, the expected future profit stream covers the
investment outlay I required at the time of investment.

Figure 5.3 shows what the threshold looks like as a function of the mean n̄ = N− λ
η

for different values of λ. A larger λ decreases the expected path of nt so that firms
delay their investments. The opposite holds when the mean goes up, so that firms
accelerate their investment moment.

Alternative formulations of the threshold n∗ include

n∗ = min
{
n ∈ {0, . . . , N}

∣∣∣∣ I ≤ βn+1
1− γn+1

}
, (5.8)

so that the stopping region includes all points n such that

I ≤ βn+1
1− γn+1

.

15 20 25 30 35
n

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

n
*

Figure 5.3: Threshold n∗ as a function of n̄, for different values of λ (solid) and η (dashed).
Default parameters: η = 1, λ = 15, N = 35, w = 1, I = 100, and r = 0.05.
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Notice that this fraction, unless either η(n) or λ(n) depends on N , is not dependent
on the population size N . That means that, even though we assume that the process
is bounded by N , this is not necessarily a confining assumption.

One can show that, under the assumption that n(0) = 0, investment is undertaken
immediately10 if and only if I ≤ π(0)

r
. Assuming state n = 0 is an absorbing state, we

find the equivalent expression where, under the assumption that n(0) = 1, investment
is undertaken immediately if and only if

I ≤ π(1)
r + λ(1) .

Notice that the emergence of the term λ(1) in the latter expression is similarly
present in a model with a geometric Brownian motion where the arrival of a shock
happening to the market follows a Poisson Process PP(λ). However, for instance in
the case of our application, the probability that the process dies immediately after
the next transition equals

λ

η(N − 1) + λ
.

It follows that, even though this probability can get very close to 1 by setting η

sufficiently small, investment is still undertaken as long as I is small enough.

Example 5.2 Let N = 10. Assume η(n) = ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn with λ = 5
and η = 1, so that n is mean reverting around N − θ = 5. Furthermore, assume
w = 1, r = 0.05 and I = 9. Table 5.1 shows, for n ∈ N the value function V (n)
and the investment rule fraction βn+1

1−γn+1
. Recall that the stopping region includes all

points n such that
I ≤ βn+1

1− γn+1
.

From Table 5.1 we see that investment is undertaken when the process hits n = 7,
which would have been n = 4 in case of the NPV rule. Since the mean is quite low,
the probability of the process dying out soon is quite substantial. Therefore, to cover
the investment cost, a relatively long project duration should be expected in order for
the project to be profitable. Therefore, one requires a threshold that is relatively large.

From the example one can infer that, for I being sufficiently large, it is possible that
n∗ > n̄. In these cases, the investment cost is too large to be covered by the long-run
expected future profit stream. Instead, one requires some additional profits, gained
when the process takes values above the mean, to afford the investment.

10As a result, when the inequality is satisfied, investment is immediately undertaken for any n(0).
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n V (n) β(n+1)
1−γ(n+1)

1 4.75 0.20
2 7.30 0.74
3 8.79 1.79
4 9.74 3.40
5 10.38 5.46
6 10.84 7.64
7 11.19 9.53
8 11.46 10.84
9 11.69 11.55
10 11.88 11.88

Table 5.1: Value function and decision fraction of Example 5.2.

To prove that n∗ is uniquely determined, it is sufficient to show that the fraction
βn+1

1−γn+1
is increasing in n. Then, the firm waits in the continuation region

C =
{
n ∈ N : I >

βn+1
1− γn+1

}

and undertakes investment in the stopping region S := N\C. The following proposi-
tion shows that this is indeed the case when π(n+ 1) > π(n).

Proposition 5.6 Let βn and γn be defined as in Proposition 5.3 and let n ∈ N\N .
If π(n+ 1) > π(n), then

βn
1− γn

<
βn+1

1− γn+1
.

Net present value

The following lemma relates the investment rule to the net present value.

Lemma 5.1 Let βn, γn, and V (n) be defined as in Proposition 5.3, then,

βn+1
1− γn+1

< V (n+ 1)

for all n = 0, . . . , N − 1.

Investment is undertaken at n = n∗ for the smallest value of n such that
βn∗+1

1− γn∗+1
≤ I.
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bn+1

1-gn+1

wn
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Figure 5.4: General shape of the fraction βn+1
1−γn+1

, for different values of n = 1, . . . , N .

However, according to Lemma 5.1, at n = n∗ it holds that V (n∗+1) > I so that under
the NPV rule investment would have been undertaken for some n ≤ n∗. This shows
that also under this chapter’s formulation of the investment problem, investment is
not undertaken earlier than what the NPV analysis dictates.

5.5.3 Mean Reverting Processes
In this section we study the investment rule more closely for the case of η(n) =

ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn. In Section 5.6.4 it is shown that one observes a similar
pattern for other choices of mean-reverting processes.

The investment rule fraction βn+1
1−γn+1

is shown in Figure 5.4. Characteristically
the fraction follows wn

r
for values below n̄, but then changes for values beyond n̄.

Lemma 5.4 in Appendix A shows that the fraction is always below π(n)
r
. For values

below n̄, higher investment cost can be covered by additional consumers at the mo-
ment of investment. However, when the process reaches values above n̄, the process
is expected to return to its mean so that the additional value of one more consumer
is very small and only results in temporary short term revenues. This is not the case
for n < n̄ since then all future payoff streams are expected to be relatively higher.
This explains the shape of the investment rule fraction.

Figure 5.5 shows what the option value F (n), the value in the continuation region,
typically looks like. Similar to the value function V (n) this function takes a concave
shape. The intuition behind this result is of a similar nature. For small values of n,
the process moves slower since the transition rates are smaller. As a result, it takes
longer before the process reaches the next state which leads to stronger discounting
in γn+1. This brings up the question whether this is a general result and whether this
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Figure 5.5: Value function V (n)− I and value of waiting F (n) for different values of n. Default
parameters: η = 1, λ = 6, N = 10, n∗ = 4, w = 1, I = 2, and r = 0.05.

also holds for n∗ > n̄. As we will show, this is not the case. Intuitively, for n∗ > n̄,
getting closer to n∗ for values of n > n̄ yields a lot of value, since it was expected
that the process goes down and this increase makes investment more likely. Generally
speaking, this reasoning leads to the prediction that the function F to be concave for
n ≤ n̄ and to be convex for n̄ < n < n∗. Let G : N→ R be an increasing function.
Then G is called convex at n if

G(n+ 1)−G(n) > G(n)−G(n− 1).

Proposition 5.7 Let n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n∗− 1}. Then the value function F (n) is convex
at n if and only if

r + λ(n)(1− γn)
r + λ(n− 1)(1− γn−1) >

η(n)
r + η(n− 1) + λ(n− 1)(1− γn−1) .

One can show that this condition is equivalent to

γn+1 <
1− γn+1
1− γn

.

Since γn+1 ∈ [0, 1) one can easily see that this equation always holds if γn+1 ≤ γn,
i.e. for when n is close to N . This holds for cases where the investment threshold is
large. The equation in the proposition indicates that for relatively large n it holds in
general. The left hand-side is close to one, which makes that if the right hand-side is
smaller than one, the equation is satisfied. Since the last term in the denominator is
close to zero (for n not too close to N), we have that the denominator is definitely
larger that the numerator if n − 1 ≥ 1

2N , for in that case η(n) = ηn(N − n) is
decreasing in n.
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Figure 5.6: Value function V (n)− I and value of waiting F (n) for different values of n. Default
parameters: η = 1, λ = 6, N = 10, n∗ = 7, w = 1, I = 5, and r = 0.05.

Numerically one can check that this turning point lies around n̄ for r = 0. For
r > 0 this point decreases so that for all n̄ < n < n∗ definitely the value of waiting
behaves convexly. This is similar to the value of waiting associated with the Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross process, as studied by Ewald and Wang (2010). Figure 5.6 gives an
illustration.

Effect of Parameters

Generally we see that firms delay their investment for larger values of λ, r, and
I, but accelerate for larger values of η, w, and N . This implies that the threshold is
increasing with θ. If the mean of the process nt goes up, i.e. for larger N and η and
smaller λ, the process is expected to stay longer around the mean before the process
dies out. This means that, once a certain level is reached, investment is relatively safer
for the same N when the mean increases. Therefore, the expected payoff increases
and one can accelerate investment. Moreover, a larger η means that the process more
quickly goes up, which makes investment more attractive, decreasing the threshold.
The opposite argument applies to λ. For larger r, one discounts more heavily so that
future profits need to increase in order to make up for the investment cost which
happens when investment is delayed. For a higher unit price w the same reasoning
holds. It increases the profitability so that one invests in an earlier stage of the
process. For I one obviously finds a positive relation with the investment threshold.

5.6 Additional Analyses and Robustness
In this section we look at several additional robustness checks and analyses. First

the investment problem is studied for large populations, that is, if N →∞. Next the
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assumption of fixed investment costs is changed. In the following section we change
the pricing function p(n) to see whether an increase or decrease in prices changes the
investment problem. The subsequent analysis relaxes the assumption of absorbing
states. This chapter, so far, only looked at the application with positive network
externalities for consumers. Section 5.6.4 considers other choices for η(n) and λ(n).
Section 5.6.5 then considers the question whether investment is always feasible. In the
final part we make a brief comparison between a birth-death process and a geometric
Brownian motion. This final robustness check shows that both methodologies will
result in the same investment rule.

5.6.1 Large Populations
In this section the investment problem is studied for large populations, that is, for

the case where N → ∞. First we look at what happens for the case with network
effects for consumers, after which the problem is generalized.

The following proposition shows that the investment threshold converges to a
constant when the number of consumers increases.

Proposition 5.8 Let η(n) = ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn for all n ∈ N . Assume
π(n) = wn. If N →∞, then

n∗ → r

w
I.

More generally, one can state that if N → ∞, then investment is undertaken in the
stopping region defined as all states n, such that

I ≤ π(n)
r

.

Larger investment costs, and similarly lower prices, increase the threshold since it
requires higher expected profits to cover the cost. When discounting is done under a
higher rate, expected profits are reduced. As a result, one requires a higher number
of active consumers to cover this. Notice that both λ and η play no role. Recall that
the rate at which the process goes up equals ηn(N − n) and the rate at which the
process goes down equals λn. This means that if N becomes very large, the rate the
process goes up also becomes very large, i.e. λ(n) → ∞ as N → ∞. As a result,
λ(n) is always dominated by N . Moreover, if N goes to infinity, then also n̄ goes to
infinity.

Going back to the general model with η(n) and λ(n) as the functions for the
respective transition rates, the following can be concluded. First, let us distinguish
different cases for the effect of large N on these functions. Since η(n) and λ(n)
are no longer given functions let us study what happens if these functions converge
for all n to the same value as N → ∞. Table 5.2 shows the effect for the cases
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N →∞ η(n)→ 0 η(n)→∞ η(n)→ η̄

λ(n)→ 0 γn+1 → 0 γn+1 → 1 γn+1 → η̄
r+η̄

βn+1 →
π(n)
r

βn+1 → 0 βn+1 →
π(n)
r+η̄

λ(n)→∞ γn+1 → 0 γn+1 → ? γn+1 → 0
βn+1 →

π(0)
r

βn+1 → 0 βn+1 →
π(0)
r

λ(n)→ λ̄ γn+1 → 0 γn+1 → 1 γn+1 → ∗∗
βn+1 → ∗ βn+1 → 0 βn+1 → ∗ ∗ ∗

Table 5.2: Conversion of γn and βn when N →∞.

where the functions η(n) and λ(n) converge to 0, infinity, or a constant for all n as
N →∞. The case where both functions converge to infinity, one cannot possibly tell
how γn+1 will behave, since that will depend on the relative speed of convergence.
If η(n) = O(λ(n)) then γn+1 → 1 and βn+1 → 0. The overall results are in line
with what one could expect given the intuition. The function γn+1, representing
the discounting, converges to 0 when reaching one more state becomes practically
impossible, and converges to 1 when this is expected to happen immediately. The
intermediate profit is represented by βn and converges therefore to 0 when reaching
one more state is expected to happen almost immediately. The cases with asterices
indicate that the functions do not converge to the same value for each n. Instead,
γn+1 and βn+1 converge to functions of n. For instance, for case ∗, this is

βn+1 →
w

(r + λ̄)n
n∑
k=1

k(r + λ̄)k−1(λ̄)n−k as N →∞,

when assuming π(n) = wn. Consequently, one can find the associated stopping re-
gions in Table 5.3. For the case where λ(n) → 0 we see that the stopping region
contains all states where the accumulated expected future profit exceeds the invest-
ment costs. For the case where η(n) → 0 this is natural since one expects little
movement between states. However, one can quickly check that this is for any value
of η(n) when λ(n) → 0. Intuitively, when λ(n) → 0 there is no downside risk and
one simply waits until the process reaches the point where the investment costs are
covered. If, in the situation where N →∞, it happens that λ(n)→∞, we have that

N →∞ η(n)→ 0 η(n)→∞ η(n)→ η̄

λ(n)→ 0 I ≤ π(n)
r

I ≤ π(n)
r

I ≤ π(n)
r

λ(n)→∞ N if I ≤ π(0)
r

? N if I ≤ π(0)
r

∅ if I > π(0)
r

∅ if I > π(0)
r

λ(n)→ λ̄ I ≤ βn+1 I ≤ np(n)
r

I ≤ βn+1
1−γn+1

Table 5.3: Stopping region when N →∞.
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the process stays at n = 0, unless η(n)
λ(n) →∞ in which case the process does not stay

at n = 0. For the former it then comes down to the question whether the rewards
earned during the stay at n = 0 is sufficient to cover the costs I.

Notice that in both situations described above one can see that the value of waiting
decreases. In the situation of λ(n) → ∞ it goes even down to zero. This can be
explained by the acceleration in movement of the process, determining that the end
state will be reached quickly. This reduces uncertainty and therefore reduces the
value of waiting.

Linear Investment Cost

In the baseline model it is assumed that the investment cost is fixed. However,
when studying the effect of N , this might not be so reasonable as one can expect the
investment cost to be much larger for larger groups of consumers. Therefore, here,
an alternative cost structure is considered to account for these effects. In a set-up
with N potential consumers, assume that the investment costs are linear in N , i.e.

I = δN,

for some δ ≥ 0. Then, we have the following result. For N large enough the threshold
converges to a fraction of the number of consumers. More particularly,

lim
N→∞

n∗

N
= δr

w
.

In this case, thus, the investment threshold does not converge to a constant, but,
contrarily, the percentage of active consumers at investment does. This means that
for different population sizes, the investment trigger is related to the relative group
of potential consumers required to be active.

5.6.2 Nonlinear Revenues
This section briefly discusses the implications on the investment problem when

the price function p(n) is not a constant. As argued before, one can both consider
p(n) to be an increasing and decreasing function. As a case study, let us consider the
following set-up where π(n) = np(n) = wn1+α for some −1 < α < 1. This means
that the price will go up if more consumers are active, for α > 0, and will go down for
α < 0. Since prices are now dependent on the number of consumers, this will have
an effect on the trends. We therefore take the following combination

η(n) = η(N − n)n1−α, and
λ(n) = λn1+α,
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for all n ∈ N . Notice that for α = 0 we are back to the standard case. The general
question becomes whether investment will be accelerated or delayed.

For the general case the following can be said. If the price goes up, and simultane-
ously η(n) will go down and λ(n) will go up as a result, the function γn+1 decreases.
This happens since the time it takes until the process reaches a state with one more
active consumer is expected to go up. The effect on βn+1 is mixed. Since prices
go up and the period until the moment the process has reached the state with one
additional active consumer goes up, there is a positive effect on the immediate profit.
However, since λ(n) increases, the process in expectation more quickly jumps to the
state n− 1, which reduces expected profits.

The same can be observed for the case study described above. To distinguish the
two effects, let us introduce parameter s ∈ R+ which measures the intensity of the
pricing effect, so that

np(n) = wn1+sα.

First of all, notice that the underlying process is still mean-reverting, but the mean
n̄ is now the solution of the equation

N − n = θn2α,

which leads to the intuitive conclusion that the mean is negatively related to α.
Figure 5.7 shows the effect of a positive α on the functions γn+1 and βn+1. From
Figure 5.8a we can see the effect on V (n). Interestingly, for small values of α the
function V (n) increases as α increases. However, for larger values α, an increase of
α has a negative effect. This comes as a result of the change in dominance between
the two effects. For small α the pricing effect is dominant, whereas this is no longer
the case for larger values of α. We can see from Figure 5.8b that this tipping point
moves for different values of s. Moreover, this figure shows that for sufficiently small
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(a) The function γn+1 for different values of α.
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(b) The function βn+1 for different values of α.

Figure 5.7: The functions γn+1 and βn+1 for changes in α. Default parameters: η = 1, λ =
10, N = 35, w = 1, s = 1, and r = 0.05.
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(a) The function V (n) for different values of α.
Here, s = 1.9, λ = 10, and N = 35.
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(b) The value function V (20) as a function of
α for different values of s. Here, λ = 35 and
N = 100.

Figure 5.8: The value function V (n) for changes in α. Default parameters: η = 1, w = 1, and
r = 0.05.

s negative α yields higher profits. For the case of α < 0, if s is large enough, the
decrease in prices will not be compensated by an increase in active consumers. An
increase in active consumers appears from a higher resulting mean. Note that the
decrease in V (n) as a result of an increase in α can be quite substantial. This is
caused by the sharp decrease in the mean n̄.

Finally, Figure 5.9 tells the effect on the investment trigger. In line with the
previous results, in some cases, for some n the fraction βn+1

1−γn+1
increases while it

attains a smaller value for other n. It then depends on the level of I what happens
to the investment moment. Generally, investment is accelerated if the fraction moves
up and delayed if the fraction moves down.

Taken together, we see that when prices increase only slightly, investment is ac-
celerated compared to a situation with flat prices, since the pricing effect is more
dominant. However, if the pricing curve increases more steeply, an increase in price
leads to a delay in investment as the increase in prices cannot compensate for the
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Figure 5.9: The investment rule fraction for different values of α. Default parameters: η = 1, λ =
10, N = 35, w = 1, s = 1, and r = 0.05.
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drop in active consumers.

5.6.3 Absorbing State
In this section we study the influence of the absorbing state n = 0 on the investment

problem. In the baseline model, the upward rate is defined by

η(n) = ηn(N − n),

which implies that the process cannot go up in the states n = 0 and n = N . Since
λ(n) = λn, state n = 0 is an absorbing state. The question arises what happens
if η(n) > 0 for n = 0, and how having no absorbing states changes the investment
strategy of the firm. In such a situation the firm could, for example, introduce the
product without immediate customers. This could apply to situations where firms
introduce new products in the hope the product will become very popular in the near
future. In this section we change η(n) in two different ways. First the situation is
studied where, for some c ≥ 0,

η(n) =

ηn(N − n) if n = 1, . . . , N,
c if n = 0.

(5.9)

Then, a similar study is conducted for the situation where, for some c ≥ 0,

η(n) = η(n+ c)(N − n),

for all n ∈ N .
The functions γn+1 and βn+1 directly influence the investment rule and the value

function V (n). Therefore, first these two functions are studied. Intuitively, γn+1

serves to discount for the period between n and n + 1. The difference between
V (n) and γn+1V (n + 1) is then reflected by βn+1, which can be interpreted as the
intermediate profit between n and n + 1. As an example, we take N = 100, η = 1,
λ = 65, r = 0.05, and w = 1. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 display the functions βn+1 and
γn+1, respectively, for different values of c. Most distinctive is the difference between
c = 0 and c = 2. In the former case the state n = 0 is an absorbing state which
means that once that state is reached, the process dies. However, for the latter case
the process, perhaps slowly, will eventually leave state n = 0. This creates value so
that βn+1 goes up. Similarly, discounting is less strong, since the process is expected
to leave n = 0 for positive values of c. It is clear from the figures that the magnitude
of c has little influence on the shape of the functions, as long as it’s strictly positive.
Even though the function does not jump when going from c = 0 to c > 0, the
difference is well visible. For these examples, the mean equals n̄ = 35. Around
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(b) For small values of n.

Figure 5.10: The function βn+1 for different values of c ∈ {0, 2, 10, 50}. Default parameters:
η = 1, λ = 65, N = 100, w = 1, and r = 0.05.

the mean, the functions are relatively flat so that for larger values of the mean the
functions more or less are shifted to the right and the tails shrink. For γn+1 this
implies that the descend will take off for a larger value of n and for βn+1 this implies
that the region with the large function values becomes smaller.

The stopping region was defined as all values of n such that

βn+1
1− γn+1

≥ I.

The fraction on the left-hand side is shown in Figure 5.12a. Figure 5.12b displays
the value function V (n). A similar pattern is observed here. An increase in c shifts
the functions upwards. Notice that the increase becomes smaller when c is larger.
Again, this is for a relatively small mean. For larger means the difference between
the functions becomes smaller, since the number of times the state n = 0 is reached is
smaller so that the smaller profits obtained in that period are less prominent. For a
mean closer to zero, the difference between the functions becomes larger so that even
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Figure 5.11: The function γn+1 for different values of c ∈ {0, 2, 10, 50}. Default parameters:
η = 1, λ = 65, N = 100, w = 1, and r = 0.05.
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(a) The stopping and continuation region with
λ = 65.
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(b) The value function V (n) with λ = 55.

Figure 5.12: The stopping/continuation region and value function V (n) for c ∈ {0, 2, 10, 50}.
Default parameters: η = 1, λ = 65, N = 100, w = 1, and r = 0.05.

between the functions associated with c = 2, c = 10 and c = 50 there is a relatively
large difference.

When considering
η(n) = η(n+ c)(N − n),

one should notice that the greatest difference with (5.9) is that η(n) changes for all
n when changing c. This is then also reflected in the outcomes. Compared to (5.9),
qualitatively all functions undergo the same transformation when increasing c. How-
ever, since η(n) is affected for all n a second effect comes in, visible in Figures 5.13
and 5.14. Overall, one can conclude that the presence of an absorbing state does not
change the outcomes much qualitatively.
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Figure 5.13: The functions γn+1 and βn+1 for different values of c ∈ {0, 2, 10, 50} with η(n) =
η(n+ c)(N − n). Default parameters: η = 1, λ = 65, N = 100, w = 1, and r = 0.05.
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(a) The stopping and continuation region with
λ = 65.
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Figure 5.14: The stopping/continuation region and value function V (n) for different values of c
with η(n) = η(n+ c)(N − n). Default parameters: η = 1, λ = 65, N = 100, w = 1, and r = 0.05.

5.6.4 Rates
So far this chapter has mainly focussed on the application where η(n) = ηn(N−n)

and λ(n) = λn. This section aims to study other choices of transition rates. We
consider three additional forms for each transition rate. In the first form agents’
decisions to stop or start purchasing are not influenced by the decisions of other
agents. Each of the N − n inactive consumers decides to switch at rate η leading
to an overall rate of η(n) = η(N − n) at which the process goes up. Similarly, this
boils down to λ(n) = λn as the rate at which the process goes down. In the second
form, on the other hand, consumers’ decisions are based upon the current number
of consuming agents, i.e. λ(n) = λn2 and η(n) = ηn(N − n). In the third form,
active consumers are influenced by the number of inactive consumers, which results
in λ(n) = λn(N − n) and η(n) = η(N − n)2. This leads to four types of upward
rates and four types of downward rates, making sixteen combinations together, each
leading to different types of processes. Table 5.4 shows for different combinations the
trend of the resulting process n, i.e. Edn

dt .
Table 5.5 shows the resulting mean n̄ in case of a mean reverting process. Here it is

shown that if the incentives for both switching options for the consumers are affected
by the same group of (in)active consumers, i.e., the combinations described above,
the process is always mean reverting with mean n̄ = N

1+θ = η
η+λN . For asymmetric

choices this is not the case. In, e.g., the basic model in this chapter the process
was mean reverting around n̄ = N − θ. This distinction plays an important role
when considering a large group of consumers. In the former, when mean reverting
around η

η+λN , the process converges in expectation to a fraction of the total amount
of consumers in the market, whilst in the latter case the fixed amount of consumers
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not purchasing the product is a fixed number. A third type of mean also assumes
the mean to remain fixed for different values of N , but defines it as a fixed amount
of active consumer as for, e.g., λ(n) = λn2 and η(n) = ηn with n̄ = θ−1.

A second way to distinguish the different cases is the following. In most of the
combinations one can speak of a mean reverting process, i.e., at every instance t the
process is expected to move closer to the mean n̄ in case of a jump in the interval
[0,∆t). In some cases the trend of the process is always positive or negative, for, e.g.,
λ(n) = λn and η(n) = ηn. Nevertheless, in three cases the process, in expectation,
moves away from n̄. We will call this mean diversion. All cases in Table 5.5 labeled
with (MD) are processes that are mean diverting. This happens in, for example, the
case where λ(n) = λ(N − n) and η(n) = ηn. Here, the rate λ(n) at which consumers
switch from active to inactive solely depends on the size of the group of the currently
inactive consumers and the opposite holds for η(n). This implies that if one of the
two respective groups is large, the speed at which the group grows accelerates, as
opposed to the situation where the growth of the group only depends on the size
of the other group imposing a mean revering effect. This magnet effect causes the
process to converge in expectation to either n = 0 or n = N .

Example 5.3 Consider a pure birth process where λ(n) = 0 for all n ∈ N . Then,

V (n) = η(n)
r + η(n)V (n+ 1) + wn

r + η(n) ,

for n = 0, . . . , N − 1, and V (N) = w
r
N and investment is undertaken as soon as

n + 1 ≥ r
w
I. Not surprisingly, the latter expression is very similar to the limit in

Proposition 5.8. One can show that, for the case where η(n) = η for all 0 < n < N ,
one obtains,

V (n) =


0 if n = 0,(

η
r+η

)N−n
w
r
N + w

∑N−n
k=1

(
η
r+η

)N−n−k
N−k
r+η if 0 < n < N,

w
r
N if n = N.

Although the different cases treated above imply different characteristics for each
corresponding process, the investment problem is generally the same for all mean
reverting and mean diverting processes. Figure 5.15a shows how mean reverting
processes generally can be translated into an investment rule. Here, the fraction

βn+1
1− γn+1

is shown, where investment is undertaken when n is sufficiently large so that this
fraction reaches the level I for the first time. Here one can see that the fraction
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(a) Mean reverting processes.
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(b) Mean diverting processes.

Figure 5.15: General shape of the fraction βn+1
1−γn+1

, for different values of n = 1, . . . , N .

changes its shape for values of n larger than n̄. When the process has crossed the
mean n̄ and takes values above the mean it is expected to go down. For n > n̄, one
additional current consumer does not bring in much value for the project, which means
that it would not cover much of extra expenses with respect to I. Put differently, the
value of waiting for an additional consumer yields less for n > n̄ than it yields for
n < n̄. Therefore the fraction does not increase as rapidly for large values of n as it
does for values below n̄. This explains the shape of the curve. For a mean diverting
process this changes. Since the process is expected to converge to n = 0 for n < n̄ the
value of investment is relatively small and investment is only optimal for these values
when I is very close to zero. However, for values above n̄ the process is expected
to increase at every instance. Since each jump is uncertain one still faces the risk
of the process dying out when being close to the mean. Therefore, as Figure 5.15b
illustrates, only for values of n sufficiently above n̄ investment is considered.

When considering large populations, the investment problem changes as a result of
the mean. When considering a mean diverting process, investment is not undertaken
for n < n̄. It is then crucial to see how this mean changes when N → ∞. In the
case where λ(n) = λ(N − n) and η(n) = ηn(N − n), the process finds its mean
at θ, so that for large values of N this mean remains constant. This implies that
the investment decision is not altered. Notice that a downward jump happens with
probability λ

λ+ηn , so that only the speed of the process is affected but not the jump
distribution. However, for the mean diverting processes with η(n) = ηn the mean
grows with the size of N . This happens since the downward rate is dependent on
N but the upward rate is not, i.e., leaving the group of active consumers is related
to the size of the inactive consumer group, which becomes large, whilst entering as
inactive is only dependent on the current size of the actives. Hence, for these cases
investment becomes infeasible for large groups of consumers.
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The remaining three cases where one cannot speak of a mean, have a monotone
trend. When assuming that this trend is positive, the fraction increases convexly. In
this way, investment shall always be undertaken, since, as in the case of a geometric
Brownian motion, for sufficiently large values of N , there is always a value with
respect to the fraction larger than I.

Example 5.4 Consider a linear birth-death process, i.e., λ(n) = λn and η(n) = ηn.
Then if r → 0, then γn → η

λ
and βn → w

λ
(n− 1). As a result, n∗ = λ−η

w
I.

5.6.5 Feasibility of Investment
As shown before, the investment trigger increases with I. That means that a larger

value of I induces investment to be undertaken for a larger value of n. But since n is
bounded by N , this could mean that for sufficiently large values of I the investment
costs are too large so that investment shall never be undertaken. This follows directly
from equation (5.8). In that situation, we say, the investment in infeasible. After all,
the fraction βn+1

1−γn+1
does not depend on I. In this section we study the feasibility of

investment for the application and, for a fixed level of the investment cost, how the
feasibility is affected by the other parameter values.

It follows that investment is never undertaken if

I > V (N) = βN+1 = wN + λNβN
r + λN(1− γN) .

This means that for the existence of the investment trigger one must study the be-
havior of βN+1. Suppose that η = 1, λ = 15, N = 35, r = 0.05, and w = 1. If
λ increases, the rate at which consumers turn from active to inactive increases, so
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(a) The function V (N) = βN+1 for different
values of λ with η = 1.
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(b) The function V (N) = βN+1 for different val-
ues of η with λ = 15.

Figure 5.16: Effect on feasibility of the investment option under changes of λ and η. Default
parameters: N = 35, w = 1, and r = 0.05.
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that not only the mean n̄ decreases but also the rate at which the process goes down
increases. Overall, profitability declines so that βN+1 also decreases, as illustrated
by Figure 5.16a. The opposite is true for η. An increase boosts the rate at which
consumer starts purchasing and it increases the mean n̄. For very low values of η,
the fraction θ = λ

η
is blown up and the mean n̄ = N − θ becomes very small or even

negative: profits are decimated. Contrarily, for large values of η the fraction θ goes to
zero so that for large values of η an increase has little effect, for the mean had already
converged to N . Discounting reduces the firm’s profits, which has a clear effect on
βN+1 as visualized in Figure 5.17a. An increase in N first makes the value of βN+1

increase concavely, but eventually a linear effect is observed. For small values of N
the mean plays an important role, so that an additional consumer in the market also
increases the mean by 1, making investment more interesting. However, since θ stays
constant, the effect becomes smaller the more consumers are present. Since only one
additional consumer is expected to purchase the product, a linear effect is realized.

Corollary 5.1 Let π(n) = wn. Then investment is never feasible if N < r
w
I.

We saw that the investment trigger is decreasing in N , which means that if the
lower bound to the threshold equals r

w
I, see Proposition 5.8, then investment is only

feasible for situations where N ≥ r
w
I.

Absorbing States

Suppose that, in addition to the standard model, one assumes the state n = N

to be absorbing as well, i.e., λ(N) = η(N) = 0. Then, both functions βn and γn
are not affected by this change for n = 1, . . . , N . Hence, the investment rule is not
altered. The only change to the model is the function V (N), through which all V (n)
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(a) The function V (N) = βN+1 for different
values of r with N = 35.
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(b) The function V (N) = βN+1 for different val-
ues of N with r = 0.05.

Figure 5.17: Effect on feasibility of the investment option under changes of r and N . Default
parameters: η = 1, λ = 15, and w = 1.
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are affected. This concludes that changing N into an absorbing state does not change
the investment problem but only shifts the pay-offs.

Example 5.5 (Linear birth-death process) Assume that with rate η(n) = ηn a
new consumer starts buying the product and with rate λ(n) = λn one consumer drops
out. Since 1− ε ≈ 1

1+ε for small ε, it holds that

λn

λn+ r
≈ 1− r

λn
.

Then one can check that, by approximation, it holds that

γn ≈
ηn

r + λn
,

βn ≈
w(n− 1)
r + λ

.

This approximation leads to the following value function,

V (n− 1) = ηn

r + λn
V (n) + w(n− 1)

r + λ
,

with V (N) = wN
r+λ and V (0) = 0. Investment is undertaken when

I ≤ wn

r + (λ− η)(n+ 1)
r + λ(n+ 1)

r + λ
.

Here, it is assumed that np(n) = wn. Nevertheless, it is easy to see how this can be
generalized.

5.6.6 Geometric Brownian Motion
In this final section a general comparison is made between the use of a geometric

Brownian motion and a birth-death process.
A geometric Brownian motion, dx, has an expectation of µxdt and a variance

equal to σ2x2dt. Since the expection and variance of the birth-death process equal
(η(n) − λ(n))dt and (η(n) + λ(n))dt, respectively, one is able to make a general
comparison between the two processes when studying the investment rule. Assume
r > µ. Let us take the following value function:

VgMb(X) = E
[∫ ∞
t=0

x(t)e−rtdt | x(0) = X
]
.

This results in the following stopping region:

SgBm =
{
x ∈ R+ | I ≤

κ− 1
κ

x

r − µ

}
,
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Figure 5.18: The investment trigger for a geometric Brownian motion and the investment rule
fraction (dashed). Default parameters: σ = 0.1, µ = 0.02, w = 1, and r = 0.05.

if the investment costs are I > 0 and where

κ = 1
2 −

µ

σ2 +
√(1

2 −
µ

σ2

)2
+ 2r
σ2 > 1.

The expectation and variance of both processes are the same if one assumes

η(n) = 1
2n(σ2n+ µ),

λ(n) = 1
2n(σ2n− µ).

Under this choice of η(n) and λ(n) one can study the investment trigger when ap-
proximating a geometric Brownian motion using the method from this chapter. Note
that neither of the two functions depends on N so that the size of the pool has no
influence on γn+1 nor on βn+1, which means that the investment trigger does not
depend on N either. Therefore, in order to compare the two different triggers, one
can therefore safely assume that N → ∞. Figure 5.18 shows the fraction βn+1

1−γn+1

and the fraction κ−1
κ

x
r−µ . One can see that these two fractions are very close, which

makes us conclude that the approximation of a geometric Brownian motion gives a
threshold that is very close to the actual threshold.

5.7 Concluding Remarks
This chapter uses the notion of continuous time Markov chains, in particular birth-

death processes, to study the optimal investment timing of firms. Our contribution,
primarily, is the fact that through our approach one is able to study all kinds of
underlying processes while still making use of tractable solutions to the optimization
problem. This is something that was only possible for very specific choices of, e.g.,
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diffusion-driven processes as a geometric Brownian motion and a geometric mean
reversion process. However, since this chapter is only a first step in the application
of birth-death processes with state dependent transition rates in the real options
literature, one can think of various directions our work could be extended to. First,
as a natural step, one could consider duopoly markets where firms compete over a
first-mover advantage. At the same time, one can introduce endogenous pricing into
this model. We have shown how pricing can affect the investment problem. Here,
a slight increase or decrease when the number of purchasing consumers increases
could lead to higher profits. It would be interesting to see how firms would optimally
choose their prices, especially in a competitive framework. Secondly, it seems that
the assumption that the amount of potential consumers is drawn by nature could
be relaxed. One can think of either assuming this number to follow a stochastic
path, or it could depend on the firm’s investment strategy. On the same notion, also
the state transition rates could depend on the firm’s investment. Other extensions
could include a study of multiple platforms, an application to study other types of
underlying processes, and a more thorough study on the pricing effects. One could
also, like in Tsekrekos (2010), study exit options for mean reverting processes.
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Appendix A

Proofs

Proof of Proposition 5.1:
Let i, n ∈ N with i < n, where i = n(0) represents the current amount of active
consumers. Assume η(n) = ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn. In order to calculate

Pi(n) = P[reaching state n at some t <∞ | n0 = i]

notice first that for any i < k ≤ N

(N − i)iη
(N − i)iη + λi

Pi+
λi

(N − i)iη + λi
Pi = Pi = (N − i)iη

(N − i)iη + λi
Pi+1+ λi

(N − i)iη + λi
Pi−1,

where Pj := Pj(k). It follows that, in order to calculate Pi = Pi(n),

Pi+1 − Pi = λ

(N − i)η (Pi − Pi−1).

Since it holds that P0 = 0, we have

P2 − P1 = λ

(N − 1)ηP1,

which, recursively, becomes

Pi+1 − Pi = λi

ηi (N−1)!
(N−i−1)!

P1.

Then,

Pi+1 − P1 =
i∑
l=1

(Pl+1 − Pl) =
i∑
l=1

λl

ηl (N−1)!
(N−l−1)!

P1,

which is the same as

Pi+1 = P1

1 +
i∑
l=1

(
λ

η

)l (N − l − 1)!
(N − 1)!

 ≡ P1Ai+1.

Notice that if we substitute l = j − 1,

Ai = 1 +
i−1∑
l=1

(
λ

η

)l (N − l − 1)!
(N − 1)! = 1 +

i∑
j=2

(
λ

η

)j−1 (N − j)!
(N − 1)! =

i∑
j=1

(
λ

η

)j−1 (N − j)!
(N − 1)! .
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From here it follows that, since Pn = Pn(n) = 1 that 1 = P1An so that Pi+1 =
A−1
n Ai+1 and, hence,

Pi(n) = Ai
An
∀ i = 1, ..., n.

�

Since all other states communicate, it is implicit that with probability one, at some
point, the process will hit zero. The second proposition formally proves this.

Proposition 5.9 Let i ∈ N and Qi = P[reaching state 0 at some t <∞ | n(0) = i],
then Qi = 1.

Proof of Proposition 5.9:
Let i = n(0) ∈ N be the current amount of active consumers. Assume η(n) =
ηn(N − n) and λ(n) = λn. First notice that Q0=1 by definition. Moreover,

Qi = (N − i)iη
(N − i)iη + λi

Qi+1 + λi

(N − i)iη + λi
Qi−1.

For QN one obtains,
QN = 0

λN
QN+1 + λN

λN
QN−1,

so that QN = QN−1. Similarly one can show that QN−1 = QN−2. By induction one
finds QN−2 = QN−1 = · · · = Q1. Finally,

Q1 = (N − 1)η
(N − 1)η + λ

Q2 + λ

(N − 1)η + λ
Q0,

which has a unique solution, Q0 = Q1 = Q2 = 1. Hence Qi = 1 for all i. �

In the proof of Proposition 5.2 Itô’s Lemma is applied. For processes with discrete
jumps we formulate Itô’s Lemma as follows. Let

dXt = µtdt+ ηtdYt,

with dYt = Zntdnt. Define

f ′(Xt)ηdYt ≡ [f(Xt)− f(Xt−)]dnt = [f(Xt− + ηtZnt)− f(Xt−)]dnt.

Then,

df(Xt) = f ′(Xt)dX + 1
2f
′′(Xt)d〈Xt, Xt〉,

= µtf
′(Xt)dt+ [f(Xt− + ηtZnt)− f(Xt−)]dnt.
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Proof of Proposition 5.2:
First notice, from Itô’s Lemma, that,

dV (nt) = V ′(nt)YtdIt = [V (nt− + Y (nt))− V (nt−)]dIt.

It follows

EdV (nt) = (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt

×
[

η(nt)
η(nt) + λ(nt)

V (nt− + 1) + λ(nt)
η(nt) + λ(nt)

V (nt− − 1)− V (nt−)
]

= [η(nt)V (nt + 1) + λ(nt)V (nt − 1)− (η(nt) + λ(nt))V (nt)] dt,

which concludes

rV (nt) = π(nt) + lim
dt↓0

1
dtEdV (nt)

= π(nt) + η(nt)V (nt + 1) + λ(nt)V (nt − 1)− (η(nt) + λ(nt))V (nt).

Rewriting leads to (5.2). �

Proof of Proposition 5.3:
Follows directly from the Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm (see Appendix B) with

an = −λ(n),
bn = r + λ(n) + η(n),
cn = −η(n).

Since |bn| = r+ λ(n) + η(n) > λ(n) + η(n) = |an|+ |cn|, the condition is satisfied. �

Proof of Proposition 5.4:
As before, using the Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm, the solution is defined by

F (n) = η(n)F (n+ 1) + λ(n)βFn
r + λ(n) + η(n)− λ(n)γFn

with F (n∗) = V (n∗)− I. The variables βFn+1 and γFn+1 are defined as

γFn+1 = η(n)
r + λ(n) + η(n)− λ(n)γFn

, and

βFn+1 = λ(n)βFn
r + λ(n) + η(n)− λ(n)γFn

,

where γF1 = 0 and βF1 = 0. This implies that βFn+1 = 0 for all n. Finally, one can
check that γFn+1 = γn+1 ∀n ∈ N . �
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Proof of Proposition 5.5:
At n = n∗ it holds that F (n) = V (n)− I. However, for n = n∗ − 1 we have

F (n) = η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)(V (n∗)− I), and

V (n) = η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)V (n∗) + np(n) + λ(n)βn

r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn) − I.

Firms wait as long as F (n) > V (n), which implies

η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)(−I) > np(n) + λ(n)βn

r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn) − I.

Rewriting gives

I >
np(n) + λ(n)βn
r + λ(n)(1− γn)

= (n∗ − 1)p(n∗ − 1) + λ(n∗ − 1)βn∗−1
r + λ(n∗ − 1)(1− γn∗−1)

= βn∗

1− γn∗
.

Put differently, firms do not wait for n+ 1 when F (n) ≤ V (n), i.e.,

I ≤ np(n) + λ(n)βn
r + λ(n)(1− γn) = βn+1

1− γn+1
,

which concludes the proof. �

Lemma 5.2 Let βn and γn be defined as in Proposition 5.3 and let n ∈ N . If
π(n+ 1) > π(n), then

βn
1− γn

≤ π(n)
r
⇒ βn+1

1− γn+1
<
π(n+ 1)

r
.

Proof of Lemma 5.2:
First,

βn+1
1− γn+1

<
π(n+ 1)

r
⇔ π(n) + λ(n)βn

r + λ(n)(1− γn) <
π(n+ 1)

r
,

which is equivalent to

λ(n)(1− γn)
[

βn
1− γn

− π(n)
r

]
<
π(n+ 1)− π(n)

r
(r + λ(n)(1− γn)) .

Since the right-hand side is positive if π(n + 1) > π(n), it is sufficient to have that
the left-hand side is nonpositive. �
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Lemma 5.3 Let βn and γn be defined as in Proposition 5.3, then

βn
1− γn

< (≤) βn+1
1− γn+1

⇔ βn
1− γn

< (≤)π(n)
r

.

Proof of Lemma 5.3:
Notice that

βn+1
1− γn+1

− βn
1− γn

= π(n) + λ(n)βn
r + λ(n)(1− γn) −

βn
1− γn

= (1− γn)π(n)− βnr
(1− γn)(r + λ(n)(1− γn)) .

It follows that this fraction is positive if and only if (1− γn)π(n) > βnr. �

Proof of Proposition 5.6:
First, since β1 = π(0)

η(0)+r and γ1 = η(0)
η(0)+r , we have that

β1
1− γ1

= π(0)
r

<
π(1)
r
.

Then, from Lemma 5.2, by induction, we know that

βn
1− γn

<
π(n)
r

holds for all n ∈ N . Then, the rest of the proof follows from Lemma 5.3. �

Proof of Lemma 5.1:
Let n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. Rewriting

V (n+ 1) > V (n) = γn+1V (n+ 1) + βn+1

gives the corresponding equation. �

Lemma 5.4 Let βn and γn be defined as in Proposition 5.3, then

βn+1
1− γn+1

<
π(n)
r

.

Proof of Lemma 5.4:
Since

βn+1
1− γn+1

− π(n)
r

= λ(n)(1− γn)
λ(n)(1− γn) + r

[
βn

1− γn
− π(n)

r

]
,

it follows that if βn
1−γn

< π(n)
r

then it also holds that βn+1
1−γn+1

< π(n)
r
. Proposition 5.6

and Lemma 5.3 show that this condition holds. �
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Proof of Proposition 5.7:
Let n ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n∗ − 2}. Notice that

F (n+ 1)− F (n) =

(V (n∗)− I)
n∗−1∏
k=n+1

η(k)
r + η(k) + λ(k)(1− γk)

[
1− η(n)

r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)

]
,

F (n)− F (n− 1) =

(V (n∗)− I)
n∗−1∏
k=n

η(k)
r + η(k) + λ(k)(1− γk)

[
1− η(n− 1)

r + η(n− 1) + λ(n− 1)(1− γn−1)

]
.

Then F (n+ 1)− F (n) > F (n)− F (n− 1) can be rewritten as

η(n)
r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn)

r + λ(n− 1)(1− γn−1)
r + η(n− 1) + λ(n− 1)(1− γn−1)

<
r + λ(n)(1− γn)

r + η(n) + λ(n)(1− γn) .

This leads to the equation in the proposition. For n = n∗−1 the same analysis holds,
but then without the product in the middle, so that it leads to the same conclusion.
�

Proof of Proposition 5.8:
The investment trigger is defined as n∗ such that

I(r + λn∗(1− γn∗)) = wn∗ + λn∗βn∗ .

One can check that γn → 1 and βn → 0 for any n if N → ∞. This means that the
equation converges to rI = wn∗. �
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Appendix B

Thomas Algorithm
The recurrence relation in (5.2) can be solved using the Tridiagonal Matrix algorithm,
or sometimes called the Thomas algorithm after Thomas (1949). This algorithm
recursively solves the set of equations defined by

aixi−1 + bixi + cixi+1 = yi

for i = 1, . . . , n where a1 = cn = 0. This is equivalent to solving

Ax =



b1 c1 0 . . . 0
a2 b2

. . . ...
0 . . . . . . 0
... . . . cn−1

0 . . . 0 an bn





x1

...

xn


=



y1

...

yn


= y.

Matrices of the kind of A are called tridiagonal matrices. Define

γi+1 = −ci
aiγi + bi

βi+1 = yi − aiβi
bi + aiγi

,

xn = βn+1 = yn − anβn
bn + anγn

,

with γ1 = β1 = 0. The echelon form of the matrix [Ay] is row equivalent to

1 −γ2 0 0 . . . 0 β2

0 1 −γ3
. . . ... β3

0 0 . . . . . . 0 ...
... . . . 1 −γn−1 0 ...
... . . . 0 1 −γn βn
0 . . . 0 0 0 1 xn


.

As a result, it follows that, if |bi| > |ai|+ |ci| for all i, then for i = 1, . . . , n

xi = γi+1xi+1 + βi+1 = −ci
aiγi + bi

xi+1 + yi − aiβi
aiγi + bi

is the solution of the set of equations.
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Appendix C

Additional Analyses
The following proposition determines the expected time till death.

Proposition 5.10 Assume n = 0 is the only absorbing state. Let Tn be the expected
time until the process dies, given that there are currently n active consumers. Define

γTn+1 = η(n)
λ(n)(1− γTn ) + η(n)

βTn+1 = 1 + λ(n)βTn
λ(n)(1− γTn ) + η(n)

for n = 1, . . . , N and γT1 = βT1 = 0. Then the expected time until death equals

Tn = η(n)Tn+1 + 1 + λ(n)βTn
η(n) + λ(n)(1− γTn )

with
TN = 1 + λ(N)βTN

λ(N)(1− γTN) .

Proof of Proposition 5.10:
The expected time until death can be written as,

Tnt = dt+ E[Tnt+dt|nt]
= dt+ η(nt)dtTnt+1 + λ(nt)dtTnt−1 + (1− (η(nt) + λ(nt))dt)Tnt ,

which implies
(η(n) + λ(n))Tn = 1 + η(n)Tn+1 + λ(n)Tn−1.

This can be solved using the Tridiagonal Matrix algorithm, as before. �
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